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This appendix to the User Manual for the Streamtube Curvature Analysis con-
tains the computer program listing. It should be noted that the listing in-
cludes explanatory statements and titles so that the program flow is readily
discernable. The computer program listing is in CDC Fortran 2.3 source
language form, except for three subroutines, GETDC, GETRLX, and SAVTX, which


























































DS1DMP= DAMPING FACTOR ON DS1,
DS1MXA= MAX-DS1
DS1MXB= MAX CALCULATED DSl BEFORE DAMPING
DS1RMS= RMS OF THE CALCULATED DSl-S
ES2MX = MAX SL POSITION ERROR AS DETERMINED
DS2MX = MAX CALCULATED SL ADJUSTMENT
NSWP = NUMBER OF LRELAX SWEEPS
COMMON /SELECT/ LENTRY




W R I T L 16,7760)
7760 FO«MAT( 1H1,22X,2BH* * C A R I) IN






IF( EOF,5 ) 7781,7776




=0 FOR NO DAMPING, =1 FOR NOMINAL
BY THE FLOW BALANCE












11 WRITL (6,1100) PROGM,TAPIN,TAPOT

















4 PROGM = BITS
8 K5 = KA
GO TO 12
CONSECUTIVE DIP LIST READ
5 READ (5,1003) INI,IN2,IN3,IN*
1003 FORMAT!I2«1X»3A10)
IF(EOF,5) 19,7
7 GO TO (20,9,10),INI




10 «•> - IN2
KM2) • IN3




IF<<.NOT.INERR) .AND. (.NOT.ERR) ) GO TO 5
15 WRITE (6,1004) LOVER,LENTRY
1004 FORMAT (//2X,9HERR = T,5X,7HERRCOD=,I2,5X,7HLENTRY=,12)
CALL ERRORM6HERR-T )
WRITE (6,1000)
1000 FORMAT(1H1//10X,26H***«* JOB TERMINATED *****)
STOP
19 ENOJOB* .TRUE.




IF(ERR) GO TO 15
WRITE (6*1140)
1140 FORMAT!1HI//17X,3H***,17X,19HSOLUTION HI STORY,20X,3H***/
1 7X.103HGRID + INNER + ORTHOGONAL IZAT
2ION + FLOW + MATRIX SOLUTION /
3 4X,IOHREFINEMENT.9X,10HITERATIONS,41X,7HBALANCE//
4 2X,106HNREFIN GRID INRCTR CNVF RMS-OS1 MAX-D
5S1 MAX-DS1 LIM-ES2 MAX-ES2 MAX-DS2 NSWEEPS /13X.3HPTS
6 ,23X,16H(BEFORE DAMPING) ,4X,7H( AFTER))




IF(ERK) GO TO 15










IF(ERR) GO TO 15





C CALCULATE CURV,PH1,US1-S.-- ORIHOGONALIZE. ADJUST FLOWS GE 215
215 LENTRY= 3
216 LOVER = 3
CALL UVERLAY(3HSTC,3,0,6HRECALL)
IF(ERR) GO TO 15








1010 FORMAT ( I6,I10,I9,F9.2,F12.6,2F10.6,3F11.6,I6)
IF(INRCTR.EQ.O .OR. (ES2MX.GE.ES2LIM.AND.INRCTR.LT.NINNER(MAJCTR))
1 ) GO TO 240
IF(MAJCTR.LT.MAXIT .ANO. GRtFIN) GO TO 210
2511 IF(ES2MX.LT.(CLEN*TOLES2 ) .OK. 1NRCTR.Gt.NINNER(MAJCTR)) GO TO 300
C CALCULATE POINT MOVtMINT (LRhlAX) Gb 240
240 LOVER = 4
CALL OVERLAY(3HSTC,4,0)
IF(ERR) GO TO 15















IF ERR) GO TO 15






































































































TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWOtLWE,
* LO.LESTA, LDUM18),








P I , T W O P I V P I Q 2 , P I 0 4 , T O D E G , T O R A D
PPM 26)




C R X ( 6 )











































IN REGION WITH SOME SS-FLOW
WHICH CROSSES SONIC LINE
WHICH CROSSES SHOCK WAVE
1
= NEW OL EXTENSION CRITERIA
= EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW
= EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW




F A R F L D ( 2 ) , F R E E ( 2 ) » P R E S ( 2 ) , R F F , N Z P ,





















COMMON /CSS / SSFML,SSEF,SSEANG,SSDF,SSFENDtSSFNDl
L ,SSDLE,A4FACT,BRLX,CURRLX,TSIC,RHOC,RHOCSS
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL SSEFv SSDF, SSDLE
SSFML * SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SSEF * SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
C SSEANG= ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF'T
C SSDF = SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
C SSFEND= SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION =0,1 FOR PARABOL
c SSFNOI= SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION* =o,it FOR PARABOLA
C SSDLt = SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F
C A4FACT= CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
C BRLX = B-RELAXATION FACTOR
C CURRLX= CURVATURE RELAXATION FACTOR







1 RGA/1716.2/, GAMA/l.V, AXIA/.TRUE./
DATA CHOTST/.TRUE./, SCALEA/1./* TTE/0./
DATA NBCIN/2t2/
D A T A LHOtLHE/1,0/
D A T A LEO,LEE/1,0/, LRO,LRE/I,0/,MO,NM/l,0/
DATA MAXNJ/128/, MAXOL/96/, NFCOLS/20/
1
DATA BITS/I.E+15/,BLANK/1H /










DATA (FARFLDCI),I=1,2)/10HFF ,10H /
DATA IFREEfI)vI-1.2I/10H ,10H /










DATA VMGl,VMG2/.l,.l/, SGR/10.,9*0./, SLS,SG2i/.01 * 1./
DATA SGZ/10*0./
DATA SSFML/1/, SSEF/.FALSE ./, SSEANG/O./t SSDF/.FALSE./
1, SSFEND,SSFNDl/.75,.75/
































( X 1 F , X 1 )
LHn,LHE, LHOlJ.LBnEt LTQ.LTE ,
L O . L t S T A , L S O , L S E , L U U M ( 6 ) t
MU.NM, NJ,NfCULS» MAXNJ.MAXOL,MAXNM.MAXLE
LLO.LEE t LRU.LRttLRD
L I M I T S ( 2 4 )
















































M A C H C , P S C , T S C t P T C , T T C , A X I C t R G C . G A M C ,
D A X l T , S C A L E A , T T E t C H O T S T
MACHA( l ) ,MACHC
A X I A t A X l C
CHOTST
A R E A ( 9 6 ) , A R E A O < 9 6 ) t D I S P ( 9 6 ) t P T ( 9 6 ) , L A M B D A ( 9 6 ) ,
R H O ( 9 6 ) , S O R T V V ( 9 6 ) t T S < 9 6 ) , T T < 9 6 ) , V M S Q ( 9 6 ) ,
V V K Q K P I 9 6 ) ,
W Q A ( 9 6 ) , W S T A ( 9 6 ) , KG (96) r C 2 C P < 9 6 ) ,FGR(96)
LAMBDA
E S 2 ( 9 6 ) , S D N Q R M ( 9 6 )
( E S 2 . V V K U K P ) , ( S D N Q R M . R H O )
RCU(96 )
(RCU,LAMBDA)
Z ( 3 0 0 )
R ( 3 0 0 )
S21300)
SK300)
P H I K 3 0 0 )
JMSOOO)
CURVOOO)
COMMON /CB / B(300)
COMMON /CIDEX / M, J, MU,MD , I STAG
TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS





MO»NM» NJtNFCOLSt MAXNJ, MAXOL t MAXNMt MAXLE ,
LEO, LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD








LBNEXT= INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZ1 = INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAME= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UP » T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX * RELATIVE INDEX OF L.t. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY








BDNAMEU ) ,LBA(1 ),LBB(l)
(BDNAMEtZBT), (LBA,RBT)» (LBB.ANGBT)
C FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
C INDEX- LF=LFO,LFE
C NFCOLS= 8
C XIF ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
C X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
C XIAF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
C S1F * SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. 1UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
C IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
C LFH,LFA=INDICES UF STATIONS ULLUW AND ABOVE T.E.
C NCHB,NCHA=NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
C LRXF = INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
C JORDER= 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT X1F IS GIVEN
C = 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
C = 1 IF FLOW BELOW T.E. IS GIVEN
C JORDER= -1 IF FLOW AT XIF IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION XlF(l),X2Ft1)»X1BF(1),X1AF(1)t
I S1F( l),NCHB(l),NCHAU)tJORDER(l) ,VNR(12)
EQUIVALENCE (LFB.XIBF),(LFA,XIAF),(LRF,NCHB).(LRXF,NCHA)
DIMENSION LFBtn.LFAU) ,LRF(1) ,LRXFU)
C STATION TABLE
C INDEX- L=LU,LESTA
C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ xui J,LNEXT<I J.MLBU),MuBm,PRiMU»,
i TYPELBU > ,NAMbLB<i) ,ILB<I ) ,FLBU ) ,SILB(D,





EQUIVALENCE (13DT, XIF , X1), (LBNEXT , X2F , LNEXT ), (LBZ1, X1BF,MLB )



































1150 FORMAT!///1X17HSTREAMLINE TA8LE-/17X32HJ X2 SLCHN




*ATAN3- ARCTAN FUNCTION WITH REFERENCE ANGLE -ATAN3-
C LIMITS ARE- l-PI) .LE. (ATAN3-ANGREF) .LT. t+PI)
COMMON /CATAM3/ DANG




SO N = N-l
I F ( N . L U . O ) C A L L K R K O K K ( K N A M E )
PANG = ANG-ANGIUI
I f - ( P t - O A N f , J ^,0,70,70
60 ANG = ANG-TWOPI
GO 10 50
70 IF(DANG+PI) 80,90i90
80 ANG = ANG+TWOPI
GO TO 50







































BOUNDARY TABLE OF Z,R,ANG
INDEX OF COOR-Z RELATIVE TO BOY-TABLE ORIGIN
DELTA-R = R ( I v + l ) - R ( I V )
DELTA-Z = Z( IV + 1 ) - Z ( I V )
CHORD CONNECTING THE POINTS OF THE INTERVAL
ANGLE OF THE CHORD
ANGLE R E L A T I V E TO THE CHORD,
















THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (-0 BEFORE COALLATIO
WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ BDT<1),LBNEXT11),LBZ1<l»,
CHNAMEd )





































SUBROUTINE BE AM(X,Y,ANG,N )
*BEAM-- ROTATED CUBICS SIMILAT1NG A BEAM











































ESTIMATED ANGLE AT THE GIVEN POINTS, RADIANS (MA-l)
ESTIMATED ANGLE AT THE FIRST POINT (MA=0)
NUMBER OF POINTS
0 IF THE VALUES OF ANGLES ARE NOT ESTIMATED,
L IF ESTIMATED ANGLES ARE GIVEN
NO OF ITERATIONS
STORAGE INCREMENT OF X,Y,ANG
0 IF ERROR1 IS TO BE CALLED WHEN PTS ARE OUT OF ORDER
-1 TO SKIP THE POINT ORDER CHECK
.GE.l IF KtTURN IS TO BE MADE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
INPUT MA=0, MB = 1, Kf) = l, AND KORDER=0)
INfc KIND MUST BE PROVIDED TO CALCULATE THE FOLLOWING COEFFI








CALCULATED VALUE OF THE CURVE ANGLE, RADIANS
SLOPE IN ROTATED COORDINATES, LEFT END OF SEGMENT
SLOPE IN ROTATED COORDINATES, RIGHT END OF SEGMENT
ANGLE (RELATIVE TO HORIZONTAL) OF THE LINE SEGMENTS, RADIA
LENGTHS OF THE LINE SEGMENTS BETWEEN THE INPUT POINTS, CHO
INDEX OF 2ND OF ADJACENT OUT-OF-ORDER PTS, NOT=0 ON ENTRY
NOTE-COMMON /ERASE/ MUST BE 8*N IN LENGTH. ITS LENGTH MAY BE CHANG
BY A $USE CARD WITHOUT PROGRM RECOMPILATI ON.
ORDER OF STORAGE IN COMMON /ERASE/ IS - A( 1, 3 ) , A( 1, 1) , A( 1 ,2 ) ,B (1),














CALCULATE THE CHORDS CONNECTING THE GIVEN POINTS





100 KP = K+KD
SX = X(KP)-X(K )
SY = Y(KP)-Y(K)
B( I ) = ANG(K)
CHD(I)= SORT!SX*SX+SY*SY)
ACHOt I)«ATAN3(SY,SX,ACHD(IM8))
DA( I) => DANG
IFU.GT.9 .AND. ( ABS ( DA( I ) )*ABS (DA (I M8) I) .GT. PI .AND.
* KORDER.NE.(-l)) GO TO 800







C SLOPES IN THE ROTATED COORDINATE SYSTEM
C FROM THE ESTIMATED INPUT ANGLES
I « 1
IF(M) 160,180,160
160 YPAII). T A N I B l I J - A C H D l I > )
YPB(I)= TAN(B<I*8)-ACHD( I ))
I = 1*8
IF(I-NS) 160,200,200
C SLOPES EQUAL TO A FRACTION OF THE LINE SEGMENT TURNING









C MATCHING ANGLE AND CURVATURE EQUATIONS
IFIN-2) 250,300,250
250 I « 9
GO TO 260
255 A(I) » CHOC I)*(l.*l.5*YPA(I )*YPA(I) )
A( 1*2)* CHD(1-8)*(l.*1.5*YPB(1-8)*YPB(1-8))
A( 1*1 )- 2.*(A(I)*A(I*2))
B(I) = -2.*AII )*DA(I) - A(I*2)*DA(I*8)
I = 1*8
260 IF(I-N8) 255,300,300
C ROUTINE TDSEO - TRIDIAGONAL SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
C SOLUTION TO AX=B. ON RETURN SOLUTION VECTOR X IS STORED IN B
300 A(3) = A(3)/A(2)
B(1) = Btl)/A(2)
1 * 9




310 A(I*l)» A( 1*1)-A( I )*AU-6)
A(1*2)* A(I*2)/A(1*1)
312 B(I) = (B(I)-A(I)*8(1-8 ) ) / A(I*1) /
I ' 1*8 I \^
IF(I-NS) 310,320,340




~~ 340 I = N8
350 I = 1-8
IF( 1-1) 400,355,360
- C SPECIAL LOGIC FOR Al l , I)
355 U( 1) = IK 1 J - A ( 1 J * B ( 1 7 1
360 Bi l l = IK I 1-A1 I * 2 ) * B ( 1*8)
_ GO TO 350
C R E e V A L U A J t YI'B
400 I =9
"~ 405 YPBI 1-8)= B( I )*DA( I)
I = 1*8
IF( I-N8) 405,405,450
C RETURN FOR ANOTHER ITERATION
450 M = M*l
_ IF(M-MB) 200,200,500
C ANGLES
500 I = 1
~ K = 1
505 ANGIK)= ACHD«I)+ATAN(B(I»
I = 1 * 8
— K K*KD
IF(I-N8)505,505,510
5 iO K()RUtK= 0
_ GO TD 900
C ERRUH - OUT 01 ORDER POINTS







*CBfcAM- DATA FOK /CBhAM / -CBEAM-





*BEND— END CONDITIONS FOR THE BEAM FIT -BEND-
C ON ENTRY -
C N NUMBER OF POINTS
C ALSU OF F I N h D ON fcNTRY - IN COMMON/CBEND/ -
C NHC(L)= HHUNOARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR LEFT (L"I) AND RIGHT(L»2)
C = 0 , 1 , OR 2
C A N G f c U ) = A N G L F IN DEGREES IF NBC(U = i
C C U R V L ( L ) = C U R V A T U R E IF N B C ( L ) = 2
C F E N D ( L ) = R A T I O OF SHEAR OF THE END TO NEXT TO END INTERVALt NBC(L)
C ON RETURN-
C COEFFICIENTS - A ( 2 ), A ( 3 ) , B( 1) AND A(N8)vA(N8+1)»B<N8)
COMMON /CBENO / NBC(2),ANGE(2 ).CURVE(2),FEND(2)
COMMON /CPI / PItTWOPI,PIQ2,PIQ4,TOOEG»TORAD
COMMON /ERASE / A(3>,B(1),YPB<1),DA(1),ACHDU),CHD(793)
C INITIALIZE
N = NN






C A STRAIGHT LINE IS USED FOR N=2 IF NBC(1)=NBC(2)=0
NBCS = NBC(1)+NBC(2)




C CHECK IF PARABOLA (F=0) SHOULD BE USED
80 IFIN.E0.3 .AND. NBCS.EG.0) GO TO 90
90
C NBC=Ol f Y AND ANGLb SPECIF IED
C LEFT END
110 I F ( N B C ( D . N E . O l ) GO TO 120
B(l) = TANJTORAD*ANGE(1)-ACHD(1))
C RIGHT END
120 IF(NBC(2).NE.Ol) GO TO 210
BIN8) = T A N ( T O R A D * A N G E ( 2 ) - A C H D t N 8 ) )
C NBC=02, Y AND CURVATURE SPECIFIED
C LEFT END
210 IF INBCI1J.NE.02) GO TU 220











At 3) = 2.
B(l) = -2.*DA(9)+CHD(l)*CURVE(l)*ll.*l.5*Bfl)*B(l)) •
C RIGHT END




C NBOOf VPPP = F * YPPPiOF ADJACENT INTERVAL)
C LEFT END
310 IF(NBC( D.NE.O) GO To 320






B(l) - F1*DA(17)*DX1SO - DA(9)*DX2SO
GO TO 320
315 A(3) = 1.
B(1 ) =0.
C RIGHT END
320 IF(NBC(2).NE.O) GO TO 900














BLOCK D A T A OENDBK
*CBENO- DATA FOR /CBEND / -CBEND-
COMMQN /CbEND / N B C ( 2 ) , A N G E ( 2 ) . C U R V E ( 2 ) , F E N D ( 2 )








































































AND ZM ONLY ARE TO BE COMPUTED
ATA AT THE INTERMEDIATE POINT WITHIN THE INTERVAL
Y/DX, DISTANCE NORMAL TO THE CHORD
Z-Z(I )
R-R(I)
LENGTH OF THE CHORD
ANG-ANGCHD
CURVATURE
CURVALINEAR DISTANCE FROM P01NT-1
= LINE BETWEEN POINTS I AND
COMMON /CBEAM2/ DR.DZ ,YPA ,YPB,F ,G, OX, YQDX , ZM,RM , ANGM, CURVM, S IM ,
1 RZONLY
LOGICAL RZONLY
DOUBLE PRECISION C 1 , C2 ,C 3 C5
= F*G*(G*YPA-F*YPB)
s YQDX*D;+F*ORYOOXRM
























( ll.*(YPASQ+YPAB) •«• YPBSO*YPBSQ)/3.
-3.*YPASQ - A.5*YPAB - 1.5*YPBSQ





*CBFI— BLOCK DATA FOR BFI -CBFI-












C ADJUST LINE COUNT
5 LINTOT= LINES+LA
IFt L1NTOT.GT.LMAX ) GO TO 8
LINES = LINTOT
6 RETURN
C RESTOKE AND PRINT IDENTIFICATION IF LINt COUNT.GT.LMAX





_ * DECK GETIX
IDENT G E T I X





























































= ARRAY CONTAINING PACKED INDICES




= INDICATOR FOR STAGNATION POINT
1
M CONTENTS OF M IN




X2*X3 AND TO MASK
SHIFT+B3 SHIFT BITS IN XI





GETIX TRA FOR RETURN
INt SAVIX
= INDEX UF JKS ARRAY
= STREAML INE NUMBER
= M- UPSTREAM
= M- DOWNSTREAM
= INDICATOR FOR STAGNATION POINT













X3 MOVE Ft) X6
Xi+JMS-1 STORE JMS(M)












































*DECK G E T R L X
I DENT
FNTRY












































































































I N 1 T I A L I Z L R L G I S T k R S
INDEX 1)7
X
C O N T E N T S OF M IN XI
J M S ( M ) IN X2
MU-MASK IN X3
E X T R A C T MU
SHIFT BITS
SHIFT RIGHT





E X T R A C T MD
SHIFT HITS
SHIFT RIGHT




1 STAG-MASK IN X3
E X T R A C T ISTAG
MOVE LOW ORDER BITS TO 83
T E S T FOR PARTIAL ORTHOGONAL
BRANCH IF MID-POINT
CURRENT MD IN XA
MOVE TO X6
RESET M TO MOVE RIGHT
CURRLNT MU IN XA
MOVE ID X6
RfcStT M TO MOVF. LEFT


















































SET UP M2 POINT
MOVE TU X6
















•JMSPRT PRINT INDEX ARRAY, JMS -JMSPRT-









COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU»MD,I STAG
COMMON /CM / JMS(300)


























IOUT( IS+1) = M
IOUTMS + 2) = ISTAG





W R I T E (6,1002) MA,(IOUT(L),L=1,IB)
















C LBNEXT' INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
C LBZl = INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (»0 BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAME= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
C LEDEX = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
C CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
C BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
C DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ BDT( 1 ) , LBNEXT ( I ) , LBZl ( 1 ) ,
1 CHNAMEU ),UP(1) tLEDEX(l),
2 ZBT( IJ.RBTU) ,ANGBT{42)
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDT.CHNAME, BDNAME
DIMENSION BONAMEd ) ,LBA(1 ) ,LBB(1)
EQUIVALENCE ( BDNAME , ZBT ), (LBA,RBT), (LBB.ANGBT)
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTOtLTEt LWOtLWEt LFOtLFE*
* L O t L E S T A f LDUM(B),
* MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, MAXNJ.MAXOL t MAXNM, MAXLE t












60 IF(BDT(LB). EG. BLANK .OR.
IF( BDT(LB) .EO.BOYNAM) GO
LB » LB+LBNEXTUB)
GO TO 60
70 LBF » LB
RETURN









SUBROUTINE LF ITUX,Y,NPTS, XC,YC,NXC)
*LFITl LINEAR FIT INTERPOLATION -LFI1-
D1MENSION X(10),Y(10), XC<10),YC<10)
C INPUT-
C X,Y = LIST OF COORUINATLS DESCRIBING THE INPUT FUNCTION
C NPTS = NUMBhK OF X,Y POINTS
C XC LIST OF X-S AT WHICH INTERPOLATION IS TO BE PERFORMED
C NXC = NUMBER OF XC-VALUES
C OUTPUT-
C YC L IST OF VALUES INTERPOLATED AT XCUC)
 f IC = 1,NXC
C NOTES-
C IF XC IS OUTSIDE OF THE RANGE OF X, THE END VALUE OF Y IS SU
C FOR YC.
C X MUST BE LISTED FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST.
C DOUBLE X-POINTS ARE ALLOWED FOR A FUNCTION DISCONTINUITY.
N = NPTS
I = 1
C BEGIN INTERPOLATION LOOP FOR XC(1C),IC-1,NXC
1C = I
60 XCIC * XCI1C)
IF(N.GT.l) GO TO 100
YCIIC)-YI1)
GO TO 190
100 XG = X( I+1J-XCIC
IF(XG) 114,114,102
102 XF = XCIC-X(I»
IF(XF) 110,120,120
C F.LT.O. (F IS THE FRACTIONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL)
110 I = 1-1
IF(I) 100,111,100
111 I =1
YC( IC)= Y( 1)
GO TO 190
C F.Gt.l.
114 I = 1*1
IF(I-N) 100,115,100




120 YCUC)= (Yt I )*XG+Y(I+1)*XF)/IXG+XF)
C INDEX TO NEXT XC<1C)
190 1C = IC+1






C 1ABS( ADDRESS!IB»-AOORESS(IA) )

































POINTS (IF THEY BO
A MINIMUM. NOTE
INTEGRATE OR INTERPOLATE USING A PARABOLA WHICH
AND (1*1) POINTS BUT MISSES THE U-l) AND (1*2)
EXIST) SUCH THAT THE SQUARE OF THE DEVIATION IS
THAT I IS GENERALLY SELECTED SUCH THAT
XI I).LE.XC.LT.X( 1 + 1)
THE CQUATION FOR THE PARABOLA IS
Y-Y(I) = B*(X-X(IM * C*(X-X(I))**2
DIMENSION XdO)tY(lO), XC<10),YC(10)
NOTE. THE DIMENSION -10- DOES NOT NEED TO AGREE WITH THE CALLING
INPUT-
X, Y PTS. ON CURVE
NPTS NO. OF X
XC LIST OF X AT WHICH CALC
YC(1) INTEGRATION CONSTANT IF
NXC NO. OF XC
ND =0 TO GET COORDt »1 TO GET 1ST DERIVATlVEt
=-1 FOR INTEGRATION





YC COORDINATE OR DERIVATIVE AT XC OR
YC(IC)= INTEGRAL(Y*DX) FROM XC(l) TOXCUC) WHERE IC*2,NXC
NOTES-
-X- MAY BE IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER.
FOR INTEGRATION -XC- MUST BE IN THE SAME ORDER AS -X-
NO SPECIAL ORDER IS REQUIRED.







SGN = SIGN(1.,X(N-H)-X( I))
FOR INTERP
BEGIN INTERPOLATION LOOP FOR XCUC)
1C = 1
LOCATE APPROPRIATE INTERVAL





XI = X( I )
XD = XC( I O - X I
1 F ( N ) 104,120,104
104 I F ( S G N * X D ) 105,107,110
IC*1,NXC
C F.LF.O. (F IS THE FRACTIONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL)
105 IF( I.tQ.l ) GO TO l?0
iFiNn.EQ.i-i)) on rn 1191 = 1 - 1
GO TO 102
C F.EO.O
107 IFIX( I*1).NE.XI ) GO TO 120




C F.EQ.1.0, CHECK FOR INTEGRATION AND DOUBLE POINT BEFORE INCREMEN
112 IF1 (ND.F.O.(-l) ) .OR. (I.NF.N .AND. X 11 +1) .EO. X 11 +2) ) ) GO TO 120
C F.GT.1.0
114 IF( I.EQ.N) GO TO 120
IF(ND.EQ.(-1)) GO TO 122
116 I = 1*1
GO TO 102
119 CALL ERRORKCKNAME)
C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR INTERPOLATION OR INTEGRATION
120 WITHIN=.TRUE.
122 IF(I-ISAVE) 124,129,124







IFUEND .AND. (I.EQ.l .OR. I.EQ.N)) GO TO 128
IF( I.LE.l) GO TO 127




127 IF(I.GE.N .OR. (XD.EO.O..AND.BOT.NE.O.)) GO TO 128
X4 » X( I*2)-XI
X43 * X(I*2)-X(1*1)
Y4 = Y(I*2)-YI
TOP = TOP * X4*(Y3*X4-Y4*X3)*X43
BOT = BOT + X4*X4*X43*X43*X3
128 IF(80T.NE.O.) C = -TOP/BOT
B = 0.




SI • (YI * (B/2. * C/3.*XD)*XD)*XO
IF(WITHIN) GO TO 135
C -I- IS BEING INCREMENTED TO FIND APPROPRIATE INTERVAL. HENCE,
C CUMULATF THE INTEGRAL OF THt ITH INTERVAL.
SA = SA + SI
GO TO 116
C A P P R O P R I A T E INTERVAL FOUND. X ( 1 ) - X C ( 1 C ) - X ( I * I )
135 IFdC.EO.ll SA = YC( IC) -S1
IF( IC.NE.ll YC( IC )=SA+S1
GO TO 150
C ND=Ot INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
140 Y C ( 1 C ) = YI * (B + C*XD)*XD
GO TO 150
C ND=l, F IRST DERIVATIVE
141 YC< ICJ= B + 2.*C*XD
GO TO 150
150 1C = IC*1
IKNXC- IC) 900,160,160






*LSUM— CUMULATIVE TAPEZOIDAL INTEGRATION -LSUM-
DIMENSION X(9),Y(9),S(9)
DO 90 1=2,N





*MBEGIN FIND FIRST FIELD POINT -MBEGIN-
C FOR A GIVEN STREAMLINE
C INPUT
C J2 = STREAMLINE INDEX
C UUTPUT-
C MMEGIN= FIELD INDEX-UF FIRST POINT ON THE SL
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHEt LBDOtLBDEt LTO.LTEt LWO,LWEt LFO,LFE,
* LO.LESTA, LDUM(8»,




COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU.MD,I STAG
DATA KNAME/6HMBEGIN/
C SEARCH FOR FIRST POINT ON STREAMLINE J
101 M = 1
lOb CALL GETIX
IF (J.EO.J2 .AND. MU.EO.O) GO TO 115
110 IF(M.EO.NM) CALL tRRORMKNAMt)





PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
*DECK MOVE
SUBROUTINE MOVE(NR,X1,Yl,Nl,ND1,X2,Y2,N2,ND2,X3,Y3,N3,ND3)
CMOVt FORTRAN SIMULATION OF MOVE (CDC)
DIMENSION X1(1),Y1(1),X2(1),Y2(1),X3(1),Y3(1)
DO 100 L=1,NR
GO TO (5,10,15) , L
5 N = IABS(N1)
NO = N01
IF( Nl.LT.O ) ND=-1
NS « Nl
GO TO 40
10 N = IABS(N2)
NO = ND2
IF( N2.LT.O ) ND=-1
NS = N2
GO TO 40
15 N = IABSIN3)
ND = ND3




401 K = N
41 IF( (K.LE.O) .OR. (K.GT.N) .OR. NS.EQ.O ) GO TO 100
GO TO (45,50,55) , L
45 Y1(K) = XKK) ^
GO TO 80
50 Y2(K) = X2(K)
GO TO 80
55 Y3(K) = X3(K)






SUBROUTINE SETM(NR,VAl,XI ,N1,X2 tN2tX3,N3)
DIMENSION Xl( 1 ) , X 2 ( 1 ) * X 3 ( 1 )




105 NS - Nl
GO TO 140
110 NS = N2
GO TO 140
115 NS = N3
140 DO 180 K=1,NS
GO TO (145,150,155) , L
145 X1(K) = VAL
GO TO 180
150 X2(K) » VAL
GO TO 180







DIMENSION Xl( 1),Y1(1),X2( 1),V2(1),X3(1),Y3(l)
CFMPYC FORTRAN SIMULATION OF FMPYC (CDC)
DO 300 L=l fNR
GO TO (205,2lOt215) , L
205 NS = Nl
GO TO 240
210 NS = N2
GO TO 240
215 NS = N3
240 DO 280 K=1,NS
GO TO (245,250,255) , L
245 YKK) = C*Xl(K)
GO TO 280
250 Y2(K) = C*X2(K)
GO TO 2HO






SUBROUTINE OIREM(X,Y, XJP, 0V)
*UlKtM- QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION ROOT






























































X-JUMP TO BE T A K E N BEFORE ROOT/MAX IS SPANNED, THE SIGN I
A POSITIVE ERKOR
STORAGE FOR EIGHT ELEMENT OIRE VECTOR
CTR =0. (FIRST ENTRY ONLY)
TOLERANCE ON THE ERROR
OROINATE TO BE OBTAINED (OPTIONAL)
ESTIMATE OF SLOPE FOR 2ND GUESS (OPTIONAL)
MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS (=25 IF NOT SPECIFIED)
 NEXT X ESTIMATE
0. IF YTOL HAS BEEN SATISFIED
0. IF MAX PT HAS BEEN FOUND WITHIN YTOL,
AND ABS(E).GT.YTOL.
THIRD COEFFICIENT IN THE EQUATION- Y*A+B*X+C*X**2
012 IN QIRE NOTATION
EXIT VALUE OF OV(5), Nl=4 IF X IS THE PRECICTED MAX PT»
Nl-+5(-5) IF X IS JUST TO THE LEFT(RIGHT) OF THE PREVIOUSL
PREDICTED MAX PT, Nl=6 IF X IS THE SECOND PT CLOSE TO THE
OTHERWISE N1*N.
ENTRY VALUE OF OV(5)
SIGN OF M IF ABS(M)"5
SIGN OF THE SLOPE OF THE CURVE
JUMP TO BE TAKEN FROM LAST X
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF MAXIMUM JUMP • ABS(XJP)
DISTANCE FROM CENTRAL PT TO MAX/MIN OF PARABOLA, «=XMAX-XX(
OR = DISTANCE FROM CENTRAL PT TO THE ROOT, =XROOT-XX(2)
INPUT (OR LAST) X VALUE
COMMON /CQIREM/ YTOL,YO,DYDX,CTRMAX








30 OVK I)= QV(I)








IF(M.GE.O) GO TO 36
M = 5
SGM = -I.
36 N = MINOIM.3)
C SDYCX = SIGNU.t-XJP)
C (ALTERNATE CALC TO CIRCUMVENT COMPILER ERROR)
IF(XJP) 41,42,42
41 SDYOX = 1.
GO TO 43
42 SDYDX = -1.
43 XJA = ABS(XJP)
XI = X
IFIM-5) 44,45,46
44 IF(ABS(E).LE.YTOL) GO TO BOO




45 X13P = XX( M-XX( 1 )
C DETERMINE INDtX FDR INSERTING CURRENT X,E INTO XX,YY TABLE WHICH IS
C ORDERED ACCORDING TO X.
5U IN =1
IF(N.EQ.O) GO TO 90
60 IF(XX( IN) .GT.X1) GO TO 70
IN * IN+1
 }
IF(IN.LE.N) GO TO 60
GO TO 90
C RELOCATE IN PREPARATION FOR INSERTING X,E
70 II = N+i
HO XX(I 1 )= XX(II-l)
YY( I I )= YY( II-l)
I I = 1 1 - 1
IF(II.NE.IN) GO TO 80
C INSERT NFW POINT
90 N = N+l
XX(1N)= XI
YY(IN)= E
C LOCATE INTERVAL WHICH SPANS ROOT
ISPAN = 0
IFCN.EG.l) GO TO ?00
DO 110 1=2,N
IMSDYDX*YY( I ) .GT.O. .AND. SDYDX*YY (I-l) . LT.O. ) ISPAN=I
110 CONTINUE
C REDUCE X X , Y Y TABLE TO THREE POINTS
IFIN.LE.3) GO TO 200
IF(ISPAN.EG.0) GO TO 140
C (ROOT HAS BEEN SPANNED)
122 IF( ISPAN.EG.N) GO TO 150
1F(ISPAN.EG.2) GO TO 175
IF(ABS(YY(1)).GT.ABS(YY(4M) GO TO 150
GO TO 175
C (ROOT HAS NOT BELN SPANNED)
140 IF( IN.LE.2) GO TO 175
C DELETE FIRST POINT
150 DO 160 I=1,N
XX( I ) = XX(1 + 1)
160 YY( I ) * YYf1 + L)
ISPAN = ISPAN-i
C DELETE FOURTH POINT
175 N = N-l
C SIMPLE X-JUMP PREDICTION
200 Nl = N
IF(ISPAN.GT.O .OR. DYDX.NE.O.) GO TO 205
C XJ « SDYDX*SI(,N(XJA,-E )
C (ALTERNATE CALC TO CIRCUMVENT COMPILER ERROR)
XJ • XJP
IFJE.LT.O.) XJ — XJ
GO TO 900
C CURVE FIT PREDICTIONS
205 IFIN-2) 210,220*300
C ONE POINT PREDICTION BASED ON INPUT VALUE OF OXDY
210 XJ = -E/DYDX
GO TO 900
C TWO POINT STRAIGHT LINE PREDICTION '<
220 BOT = YY(2)-YY(1)
IF(BOT.EQ.O.) GO TO 230
DXDY » (XX(2)-XX(1))/BOT
IF(DXDY*SDYDX.GT.O.) GO TO 240
C (CURVE SLOPE IS WRONG - MOVE TOWARD MAXIMUM POINT)
230 XJ - -3.*SDYDX*XJA
GO TO 900
C (CURVE SLOPE IS CORRECT)
240 XJ « -E*DXDY
GO TO 900
C PARABOLIC CURVE FIT PREDICTION
300 DX<1) - XX( 1)-XX(2)
DX(3) = XX(3)-XX(2)
DY( 1) = YY(1)-YY(2)
DY(3) = YY(3)-YY(2)
BOT = DX(1)*DY(3) - DX(3)*DY(1)
IF(ABS(BOT).LT.1.E-12) GO TO 600
TOP = DX(i)*DX(l)*DY(3) - DX(3)*DX(3)*DY(1)
XM = .5*TOP/BOT
X13 = XX(3)-XX(1)
IF(ABS(XM).GT.ABS(1.E3*X13» GO TO 600
C » BOT/(DX(1)*DX(3)*X13)
RADICL- XM*XM - YY(2)/C
IF(RADICL.LE.O.) GO TO 360
SGN = SIGN(l.,SDYDX*C)
XM * XM * SGN*SQRT(RADICL)
GO TO 890
C (IMAGINARY ROOT, HENCE WE ARE LOOKING FOR THE MAXIMUM POINT*
C PREDICT MAX PT IF M=3, SELECT PTS ON LEFT/RIGHT SIDE OF PREVIOUSLY
C PREDICTED PT IF M=4/5)
IF(M-4) 363,364t365
IF(ARS(XM).LT.XJA) Nl = <»
GO TO 890
36<» XJ = -X13/6.
Nl = 5




365 XJ = SGM*X13PM.
Nl =6
GO TO 900
C f U T R b A l Tf) L l N f c A R INT bRPOL ATI CJN
600 IF( I b P A N . b T . Q ) GO TO 122
GO TO 1<»0
C MAXIMUM FOUND






890 XI = XX(2)+XM
GO TO 910




930 DO 950 I=1,M









C NAME = ARRAY NAME TO BE PRINTED
C A ARRAY TO BE PRINTED
C NA NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C NCOL1 = NUMBER OF COLS. TO BE USED IN PRINT FORMAT
C $$$$* (MAXIMUM = NA )
C I1TAB = LOC. OF FIRST ELEMENT IN A TO BE PRINTED
C
COMMON /CBITS / IBITS,BLANK
COMMON /CTABPR/ II TAB




D A T A IBCI/0010000000000/
D A T A ( F M T ( J ) , J = 1,12)/10H(IX,I 5 ,10H ,10H ,
*10H ,10H ,10H ,10H ,
*10H ,10H ,iOH ,10H ,
*10H )/
DATA
* Fl, F3, F6, E5, BCD, OCT, I12/
*6H,F12.1, 6H,F12.3, 6H,F12.6, 6H,E12.4, 6H,6X,A6, 6H,8X,04, 4H,I12
*/







45 II » I1TAB
I « II
12 * 0
C WRITE LINE SPACE
47 WRITE (6,1002)
C LOCATION OF NEXT LINE SPACE IS GIVEN BY All+l)
ASPACE= A(1+1)
IF( LSPACE.LE.l .OR. LSPACE.GE.IBCI ) LSPACE=IBCI
LSPACE= LSPACE+I-1
GO TO 110
C BEGIN LOOP TO DEFINE LINE FORMAT
48 II * 1
C
50 B » Ad)
C SPECIAL NUMBERS
NN = NINMSK.AND.B
IF( NN.EQ.NINMSK ) GO TO 82
C TEST FOR HOLLERITH (6H MAX.)
HOLL = HMASK.AND.B
IF( HfJLL.EO.HTEST ) GO TO 80
C TEST FOR INTEGER (BITS 36-58=0 FOR MAX 635 INTEGER
C FLDATING POINT NUMBERS NORMALIZED
IF( lb. tO.IB ITS ) GO TO 85
INTGK =. INMASK.AND. IB
IF( INTGK.EO.O ) GO TO 82
c REAL NUMBER — NORMALIZED
B = A B S ( B )
F M T ( I 1 + 1)= E5
IF( ll.LI.l.L-3
(,lj FMT ( I 1 + 1 )= \ - l >
IF ( II.GI ..1.1 i :
If ( H.GI . i.i S ]
(,() II) 9'J
C BCD
60 FMT (I1 + 1J= BCD
GO TO 90
C INTEGER
62 F M T < I 1 + 1)= 112
GO TO 90
,DK. B.GE. 1.E8 ) GO TO 90
I MH II+l ) « F 3
hMK II + l )«F l
9 j
1 iU
U C T A L
F M T ( I 1 + 1)= OCT
1 = 1 1 + 1
= 1 + 1
F( I . G T . L S P A C E ) GO TO 1 >0
F( I l .LE.NCOL .AND. I.LL.NB ) GO TO 50
2 = 1-1
W«l I I «> ,FMI ) 1 1, I A{ 1 ), I = II, 1 ,')
1 = I
F ( I .Gl .NB ) (ill 10 <;90















*SS5PT SUPERSONIC S-PT FORMULA -SSSPT-
c
C X(l-4)= POINT SPACING FRO* POINT ZERO
C A4FACT = 1 FOR CUBIC, =0 FOR SAME A4 AS A PARABOLA
C (JUTPUT-
C A O t A l , A 2 t A 3 t A 4 - INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR D2Y/DX2 AT X(4)
COMMON /CSS / SSFML,SSEF,SbEANGtSSOF,SSFENDfSSFNDi
1 ,SSDLE,A4FACT,BRLX,CURRLX,TSIC
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL SSEF, SSDFt SSDLE




































0 FOR FIRST ENTRY OTHERWISE LR.NE.O
STATION TABLE INDEX







LHOtLHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWEt LFO.LFE»
* LO«LESTA, LDUM(8),






SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,HRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEtFLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(i),MLB(i),HUB(1),PRI M(1),
1 TYPELBf1),NAMELB(1),ILB(1),FLB(1),SILB(1) ,
1 TYPEUBd)VNAMEUB(1),IUB(1),FUB(I),S1UB(1),















120 IFIL.GE.LSTOP) CALL ERRORK(KNAME)


















STAX 1 ( X IF IND, X2B , ; 2A
 s LXB, LXA)




















LXB = INDEX OF
























LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE,
* LO.LESTA, LDUM(8),








SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(I),PRIM(1),
1 TYPELBd),NAMELBd),ILB(l),FLB(l),SlLBm,
1 TYPEUBd ) ,NAMEUBd) ,IUBII) ,FUB(1 ),S1U8(1),


















I F I X 1 (L) .NE.X1FIND) GO TO 120
M = MUB(L )
CALL GETIX




M = MLB(L )
CALL GETIX




IF(NFOUND.EO.O) GO TO 130
IF(L.LT.LESTA) GO TO 110
*DECK STCN
PROGRAM STCN
COMMON / C T A P O S / RESTRT,ENDBDT,STCFIL tK6SV
LOGICAL RESTRT,ENOBDT,STCFIL
COMMON / S E L E C T / LLNTRY
1 GO TO (5 ,10 ) , L E N T K Y
C READ INPUT
5 C A L L O V E R L A Y ( 3 H S T C , 1 , 1 ? 6 H R E C A L L )
GO TO 20
C BUILD T A B L E S
10 I F ( R E S T R T ) GO TO 15
L E N T R Y = 1
C A L L O V E R L A Y ( 3 H S T C , l f 2 ? 6 H R E C A L L )
CALL O V F R L A Y 1 3 H S T C , 1 , 3 , 6 H R E C A L L )
L E N T R Y = 2










































COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHA,PSA ,TSA,PTA,TTA, AXIA,RGA,GAMA,
1 MACHC,PSC,TSCfPTC»TTC« AXICtRGCfGAMCt




























LB21 = T  THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (*0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAME=  WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAMEtLBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY



















STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
Xl-COOROINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
LFBtLFAMNDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
NCHB»NCHA*NUMBER UF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
LRF « INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
LRXF « INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
JORDER» 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT XiF IS GIVEN
« 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
« 1 IF FLOW BELOW T.E. IS GIVEN








C TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
C INDEX- LT=LTOtLTE
C CH CHANNELNAME
~ C LTNEXT= INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNEL
C LPSI = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PSI LIST
C NPT = NO. OF PSIi TT, PT AND RCU VALUES
- C LTT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST
C LRCU = R E L A T I V E LOCATION OF RCU LIST
_ DIMENSION CH(1 J.LTNfcXTd) tNPT(l) tLPSI (I) »LTm)tLPTU)t
1 LKCUI1).
2 CKG( 1) ,CPGJ< 1 ),C2CPU) ,QGAM(1 ) ,FGT(1) ,FGP(l),




-. C STREAMLINE TABLE
COMMON /SLTAB / W(128),X2(128)»SLCHN(128)
INTEGER SLCHN
_ C STATION TABLE
C INDEX- L=LO,LESTA
C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWFtB&HSfWRIOUT)
c MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBSJ
- C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMQVEtFLOBAL)
PI MEN SI ON XI (1),LNEXT(1)tMLB(1)tMUB(1)tPRIM(i),
1 TYPELB(l),NAMELB(L),ILB(1),FLB(i),S1LB(1),
- 1 TYPEUB(1),NAMEUB( 1) tlUBm.FUBil) tSlUB(l) t




EQUIVALENCE ( SCHOKE t DWDV )
C TABLE OF WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
- C INDEX- LW=LWO,LWE
DIMENSION X2W(1) tLWNEXTU) tSlWKT)
DIMENSION DST(l)
EQUIVALENCE (DST,S1W)
C SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT IS-
C X2W,LWNEXT(=2+2N) , SiW( 1),S1W<2)...S1W( N) t DST(1)vDSTC2)t..DST(N)
C X2W = STREAMLINE COORDINATE
"- C S1W = DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM T.E.
C DST = WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF S1W
— C FIELD TABLES
C INDEX- M=MO,NM
COMMON /CZ / Z(300>
_ COMMON /CR / R(JOO)
COMMON /CS2 / S2(300)
C O M M O N /C51 / S K 3 0 0 )
COMMON /CPHIi / PHIH300)
COMMON /CM / J M S ( 3 0 0 )
COMMON /CCURV / CURV(300)
COMMON /CB / B(300)
- COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU,MD,I STAG
C TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS
_ COMMON /IXORIG/ LHOfLHE, LBDOtLBDE, LTOtLTEt LWOtLWE, LFOtLFEf
* LO,LESTA, LDUM(8)«
* MO,NM, NJ,NFCOLSt MAXNJ,MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
* LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMENSION LIMITS(24)
C TABLE OF LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
C INDEX- LE=LEO,LEE,10
C NLE,NTE=NO. OF L.E. AND F.E. COINCIDENT PTS, RESPECTIVELY
C CHL,CHU=NAME OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PT, RESPECTIVELY
C Bf)L,BDU = BOUNDARY NAMES ASSOCIATED KITH THE POINTS
C NUSED » COUNT OF TIMES THAT POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF
COMMON /LETEPT/ XU I ), YE ( 1) , ANGE ( I ) ,NLE (I) ,NTE (I ) ,
1 CHL(1),CHU(1),BDL(1),BDU(1),NUSED(491)
INTEGER CHL,CHU,BDL,BDU
C TABLE OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY EACH ORTHOGONAL
C INDEX- LR=LRO,LRE,LRD
C LRD = NUMBER OF CHANNELS PLUS ONE, LR INDEX INCREMENT
C LEDGE = INDEX OF THE ORTHOGONAL POINT IN THE LETEPT-TABLE
C LRPREV= POINTER OF LINE OF UPSTREAM CHANNELS






























(TAB(l),AREATb,SIUB), I TAB(2),VMB), (TAB(3),DWDV)
(TAB(4),X2CL), (TAB(5),VCL), (TAB(6),MCL)
COMMON /CBITS / BITS,BLANK




COMMON /CSEGME/ I A (10 ) ,IB(10) , I MA(10),I MB(10),JTYPE(10),
L N,NSEG, NI,NIM

















INPUT DATA TABLE, /CHDATA/ -)
9
CALL TABPRT(BLANK,CHNAM,LHE,NCX)
1120 FORMAn/X/lXbAHBOUNDARY COORDINATES AND ANGLES IN RADIANS, /BDYTAB
*/ -)
WHMI (6, I 120)
I1 I A U = Ll>0n
CALL rABPRHBlANK,BDr,LBDF.,3)





1130 FORMAT(///1X125HORDERED LIST OF UPSTREAM BOUNDARY PNTS, L.E. PNTS,
* T.E. PNTS, AND DOWNSTREAM PNTS WITH REFERENCES TO CHANNELS AND BO
*UNDARIES./1X10H/LETEPT/ -//4X2HLE6X, 2HXE10X ,15HYE ANGE12X,
*3HNLE9X, 12HNTE CHL9X , 3HCHU9X, 3HBD|_9X, 3HBOU10X.5HNUSED )
WRITE (6,1130)
I1TAB = LEO
CALL TARPRT(BLANK,XE,LEE , 10)
140 iF(LKt.LT.LRO) GIJ TO 150
1140 FQRMAT( ///1X98HTABULATION OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY THE ORTHOGONALS




CALL TABPRT(BLANK, LEDGE, LRE,LRD)
1150 FORMAT!///IX17HSTREAMLINE TABLE-/17X32HJ
* W/( I18,F12.6,6X,A6,F12.6, ), )
150 WRITE (6,1150) (J,X2(J),SLCHN(J),W(J),J=l,NJ)
X2 SLCHN











1160 F O R M A T l / / / I X ^ S H S T A T I O N T A B L E , / S T A T A B / -)
W R I T E (6,1160)
I ITAB = LO
CALL T A B P R T U i L A N K , X l , L E S T A , 5 )
CALL JMSPRT






IF( IGGO.EQ.2 ) RETURN
LSTUP = 5>




SUBROUTINE DRSRTK F,M,INTR1,INTR2,A,N,11 )
*DBSRTl
C DATE OF THIS VERSION - SEPTEMBER 20,1965
C SINGLE PRECISION DOUBLE BACK SUBSTITUTION SUBROUTINE USED WITH
C LRMDS1 SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS





10 IF(NN.LE.l) GO TO 40
DO 30 K=1,NM1
I LMNTRKK+L)
• IF( 111 15,30,15
15 DO 20 J=1,MM
X = F(K, J )
F(K,J )=F( II,J )
20 F(11*J)=X
30 CONTINUE




IF(L.EO.NN) GO TO 80
DO 70 I=L,NM1


























tNMl+ l ) *F (NMl+ l t J )
*DECK ISORT
SUBROUTINE I SORT ( X , Y , Z
 f B , LB , KGO )
C ISORT --- CDC VERSION — MOVE COLUMN DATA TO ARRAYS
COMMON /CBITS / UITS»BLANK
DIMENSION X( 1 ) , Y( 1 ),Z( 1) , 8(1)
C INPUT-
C X.Y.Z = NEW COLUMNS OF DATA
C B = LOCATION OF COLUMN DATA TO BE RELOCATED
C LB = 3*COLUMN LENGTH






X ( K )
Y ( K )





I F ( B (
X ( K )





( 10,30 ) ,
( D . E . B
= B ( I )
= B( 1 + 1)
= B U + 2 )
= 1+3
= K + i
.LT.LB ) GO
50
I ) . E G . B I T S )
= B ( I )
= BU + i)
= 1+2













C T H I S SUIiKUUTINF IS USfcD BY SUBRUUT1NE LRMDSl
DIMbNSION A( 1 ) ,B ( I)
Df) 10 I = 1,N




SUBROUTINE LRMDS1 ( A,N, INTRl , 1 NTR2.DET, IFACTR, 1 1 1 )
*LRMDS1
C DATE OF THIS VERSION -- SEPTEMBER 20,1965
C SINGLE PRECISION L h F I RIGHT MATRIX DECOMPOSITION SUBROUTINE
C DETERMINANT * DE T* ( 2 . 0** I FAC TR )
C WHERt (.5) LESS THAN (ABS(DET)J LESS THAN OR EQUAL (1.0)




















* MODIFICATION TO SELECT THE PIVOT ELEMENT AS 1.0 IF PRESENT.
*
* DAVE FERGUSON 10/18/66
*





















10 DO 11 J«KM1,JSTOP,IDIM
LJ-J+LKM1
X=A(J)






IF(A( I ) ) 19,22,19
19 A( I ) = A( I I/O
IF(KM) 20t20,22







I F ( A ( K S T O P M A0,7,40
40 IFAC=0
D=1.0
i n i M l = i n i M + l
DO 5b K=1,KSTOP,IDIM1









I F A C = I F A C * 1
IF(ABS(D).GT.l.O) GO TO 54
55 CONTINUE
IFACTR=IFAC







KLOCK D A T A RtONLK
*HEDBtK REDINP ULOCK DATA -REDBLK-
COMMON / S P A C E R / M A X L H , M A X L T , M A X L F , M A X L W
COMMON / C L W O S V / L W Q S V
COMMON / C T A P O S / KESTRT,ENDBDT,STCFIL ,K6SV
LOGICAL R E S T R T . E N D B O T , S T C F I L
D A T A MAXLH,MAXLT,MAXLF.MAXLW/400,200,200,200/
END
O V E R L A Y ( S T C , 1 , 1 )







*BFACES BEAM FIT EVALUATION OF ANGLE, CURVATURE, -BFACES-
C E AND S
DIMENSION XI 10),Y(10),ANG(10),CURV(10),E(10),S(10)
C INPUT-
C X,Y - COORDINATES
C ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS (IF MA*l)
C ANG(l)- ESTIMATED ANGLE AT THE FIKST POINT (MA»0)
C KA.KB - FIRST AND LAST INDEX OF VARIABLES X,Y,ANG,CURV,E AND S
C KU - STORAGE INCREMENT OF X,Y,ANG,CURV,E, AND S
C KORDER" 0 IF ERROR 1 IS TO BE CALLED WHEN PTS ARE OUT OF ORDER
C * NON ZERO IF RETURN IS TO BE MADE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
C OUTPUT-
C ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS
C CURV - CURVATURE
C E APPLIED FORCES * F/EI (UNITS ARE l./L**2)
C S ARC LENGTH ALONG THE CURVE, (L)
C KORDER= INDEX OF 2ND OF ADJACENT OUT-OF-ORDER PTS, NOT»0 ON ENTRY
COMMON /CBEAM / MA,MB,KD
COMMON /ERASE / A(3),B(1),YPB(1),DA(1),ACHD(i),CHD(793)
NK = KB
CALL BEAM(XIKA),Y(KA ),ANG(KA),(KB-KA+KD)/KD)





F ( K ) » 6.*(B(I )»YPB(I ) )/(CHD(I )*CHD(I))
C 1K=KA,KB-1)
60 CURV(K)= (^.*B(I)+2.*YPB(I))/(CHD(I)*(1.* 1.5*B( 1 )*B(I)))
IF(KA-K) 65,80,80
C (K=KA+l,KB-i)
65 E(K) = 6.*«B( I )+YPB( I) )/(CHD( I )*CHD(I »
1 - (B(I-8)+YPB(1-8))/(CHD(I-8)*CHD(I-8)))
C (K=KA+1,KB)








90 CURV(K) = (-2.*B(1-8 )-A.*YPB(1-8))/(CHD(1-8)*(1. + 1.5*YPB(I-8)*YPB(I-
1 8 ) ) )
E(K) = -6.*(B(I-8)+YPB(1-8))/(CHD(I-8)*CHD(1-8))
GO TO 900






*tLL!P ELL IP AND OTHER SMOOTH DUMMY SUBROUTINES
C SUHKHUTlNh TO FIT AN f.LI. IPSfc GIVLN TWO POINTS AND THE ORIENTATION
LNTRY tLLIPT
C SUBROUTINE TO FIT AN ELLIPSE WHOSE ORIGIN AND DIMENSION ARE GIVEN IN
C A ROTATED AND TRANSLATED COORDINATE SYSTEM
ENTRY XTRUNC
C FUNCTION TO TRUNCATE XX TO AN EVEN MULTIPLE OF DX
ENTRY ATDMR
C SUBROUTINE FOR AUGMENTED TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX REDUCTION
ENTRY BAD
C SUBROUTINE TO DELETE BAD DATA BY ADJUSTING DATA LISTS
ENTRY CUBER
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE YPP IN TERMS OF Y FOR CUBIC SPLINE EQUATIONS
C WITH ARBITRARY END CONDITIONS
ENTRY SMULTI











































END OF BDY/STC TAPE RECORDS, T OR F
END OF ALL STC CARD INPUT, T OR F
VALUE OF KEY(6) OF LAST RECORD READ FROM TAPE
RESTART (WITH EXISTING TABLES) IS TRUE ONLY
IF CARD BOY-DATA HAS NOT YET BEEN ENCOUNTERED




COMMON /ALLCOM/ MACHA,PSA,TSA,PTA,TTA, AXIA,RGA,GAMA,
1 MACHC,PSC,TSC,PTCtTTC, AXIC,RGC,GAMC,









LBNEXT= INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZl = INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT ('
CHNAME= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THfc BOUNDARY DATA IS
UP = T OR F FUR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.t. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY






DIMENSION BDNAMEU ) ,LBA(1 ),LBB(ll
EQUIVALENCE (BDNAME,ZBT), (LBA,RBT),
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO.LBDE,
* LOtLESTAt LUUM(8),
























P I , TWOPI , PIQ<2,PI(H,TOOEG
Z T R A N S , R r K A N S , R O r A r E , Z P I V O T , R P I V O T , S C A L E , N H , r A H ( 9 l
I
HJUlVALf rNCf
COMMON / C T A P O S /




L O G I C A L
( X T R A N S . Z T R A N S ) , ( Y T R A N & , R T R A N S > , < X P I V O T , Z P I V O T ) ,
I YPI VOTf RPIVIJI)
Rl S T R T , E N U H D T , S T C M L , K 6 S V
R h S T R T . t N D B D f t S T C F I L
B (800 )






COMMON /CELLPT / DZETA
COMMON /CSEGME/ I A(10 ) , IB(10) ,1MA(10),1MB(10),JTYPE(10),N,NSEG,
I NII.NIM
EQUIVALENCE (MI,Nil)




X(100) ,Y(100) ,ANG(100) ,ANGD(100) ,CUKV1100) ,S(100) ,
1 FQM100),DEVI 100),CURVB(iOO)
Z(100) ,R(100) ,DUM(100>

























































C UEFINTE DOUBLE POINT TOLERANCE, DPTOL
DPTOL = l.E-5
C INITIALIZE
C ENDBDC= END OF BDY CARD INPUI, T OR F
ENDBDC= .FALSE.




C READ BDY INPUT CARDS





















IF(ZRONLY) CALL I SOR T ( XA , YA ,L)UM , B , 20012 )
IF( .NOT.ZRONLY ) CALL 1 SORT I X,Y,ANGD,6,300,1)




COUNT THE LENGTH OF THE Z-LIST
40 IF(.NOT.DATAIN) GO TO 900
IF( JFOUND .EQ.l ) GO TO A3
N I = 0
DO 41 I = U100
IF(XA( I l.EQ.BITS) GO TO 42
41 NI = I






IF(Z<I).EG.BITS) GO TO 50
45 NZ =1
50 IF(NZ-2) 55,100,100
55 WRITE (6,1055) BDY(l)
ERRMAJ= .TRUE.
RETURN




IF(JFUUND.NE.l .OR. DBLPTS.EO.O. .OR. NZ.LE.2) GO TO 150
WRITE (6,1100) DBLPTS.DBLPTS
I = 1
110 I = I+l
IF( I.GT.NZ ) GO TO 150
IF(ABS(Z(I)-Z(1-1) J.GE.DPTOL .OR.
1 ABS(R(I)-R( I-l) J.GE.DPTOL) GO TO 110
ANGDIF= ABS(ANGD(I)-ANGD( 1-1) )
IF (ANGDIF.GE.DBLPTS) GO TO 110
NMOVE = NZ-I
ANGSV = ,5*(ANGD( I )+ANGD( I-i) )
IF(ANGD(I)*ANGD(1-1).EO.O. .AND. ANGDIF.LE..0005) ANGSV=0
ANGD(I-1)=ANGSV
CALL MOVEO, Z ( 1 +1 ), Z ( I) , NMOVL, 1,









DX = Z(I+1)-Z( I )
OY s R(1 + 1 )-R(i )
CHI) = SORT(DX*DX+DY*DY )
IF(CHU.LT..00001) GO TO 160
ACHD » ATAN3(DY,OX,ANGD< l)*mRAO)
YPA = ANG( I )*TORAf)-ACHD
YPB = ANGD(I+l)*TORAD-ACHD
CURVtM I )«(<».*YPA + 2.*YPB)/(CHD*(1.*1.5*YPA*YPA) I
CURVl!+!)=(-2.*YPA-4.*YPB)/(CUD*(i.+1.5*YPB*YPB))
GU TO 165
160 IF( I.EQ.l) GO TO 165
IF(CURVB( I-n.EQ.BITS) CURVB(I-1)-CURVB( I )
165 I » 1*1
IF< l.LT.NZ) GO TO 155
CURVBt I )»0.0





































ANGLE OF THE BOUNDARY (DEGREES)
NUMBER OF BOUNDARY COORDINATE POINTS
SCALER ON R(I) BEFORE ROTATION OR TRANSLATION
ANGULAR ROTATION IN DEGREES
RPIVOT*PIVOT POINT FOR ROTATION BEFORE SCALING




T IF UPPER BOUNDARY, = F IF LOWER BOUNDARY
CHANNEL NAME
NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATION IN THE BOUNDARY TABLE
TABLE OF Z»RtANG IN 3-D ARRAY
NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATION IN THE
FORM
BOUNDARY TABLE
IT(FLIP.NE.1..OR. ROTATE.NE.O. .OR. SCALE.NE.l. .OR. ITRANS.NE.O.


















240 ROTAT = ROTATE*TORAD
SN = SIN(ROTAT)
CS = COS(ROTAT)




260 RFLP = R(I )*FLIP
.ZIU(LB) = (ZPIVOT+CS*<Z(I)-ZPIVOT)-SN*<RFLP-RPIVOT) )*SCALE + ZTRANS
R M T ( L B ) = ( R P I V O T + C S * ( R F L P - R P I V / U T H - S N * ( Z ( I ) - Z P I V O T ) ) *SCALE + RTRANS
270 AN('IJ( I ) = A N G D ( 1 )*H1P * R O T A I t
ANGH! ( L h ) = A N ( ; D < I ) * T f W A D * AOIJI'I
W R I U (6 ,12HO) I , Z B T ( L B ) ,«B1 ( L B ) , A N G D ( I ) , C U R V ( I ) , C U R V H ( I )




300 LBDE = LB2+9
LBNEXT(LBl )=LBDE-LBl
B D T ( L B D E ) = B L A N K
; END SUBROUTINE REL013
900 RETURN
1055 F O R M A T ( / / 1 X 4 3 H * * NO COORDINATE INPUT WAS FOUND FOR B D Y = A 6 , / / )
1090 F O R M A T ( / / / 1 X . 4 5 H B O U N D A K Y C O C R D I N A T E S t BDY=A6,
* 5X4HCHN=A6,5X6HUPPER=
*L2, )
UOO F O R M A T ( / 6 X ^ 6 H D O U h L t P O I N T S W I T H ANGLE DIFFERENCES LESS THANF6.3 , lX
*24HAMt E L I M I N A T E D (OBLPTS=F^ .3 ,2H) . )
1151 F O K M A I ( / 6 X 5 H F L I P = f 7 .3 ,3X7HROFATE = F8.3 ,3X7HZPIVOT«F10.5 fJX7HRPIVOT =
* F 1 1 . 5 , 3 X 5 H S C A L E F 7 . 3 , 3 X 7 H Z T R A N S = F 1 0 . 5 t 3 X 7 H R T R A N S = F 1 0 . 5 , )
115<d F O R M A T / 9 X ^ » 8 H I X,Z Y,R ANGD CURV- CURV+)
1280 FORMAT( I10 ,2F10 .5 ,F10 .3 ,2F10 .4 )
END
*DECK CRBD
BLOCK D A T A RBOBLK
*CRIJO— BLOCK D A T A F (JR Rllf) RUUTINE -CRBD-
*SMOttLK SMOOTH BLOCK COMMON -SMOBLK-
COMMON /CSMOUD/ S G A M M A , S Z t T A i , S Z E T A N























CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
OUTPUT-
LCHE = NEXT AVAILABL LOCATION IN CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE


























COMMON /CHDATA/ CHNAM ( 1 ) , LHNE XT ( 1 ) , WTFLOW ( 1 ) , TTO ( 1 1 , PTO< 1 ) ,
1 TSO( 1 ) ,PSO( 1 ) ,MACHO( 1) ,AO(l) ,VARY(1) ,












VO ( 1 )
MACHO
IVO,MACHO)






COMMON /ERASE / UUM(16),B(784)




RESTART CASE WITH CHANNEL FLOW DATA REVISIONS
RELOCATE CHDATA FOR CHANNEL=CHN INTO FIRST POSITION
FIRST FIND INDEX LH FOR CHNAM=CHN
LH = LHO
! IF(LH.GE.LHE) GO TO 20
IFICHNAM(LH).EQ.CHN) GO Tl) 14
LH = LH+LHNEXT(LH)
GO TO 12





CALL M Q V E ( 3 t CHNAM(LHOJ fCHNAM(LHl) ,LHO-LHE-l , l ,
1 CHNAM(LH2I tCHNAM(LHO) tLNGt l t
2 CHNAM(LH3)tCHNAM(LH2),LHE+LNG-LH3+lt1>
16 LHNXT » LHO + LHNEXTUHQ)
GO TO 30







READ CHN INPUT CARDS
30 CALL SETMtl.BITSt Bt400)
READ (5,A)
IFJINERR) ERRMAJ'.TRUE.
RESET CHNAM IF CHANNEL NAME HAS BEEN REDEFINED
CHNAM * CHN




1MB! 1 t.EO.RITS) GO TO 50
40 Nk * NR*1
l>() Nf.K » NC*NK
RfcLOCATE AND INSERT B-ARRAY INTO CHDATA-TABLE




CALL MOVE(2t CHNAMJLHNXT),CHNAM(LHNXTTJ,NMOVE,1, B,BB,NCR,1)
LHE * LHE+LHNXTT-LHNXT
LHNEXT* 20*NCR




1960 FORMAT(/1X81H*** THE CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE HAS EXCEEDED ALLOT!



































































SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF=T
SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1 FOR PARABOL
SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, =0tl, FOR PARABOLA
SS FLOW UELOW AND AFF OF LE PT, T OR F
CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
l)-RF:LAXATION FACTOR
CURVATURE RELAXATION FACTOR
ACCELERATION FACTOR UN CURVATURE ITERATION AT
SUBSONIC POINTS


























L I M I T S ( 2 4 )
(LIMITS,LHO)







T B L E N D J 2 )
RHOBAS,RH(JAMP,I ADM
INRCTK,RDUM,N INNER (16) ,CNVF(16)
FARFLD12 ) ,FREE ( 2 ) , PRES ( 2 ) ,RFF,NZP,
ZP( 10) ,PPS( U) , A1 ,A2 ,ADUM(6)
FARFLD, FREE, PRES


































K 5 ( 1 ) , S T A I 6 ) , I N S E R T
P R T E S 2 , P R T B t P R T A t P R E F I N f P R E F N 2 t S S O N I C , P D U M ( 2 0 )
PRPRN
PRPRN
VELPOT, ICOB v NODENSfFBASTG
VELPOT
R F ( 3 0 0 )
SLS,SG21tVMG1,VMG2, NGR.NGZtSGR(10) ,GR(10 ) .
S G Z ( 1 0 ) t G Z I l O )
SK300)
S 2 ( 3 0 0 )
R E S T R T , E N D B D T , S T C F I L , K 6 S V
R f c S T R f , b N U B D r , S T C F I L















DATA KA/1HA/, KBDY/3HBDY/f KCHN/3HCHN/, KSTA/3HSTA/
DATA FIRST/.TRUE./
ENOCRD* T IF END OF CARD INPUI
ENDBDT= T IF END OF BOUNDARY DATA ON











I at _ MA VI HI . mi I Ml












W R I T E (6,1000)











- C DETERMINE FIELD ARRAY SIZE
MAXLE = LOC2(TABLES,TBLEND)
MAXNM = LOC2(RF,ZF)
_ GO TO 120
C READ CARD INPUT
130 READ (5,A)
DO 135 1=1,8
135 I F ( M A C H O t I ) . N L . H I T S ) MAC H A ( I ) = M A C H O ( I)
D A T A AOOOOO/6HAOOOOO/
- K6SV = AOOOOO
C DEFINE THE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH, CLEN
_ CLEN = SGR
IF(NGK.LE.i) GO TO 146
DO 144 1=2,NGR
144 CLEN = CLEN+SGR( I )
~~ 146 IF(NGZ.LE.O) GO TO 149
DO 148 I=1,NGZ
148 CLEN = CLEN+SGZ(I)
— 14<J CLEN = CLEN/FLOAT (NGR+NGZ)
C SET UP INDEX-URIGIN TABLE IF THERE IS NO STC-TAPE INPUT










_ LBDE = LBDO
C (OTHER INDEX LIMITS ARE SET IN SUBROUTINE BLOTBS)
RETURN
- C READ INPUT FILL
120 IF(.NUT.FILIN) GO TO 130
REWIND NTAPO
_ READ (NTAPO) STCFIL,(LIM I TS(I),I=i,24)
LWOSV = LWO
IF(STCFIL) GO TO 125
ENDBDT= .TRUE.
W R I T e ( 6 , 1 1 2 0 )
GO ID 130
I 2 b K b A U ( N T A P O ) ( ( I D f c N M I ) , I = 1 , 6 ) , A X 1 , R G , G A M , M A C H O , P S O , T S O , P T O , T T 0 ,
1 P R P K N , T T E , C H O T S T , M A X I T , M A J C T R , (NINNER(I) , I»1,16), VELPOT. ICOB,
2 NODENS,RN,NGR,NGZ,( SGK ( I ) , I=1 ,40 ) ,VMGl ,VMG2, INRCTR, SLS.SG21,
3 N B C I N t 1 ) , N B C I N ( 2 ) , A C F ( 1 ) , A C M 2 ) , S S F M L , S S E F , S S E A N G , S S D F , S S F E N D ,
4 S S F N D 1 , S S D L E , A 4 F A C T , B R L X , C U R R L X , T S I C , ( F A R F L D d ) , 1 = 1 , 8 ) ,
* RHOC,RHOCSS,RHL,RM,
5 ( Z P ( I), 1 = 1,28), ( T A B L E S ! I), I = 1 ,LESTA) , ( B ( 1 ) , I = 1,NM), ( J H S ( I ) ,
6 1 = 1 , N M ) , ( S l ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M ) , ( S 2 ( l ) , I » l , N M ) , ( Z F ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N M ) , ( R F ( I ) ,
7 1 = 1 , N M ) , ( V M F l l ) , ! = ! , N M ) , I W ( I ) , I = 1 , N J ) , ( X 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1,NJ ) ,
8 (SLCHN(I),I=1,NJ),TOLRL,MAXSWP,TOLES2,TOLINR,SG1MIN,DS1DMP,
A DS1RMO,(CRX(I), 1=1,6), RHOBAS,RHOAMP,1AOM,NTHKX,NTHKY,
B (THKXU ), 1 = 1,118) )
C CHECK TO SEE IF STC-A INPUT DATA EXCEEDED DIMENSIONS
IF(NM.GT.LOC2(RF,7F) .OR. LESTA.GT.LOC2(TABLES,TBLEND)) ERR=.TRUE.
GO TO 130
C READ BOUNDARY DATA
200 CALL RBD
IF(ENDCRD) GO TO 700
IF(K5.EQ.KBDY) RETURN
C READ CHANNEL DATA
300 IF(K5.NE.KCHN) GO TO 400
C IF RESTRT, UNPACK TABLES TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW CHDATA AND CONVTB.
IF( .NOT.RESTRT .OR. LBDO.GT.UHE+1)) GO TO 350




CALL MOVF(2 , T A B L E S ( L W O ) , T A B L E S ( L W T O ) , L W O - L E S T A - l , l ,
1 T A B L E S ( L B D O ) , T A B L E S ( L B T O ) , L B D O - L T E - I , 1 )
LBDO •= LBDn*MOVl2









C CONSTRUCT LETEPT, ORTCnN, CONVTB, SLTAB, STATAB AND THE FIELD TABLE
700 IF(ERRMAJ .OR. LBDE.EQ.LBDO) ERR=.TRUE.
900 RETURN
1000 FORMAT(/1X73HERROR- THE K5=A INPUT DATA DOES NOT IMMEDIATELY FOLLO
*W THE PROGM=STC CARD)
1120 FORMAT(//1X43H*«* NO STC DATA FOUND ON THE INPUT TAPE.//)
1690 FORMAT(//1X44H** PLEASE CHECK THE INPUT VALUE OF K5 (K5=A6,18H).
* IT MUST BE ONE/6X37HOF THE FOLLOWING- A, BDY, CHN, STA.//)
FND
*OECK RELOXY

















INDEX RANGE OF SEGMENT DATA IN XA.YA-ARRAYS
NO OF PTS REQD FOR SEGMENT DEFINITION IN X.Y-ARRAYS
INDEX OF FIRST POINT OF THE SEGMENT IN X.Y-ARRAYS




C IM2 = INDEX OF LAST POINT IN RELOCATED X,Y-ARRAYS
C RELOCATED X,Y...-ARRAYS
C A D J U S T E D IMA,1MB INDEX LIMIT VALUES
COMMON /CSEGME/ IAUOJ ,IB(IOJ ,IMAUO) ,iMB(io) tJTYPEUO),
1 NtNSEG, NItNIM



















W R I T E (6,1030)
RETURN
1030 FORMAT(/1X67HSORRY - THE NO. OF OUTPUT PTS. EXCEEDS THE ALLOCATED
*STORAGE (200).)
30 IF(NMOVE*NADD.EQ.O) GO TO 50

















50 IM2 = IM1
IF( IM2.LT.IM1) GO
DO 60 1=IM1,IM2
DEV( I )= 0.
CURVBJI)=0.
60 FOK( I )= 0.
70 IMB(N)= IM2
NP1 = N+l



























NACA SER1ES-1 COWL CONTOUR
COORDINATES AT HIGHLITE
COORDINATES ON COWL SURFACE
X/X L I M I T POINT
-SERSi-
OUTPUT-
CALC VALUES OF X , Y , A N G , A N G D , C U R V , S
COMMON /CBEND / N B C ( 2 ) , A N G E ( I \ , C U R V E ( 2 ) , F E N O ( 2 )

























*0.. .011?. .019..0?75..0388..047969..066707.. 08 117 .
50
DETERMINE CUT-OFF POINT, NPTS






















X( I ) = Xl+XR*XSi(K)
Y( I ) = Y1+YR*YS1(K)




lib ANGD( I )=ANG( I )*TOI)EG













* XSl(K) ,YS1(K),X( I ),Y(I>,ANGU(I),ANGB(I)tCURV(I),S(I)
160 K « K+l
CALL MOVE(1.CURVtIM1),CURVB(IM1),K-1,1)
RETURN
1050 FORMAT(/1X70M*** INPUT fcRRORt PARAMETER A DOES NOT S A T I S F Y .O r>-A-
*1.0 C R I T E R l A t A«F6.3, )
1150 FORMAT( /22X,30H* NACA SERIES-1 COWL CONTOUK */MX16HINPUT D A T A , X
*l=«F9.5 f 3X3HY1=F9.5, /17X3HX2 = F9.5 ,3X3HY2=F9.5 ,3X2HA = F6.3 , / / /4X16HC()
*ORDINATE DATA-/ /71X,29H BEAM CALCULATED / 1 0 X 3 H X / X 7 X , 3 H































E Q U I V A L E N C E
COMMON /TROUBL/













P I . T H O P I f P I 0 2 t P I Q 4 , T O O E G t T O R A D
I A ( 1 0 ) , I B ( 1 0 ) , I M A ( 1 0 ) v I M B ( 1 0 ) f J T Y P E U O ) ,
N,NSbG, NII,NIM
(NI.NI I )
D E V A ( 2 0 ) , F E N D A ( 2 0 ) , A N G A ( 2 0 ) « C U R V A ( 2 0 ) » NARB
X A U O O U Y A U O O ) , D E V I ( 1 0 0 )
Z A ( L O O ) t R A U U O )
( Z A » X A ) . ( R A » Y A )
X ( 100 ) ,Y ( 100) ,ANG(100) ,ANGD(100) ,CURV(100) ,




( Z , X ) , ( k , Y )
E R R . E R R M A J , I N E R R . P R E R R
ERK,ERRMAJ, INERR,PRERR, E R R C A S
( E R R C A S , I N E R R )
UPPER
DIMENSION CNAMESK)






AND THE INDEX LIMITS
IN THE X A , Y A LISTS
THt NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
NSEG = NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
N = SEGMENT INDEX
I A ( N ) , I B ( N ) = L I M I T S OF SEGMENT
T Y P E ( N ) = T Y P E OF SEGMENT




50 I F ( X A ( I ) . E Q . X A < 1-1) .AND. YA( I ) , E Q . Y A ( 1 - 1 ) )
55 IF< I-NI ) 60,155,155
60 DO 65 J = i,<t
65 I F ( X A ( I ) . E Q . C N A M t S ( J ) ) GO TO 75
IF( I .EC. IJUNCT) GO TO 70




75 J T Y P E ( N ) = J
I A ( N ) = I
GO TO 70















150 I = IB(N-1)+1
IJUNCT= I
GO TO 55
C END OF INPUT DATAt FILL ZERO IBCN1
155 NSEG * N-l
IB(N-l)*Nr
DO 160 NMtNSEG
160 IFt 1B1N).EQ.O> IHIN)=1AlN+l>-1
RETURN







200 J - JTYPE(N)










IFtN.LE.l) GO TO 206
XI * X(IM-L)
Yl * YUM-1)
206 X2 = XA(1+2)
Y2 = YA(1+2)
IF(N.tO.NSEG .OR. JTYPE<N+l).NE.1) GO TO 220
X2 = XIIM2+1)
Y2 = YUM2 + 1)
220 IFtIM.LE.l) GO TO 222
ANG1 = ANGD(IM-1)
222 IF< { I2-D.EQ.3 .AND. ( XA ( 1 + 3 ) .NE . 61 TS. AND. XA( 1*3 ) .NE.999. ) )
* ANGl=XA(1+3)
IF( IM2.GE.NIM) GO TO 224
_ ANG2 = ANGD( IM2 + 1)
224 IF( ( I2-I J.E0.3 .AND. (YA{1*3).NE.BITS .AND. YAU+ 3).NE.999.))
* ANG2=YA(I+3)
IF(J-3) 250,300,400
C FIT THE ELLIPSE
250 CALL E L L I P I X l t Y l . A N G l t X2,Y2,ANG2, YAUM
- IF(ERR) GO TO 790
DZETA = 5.*TORAD
CALL ELL1PT
_ GO TU 790
C FIT THt HYPERUOLIC SPIRAL
300 IF(YA( I ).EU.2.) GO TO 320
- CALL HYPER1(X1,Y1,ANG1, X2,Y2,ANG2)
GO TO 350
320 CURV1 = YA(1+3)
- CALL HYPER2(X1,Y1,ANG1,CURV1, X2,Y2)
350 IF(ERK) GO TO 790
CALL HYPTS
_ GO TO 790
C SERIES 1 COWL LIP.
400 CALL SERSKX1.Y1, X2.Y2, YA ( I ))
C INDEX TO THE NEXT SEGMENT
790 IF(ERK) ERRCAS=.TRUE.
- ERR = .FALSE.
N = N + l
IF(N.LE.NSEG) GO TO 200
~~ C IF LKK HAS HCEN ENCOUNTERED, Ul) NOT WRITE OUTPUT FILE




_ C MAKE THE CURVALINEAR DISTANCE CONTINUOUS
800 OS = 0.
DO 80b 1=2,NIM
IF(S( IJ.EO.O. ) DS = S( 1-1)
"" 805 S( I ) = S( I




1800 FORMAT(/21X24HCONSOLI DATED OUTPUT DATA/MX59HI S X,Z
* Y,R ANGD CURV FQK/40X7HDEGREES/(2X,13,OPFIO.5
*,2FL1.5,F9.3,F10.6.F10.5t)t)
RETURN
1040 FORMATJ/1X59H*** ERROR - NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS (XA,YA) IS LESS T
*HAN 2.)
104* FORMATC/IX34HINPUT TAPE RETRIEVAL INFORMATION -//2X7HFOUNO = L3.I





»SMGOTH MAIN PROGRAM FOR SMOOTH -SMOOTH-
- C READ INPUT, DETERMINE NUMBER AND TYPE OF SEGMENTS
CALL SMOINP
_ C SMOOTH ARBITRARY SEGMENTS
CALL SMOXEQ



























N B C ( 2 ) , A N G E ( 2 ) , C U R V E ( 2 ) . F E N O I 2 )
K 5 ( 1 ) , S T A ( 2 ) , I N C L U O ( 2 ) . D E L E T E ( 2 ) . I N S E R T . C A R R Y
( U O Y , S T A )
1 A ( 1 0 ) , 1 B ( 1 0 ) , I M A ( 1 0 ) , I M H ( 1 0 ) , J T Y P E ( I O ) ,
N.NSEG, NII fNIM
( N U N I I )
O E V A ( 2 0 ) t F E N D A ( 2 0 ) , A N G A < 2 0 ) , C U R V A ( 2 0 ) , NARR
X A ( I O O ) , Y A ( 1 0 0 ) , D E V I ( 1 0 0 )
X (100 ) ,Y (100 ) ,ANG(100 ) ,ANGD<100 ) ,CURV(100 ) ,













































NBC (2 I* L
FEND12)SFENDA(LL+1)
L * L+l
IFIL.LE.2) GO TO 180
CHECK FOR UNDEFINED END CONDITIONS
ENO-l
IF(FEND( D.NE.999.) GO TO ISA
IF(N.EO.l) GO TO 187




IF(FEND(2).NE.999.) GO TO 186
IF (N.Gh.NSLG) GO If) 200




IF(DEVA(NARB+1).NE.BITS) DEVI (I 2)*DEVA<NARB+1 )
OMITFK= .TRUE.
CALL FHFADJ17*12-1)
W R I T 1: (6tliH6) N,UOY





ANGREF = ANG( 12)
GO TO IBB
187 DONE = .FALSE.
188 IF(EKK) ERRCAS=.1RUE.
ERR = .FALSF..
189 MAHB = NARB*^
190 N = N*l
IF(N.LE.NSEG) GO 10 175
C RETURN TO 170 TQ LOOP THROUGH SEGMENTS AGAIN
C TO PICK UP THOSE WHICH HAD UNDEFINED END CONDITIONS
IF(DONE) RETURN
NSWEEP= NSWEtP+1




1186 F O R M A T I / 8 H SEGMENT, I 3,9H OF BDY=,A6/26H
*)




*SMOO— ANGLE, CURVATURE AND ARC LENGTH -SMOO-
OF A SMOOTH CURVE PASSING CtpSE TQ GIVEN POINTS
THE SMOOTHING OPTION HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED. INSTEAD, A
CURVE IS FITTED TO THE GIVEN X,Y POINTS.
DT AVAILABLE IN THIS VERSION
RANGE OF INDEX IN LISTS XA,VA,DEVI,DEV,X,V,ANG,CURVfE,S
LIST OF INPUT X
LIST OF INPUT Y
LIST OF POINT MOVEMENT PARAMETERS
TORSIONAL SPRING COMPLIANCE - FIRST END
TORSIONAL SPRING COMPLIANCE - SECOND END
BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR FIRST(L-l) AND SECOND(L*2
0* 1, OR 2
= ANGLE IN DEGREESt IF NBC(L)«l
)=CURVATURE,IF NBC(L)=2
=RATIO OF SHEAR FORCE» END/NEXT TO END INTERVAL, IF NBCCL
OF XA,YA,DEVI,TORQ1 AND TORQN MUST BE THE SAME,
i, INCHES. DEVI IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE CUBE ROOT OF
J COMPLIANCES. TORUS ARE DIRECTLYPROPORTIONALTOTHE
)NAL SPRING COMPLIANCES. LARGER VALUES OF DEVI YEILD
APPLIED FORCES (AND GRbATER* DEVIATIONS), LARGER VALUES OF





















































































POINTS IN THE NORMAL DIRECTION,IN
ASED ON ADJUSTED POINTS-





APPLIED FORCES, DELTA V ,
LENGTH ALONG THE CURVE, IN
ENERGY OF EQUIVALENT SPRINGS UNDER DEFLECTION DEV, I/IN
SPRING ENERGIES, I/IN
ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION OF POINTS WITH DEVI.NE.O
ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF F/EI, 1/IN2


































COMMON /ERASE / H(8,100)
DIMENSION CHOI 8,99), Gl(100),&N(100), INTERl(lOO)






WRITE OUT END CONDITIONS
ANGE( 1)=FEND( 1)
ANGE(2)=FENU(2)
CURVF1 1) = FEND(1)
CURVb(2 ) = FENO< 2)
WRITE (6,1020) ENDPAR(NBC1+1),FENDI1)f ENDPAR(NBC2+1)tFEND(2)
1020 FORMAT! 10X,47H* A CURVE HAS BEEN FITTED TO GIVEN X,Y POINTS *//






CALC FORCES, F/EI, APPLIED TO THE BEAM WHICH PASSES THROUGH POINTS
CALL BFACES(XA,YA,ANG,CURVB,E,S,IA,IB)
CALL MOVE(2,XA(IA),X(IA),IAB,lf YA< I A)vY(I A),IAB,1)
I = IA
K = 1
405 ANGIH 1 ) = ANG( I )*57.29578
Alb K = K4l
I = 1*1
IF(NPTS-K) 430,405,405




1100 FORMAT(72X, 10X,15HAPPLIED ARC/6X17HINPUT COORDINATESl7Xt20HADJ
*USTED COORDINATES22X,17HFORCES LENGTH/7X89HXA,ZA YA,RA


























SUBROUTINE B L D T A b

























CHANNkL INPUT O A F Q , /CHDATA/
GUTPUT-
CONDENSEU BOUNDARY TABLL , /BUYTAB/











M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , AX I A ,RGA,GAMA,
M A C H C , P S C , T S C , P T C , T T C , AXIC,RGC,GAMC,
O A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H O T S T
M A C H A { 1 ) , MACHC
A X I A , A X I C , C H U T S T
POINT <*0 BEFORE COALLATIO
DATA IS ASSOCIATED
NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZl =  THE FIRST BOUNDARY
CHNAME=  WHICH THE BOUNDARY
UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX = R E L A T I V E INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ BDT(1),LBNEXT(1),LB21(1),





EQUIVALENCE (BDNAME,ZBT), (LBA,RBT), (LBB,ANGBT)
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHf),LHE, LBDU,LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LwE, LFO,LFE,
* L O . L E S T A , LDUMJ8) ,
* MU,NM, NJ,NFCOLS, MAXNJ ,MAXOL ,MAXNM,MAXLE,
* LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMENSION L I M I T S 1 2 4 )
EQUIVALENCE (L IMITS,LHO)
T A B L E OF L E A D I N G EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
INDEX- LE=LEO,LEL,10
NLE,NTE=NO. OF L.t. AND T.E. COINCIDENT PTS, RESPECTIVELY
CHL,CHU=NAME OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PT, RESPECTIVELY
BDL,BUU=BOUNDARY NAMES A S S O C I A T E D W I T H THE POINTS
NUSED = COUNT OF T I M E S T H A T POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF /ORTCHN/
COMMON /LETEPT/ X L ( 1 ) , Y E < 1),ANGE(I),NLE(11,NTEII),
1 CHL(1),CHU(1),BDL(L)tBDU(l),NUSED(491)
INTEGER CHL,CHU,BDL,BDU








P I , T W O P I , P I Q 2 , P I 0 4 , T O D E G , T O R A D
XX(1) ,YY,ANGG,NL,NT,CNL,CNU,BNL,BNU,NZERO
I X X ( 1 0 J






D A T A HLOWER.HUPPfcR/5HLOWER,5HUPPER/
C RELOCATE BDY-TABLE DONN AND ADJACENT TO CHDATA-TABLE
NMOVE * LBDE-LBDO+1
CALL MOVEil , BDT(LBDO) ,BDT(LHt+l) ,NMOVE,!)
LBDO = LHE+1
LBDE * LHE+NMOVE
C DEFINE DOUBLE POINT TOLERANCE, DPTOL
DPTOL * l.E-5
C** BOUNDARY TABLE SORT
C RELOCATE TOGETHER THE BOUNDARIES WHICH BELONG TO THE SAME WALL
LB1 *= LBDO
305 LB2 * LB l+LBNEXTUBi )
IF (LB2.GE.LBOE) GO TO 350
C COMPARE CHANNEL NAME AND UPPER(LOWER) WALL
310 IF(CHNAME(LB2) .NE.CHNAME(LBi ) .OR. < UP UB2 ) . AND. .NOT,UP(LB1))
* .OR. (UP(LBl ) .AND. .NOT.UP(LB2)) ) GO TO 340
C DOES LB2 FOLLOW LB1, COMPARE THE Z,R VALUES OF THE END POINTS
LI * LBl+LBNEXT(LBl)-9
I F ( A B S ( Z B T ( L B 2 ) - Z B T ( L 1 ) ) . L T . O P T O L .AND.
1 A B S ( R B T ( L B 2 ) - R B T ( L 1 ) ) , L T . D P T O L ) GO TO 315
C DOES LB2 PRECEED LB1
L2 * LB2+LBNEXT(LB2)-9
IF (ABS<ZBT(L2 ) -ZBT(LB1) ) .GE .DPTOL .OR.
1 ABS(RBT<L2) -RBT<LB1) ) .GE.DPTOL) GO TO 340
LI * LB1
GO TO 316
315 LI = LfU+LBNEXTtLBl)




IF ILB2 .EO.L I )GO TU 340
CALL MOVE(3 , BDT(L I ) ,BDT(LT»,L I -1 -LBDE,1 ,
1 B D T ( L 2 ) t B D T ( L I ) , N B 2 . i t
2 BDT(L22) ,BDT(L2) ,LBDE-L2* l» l )
IF(LI.EQ.LBl) GO TO 305
340 LB2 « LB2+LBNEXKLB2)
IF(LB2.LT.LBDE) GO TO 310
LB1 - LB1+LBNEXT(LB1>
GO TO 305
C** COALLATE THE BOUNDARIES ALONG ONE WALL INTO ONE CONTOUR
350 LB1 * LBDO
355 NCOAL = 0
CHN = CHNAME(LBl)
WALL = UP(LBl)
360 LB2 * LBH-LBNEXT(LBl)
IF(LB2.GE.LBDE .OR. BDT ( LB2 I .L~Q. IBLANK ) GO To 400
C IS THIS BOUNDARY CONTINUED
IF(CHNAME(LB2).NE.CHN .OH. (UP(LB2).AND. .NOT.WALL) .OR.
* ( W A L L .AND. .NOT.UP(LB2) ) ) GO TO 380
LI = L B l + L B N E X T ( L B l > - 9
12 LB2+LBZKLB2)
I F ( A H S ( Z B T ( L 2 ) - Z b T ( L l ) ) . L T . D P T O L .AND.
1 A B S ( R B T ( L 2 ) - R 6 T ( L 1 ) J . L T . D P T O L ) GO TO 365
_ C ERROR- BOUNDARY TABLE NOT CONTINUOUS
IUP=HLOwER
IF( U P ( L b l ) ) IUP=UPPER
MR I TEC 6 *1365) IUP,CHNAME(LB1) ,ZBT(L1) f RBUL1) ,ZBT(L2) ,
I R B T ( L 2 )
CALL tRRURl
- C MOVE THE LB1 Z.R.ANG-DATA UP 6 SPACES IF THERE EXISTS
C AN ANGLE DISCONTINUITY, 9 SPACES IF THERE DOES NOT.
C (6 SPACES IS NOW ALWAYS USED SO THAT A PRIMARY ORTHOGONAL WILL BE
_ C GENERATED AT BOUNDARY JUNCTIONS, 4/71)
365 LUP * 6
C IF(ANGBT(L2).EO.ANGB1 (LI)) LUPe9
LF = LHI+6 + LRZ1UR1)
~~ LT = LF+LUP
NMOVE = -< ( L B 1 + L B N E X T ( L B 1 M - LF)
BNAME2= B D T ( L B 2 )
- LNEXT2= LBNEXTUB2)
L S T A R T = L B Z K L B 2 )
_ C A L L M O V E ( l , B D T ( L F ) , B D T I L T ) , N M O V E , ! )
I F ( N C O A L . N E . O ) GO TO 370
NCOAL = 1
~ 8 D N A M E ( L B 1 ) = B D T ( L B l )
LBAUB1 ) = L B 2 1 ( L B 1 )
LBBILB1 ) = L B A ( L B l ) - N M O V E - 3
370 LI = LB1O*NCOAL
BDNAMUL 1 )=BNAME2
_ L B A ( L 1 )=LBNF.XT(L l i l )
L B B ( L 1 ) = L R A ( L I ) * ( L N h X T 2 - { 6 * L S T A R T ) ) - 3
N = NCOAL
NCOAL = NCOAL+l
375 I F ( N . L E . O ) GO TO 377
LI = LB1+3*(N-1)
_ L B A ( L 1 ) = L B A ( L 1 ) + L U P
L B B ( L 1 ) = L B B ( L 1 ) + L U P
N = N-l
_ GO TO 375
377 L b N E X T ( L B l ) = L B N r : X T U B l ) + LNEXT2
LBZ 1 ( L B 1 ) = L B 7 1 ( L B 1 H-LUP
~ GO TO 360
C E L I M I N A T E GAPS
_ 380 IF (NCOAL.EO.O) GO TO 390
LDOWN = LBZKLB1) - 3*NCOAL




CALL M C V E ( 1 , B D T ( L F ) . B D T ( L T ) . N M O V b , 1 )
I. B N L X T ( L h l ) 2 L B N F X I (LH1 ) -LOOWN
I B/ It L B 1 ) = L H 7 KLIU J-LOOWN
185 Ll = L B 1 + 3 * ( N - 1 )
L B A ( L I ) = L B A ( L 1 ) - L O O W N
L H H J L 1 ) = L 8 B ( L 1 ) - L D O W N
N = N + l
IF(N.LE.NCOAL) GO TO 385
LBDE = LBDE-LDOWN
INDEX TO THE NEXT LB1
390 LB1 *' LBH-LBNEXT(LB l )
IF(LBl .LT.LBDE) GO TO 355
I N I T I A L I Z E FAR FIELD INTERFACE BOUNDARY DATA IF REQ-D
400 CALL FFINIT
;** BUILD LEADING EDGE/TRAIL ING EDGE POINT T A B L E t /LETEPT/
LEE = LEO-1 \
LB = LBDO
405 Ll = LB + L B Z K L B )
LL = Ll
L2 = LB+LBNEXT(LB) -9
GO TO 410
SEARCH FOR SHARP CORNERS
407 LL = LL+3
I F ( A B S ( Z B T ( L L ) - Z B T ( L L - 3 ) ).LT.DPTOL .AND.
1 ABS(RBT(LL)-RBT(LL-3) l.LT.DPTOL) GO TO 408








ANGG - ,5*(ANGIH ( LL )+ANGBT ( LL-3) I
GO TO 412
410 N Z E K O = 0
ANGG » A N G B T ( L L )
412 CALL SETMU.IBLANK, C N L f 4 )
XX = Z B T ( L L )
YY » RBT(LL )




IF(LL.EQ.Ll) GO TO 420
IFJLL.EO.L2) GO TO 425
GO TO 435
; UPPER BOUNDARY
415 CNU = CHNAMEJLB)
BNU = BDT(LB)
ANGG = AMGG-PI
IF(LL.EO.Ll) GO TO 425




~" NT = 0
GO TO 435
C TRAILING EDGE
- 425 NT = 1
NL =0
_ C 435 C A L L t S O R T P
* E S U R T P P R E L I M I N A R Y fcDGL PCJINT SURT -ESORT-******
C SUBROUTINE ESORT
C INPUT-
C XX(10)= DATA VECTOR TO BE INSERTED INTO ARRAY-XE
- C Xt ARRAY OF VECTORS SORTED ACCORDING TO FIRST TWO ELEMENTS
C LEO,LEE=INDEX LIMITS OF THE Xfc-ARRAY
_ C OUTPUT-
C XE REVISED ARRAY OF EDGE POINTS
C LEE = REVISED UPPER LIMIT OF XE-ARRAY
~ C SEARCH FOR ORDERED POSITION - J
435 CONTINUE
J =0
- 55 I =1
60 LE = 10*J + 1-1 + LEO




65 J = J+l
- GO TO 55
70 I = 1+1
IF( I.LE.2) GO TO 60
C THE NEW POINT IS COINCIDENT WITH POINT-J
LE = 10*J + LEO




~ 12 LE = 10*J + I-J. + LEO
IF( IXX( I J.NE.IBLANKJ XE(LE)=XX(I)
I = 1*1
— IF( I.LE.10) GO T(J 72
C RETURN
GO TO 436
"~ C RELOCATE AND INSERT THE NEW LINE IN LINE-J
80 LEF = 10*J * LEO
LET = LEF+10






C INCREMENT BOUNDARY TAHLE INDEX
440 LH = LB + LMNEXT(LB I
IH LB.LT.LBDE ) GO TQ 405
C CHECK FOR A MINIMUM OF 4 POINTS IN THE LETEPT-TABLE
IF(<LEE-LEO+1J.LT.40) CALL ERRORl
C* FINAL SORT OF /LETEPT/ BY AVERAGE FLOW ANGLE
TANG = 92./90.*PIQ2
LEI = LEO
454 NCOUNT= (LEE-H-LE1 )/10
455 LE2 = LEI
460 LE2 = LE2+10
IF(LE2.GE.LEE) GO TO 470
C IS PT2 IN FRONT OF PT1 (VECTOR PT1 TO PT2 GT 90 DEC FROM SL)
ANGSL = .5*(ANGE(LE1 )+ANGE(Lt2) )
ANG12 * ATAN3(YE(LE2)-YE(LED ,XE(LE2)-XE(LE1),ANGSL)
IF(ABS(ANG12-ANGSLKLE.TANG) GO TO 460





CALL MOVEO, XE (L I ), XE (LT J ,L I-l-LEE, 1,
1 XE(L2),XE(LI ).10,1 i
2 XE(L22),XE(L2).LEE-L2+l,l)
NCOUNT= NCOUNT-1




470LEI = L f i * l O
IF(LEl.LT.LEE) GO TO 454
C* COMBINE UPPER AND LOWER CONTOURS CONNECTED BY L.E. IN THE BOY-TABLE
C LB1 AND LB2 ARE INOICIES OF THE TWO CONTOURS
C (LOWER AND UPPtR SURFACE)
C LUP * ADDITIONAL SPACE REUD FUR SUBTABLE OF INCLUDED BOUNDARIES
LE « LEO












IF(ABS(ANGD2-ANGDl).LT..l) GO TO 474
ANGDAV3 .5*<ANGD1+ANGD2)
WRITE (6,1473) ZBTILB ),RBT(LB ),NBDitNBD2,ANGD1,ANGD2tANGDAV
- 1473 FORMAT J//52H *** ERROR - THfc BOUNDARY ANGLES AT L.E. POINT Z =,
1 F10.5,4H K =,F10.5//14X,17HARE NOT THE SAME.
2 33H THE AVERAGE VALUE WILL BE USED.//21X,7HBDY = ,A6,6X,
- 3 7HBDY = ,A6/21X,5HANGD=,F8.3,6X,5HANGD*,F8.3//29Xf
4 8HAVG-ANG=tFH.3)
A N G B T ( L B ) = A N G D A V * T O R A D
C MAKb ROOM FfW SUI t lAHLb OF INCLUDED BOUNDARIES
474 LUP = M A X O I i tLU/KLim ) + MAXOI3,LBZ1(LB2M - LBZKLBl)
LB = L R 1 + L H / H LB1)
— LT LIULUP
CALL M O V b l l , ZBT(LH),ZBT(LT), LB + 5-LBDE,I)
LBDE = LUDF+LUP
— IF (LU2 .GE.LB1) LH2=LB2+LUP
C INCLUOEO HOUNDARILS IN COUNTOUR LB1
_ I F ( L B Z K L B l ) . N E . O ) GO Tu 475
B D N A M E ( L B ) = B D T ( L B )
L B A ( L B ) = LUP
L B B ( L B ) = L B A ( L B ) * L B N E X T l L B ) - 9
- LB = LB-H
GO TU 480
475 LBN1 = LB1
_ 476 L B A ( L B N 1 ) = L B A ( L B N 1
LBBUUNl )=LBB(LHN l )
LBN1 = LBN1+3
_ I F ( L B N l . L T . L M ) GO TO 476
C IJPPfcR SURFACt CHANNEL NAMt Ib STORED ON TOP OF -UP-
C LEDtX = INDfcX OF LEADING tDGE PT ON THE CONTOUR
— 480 CHNAMULBl + 1 ) =CHNAME ( LB2 )
L E D E X ( L B 1 ) = L B B ( L b - 3 )
_ C INCLUDED BOUNDARIES IN CONTOUR LB2





C RELOCATE INDEX LIMITS OF UPPER BOUNDARIES
— 485 LBN^ = LB2
LBDIF = LBB(LB-3)-LBA(LB2)





~ IF(LBN2.LT.(LB2 + LBZ1(LB2 ) J) GfJ TO 486
C RELOCATE LB2-COORDINATES INTU LB1-COUNTOUR. NB2=NUMBER OF DATA
- C POINTS TO BE MOVED.




L22 = LB2 + LBNEXTUB2)




L B Z l ( L B l ) = L B Z K L B l )
IBNEXT(LB1 )=LBNEXT(LB1 )4LUP+NB2
CALL MOVfcO, B D T ( L I ) , B D T < L T ) t LJ-l-LflDE,lf
1 HUTl L2) ,HDT (LI ) ,N82, 1 ,
2 BOT<L22 I ,BOT<L82) ,LBDE+NB2+1-L22 ,1 )
LDDE » IBOE+NB2-JL22-LB2)
DO 495 L f c X = L E O , L t t t l O
I F ( B O L ( L E X ) . E O . B D 2 ) BDL(LEX)*BD1
A96 LH = LE+10
1HLE.LT.LEE) GO TO 472
RETURN
IA68 FORMAT(/IX70HERRGR- THE L.E., T.E. AND BOUNDARY POINTS CAN NOT BE
*ORDERED ACCORDING/8X64HTO ORTHOGONAL NUMBER. PLEASE CHECK S.L. AN
*GLES IN TABLE-LETEPT.)
1365 FORMAT(///1X8H** THE3X . A6t 1X25HBOUNOARY CONTOUR FOR CHN=A6,1X17H
*IS NOT CONTINUOUS/6X9HAT POI NTSF1 1 .5
 f IHtFlO. 5 , 1X3HANDF1 1 .5t 1H, F10.








_ R(M2) = RSV
Z1M2) = ZSV
GO TO 100
~" C COINCIDENT ORTHOGONALS
H5 Ml = MLB(Ll)
NAMbDY= NAMELBILU
- GO TO IB 7
C UPPfc* BOUNDARY
- 100 L2 = L 1 « L N E X T ( L 1 )
165 I F ( L 2 . G L . L E S T A I GO TO 190
I F ( N A M E U B ( L 2 ) . E Q . N A M E U B ( L 1 M GO TO 170
__ L2 = L 2 + L N E X T ( L 2 )
GO TO 165
C NAME AGREEMENT
170 J F ( F L O A T ( l U B ( L l ) ) * F U B ( L 1 ) - FLOAT( IUB(L2 ) ) -FUB<L2) ) 180tl85tl90
- C S W I T C H POINTS
180 Ml = MUB(Ll )
M2 = MUBU2)
_ ISV = IUB(L1)
FSV = FUB(L l )
SSV = SlUB(Ll)
RSV = R ( M 1 )
~ ZSV = Z ( M 1 )
I U B ( L 1 ) = I U B ( L 2 )
FIJB1L1 I = F I J B ( L 2 )
- SlUBai)=SlUlUL?)
P ( M 1 ) = P. ( M 2 )
Z t M l ) = Z ( M 2 )
_ I U B ( L 2 ) = I S V
F U B ( L 2 ) = F S V
S I U B ( L 2 ) = S S V
R ( M 2 ) * RSV
~ Z ( M 2 ) = ZSV
GO TO 190
- C COINCIDENT ORTHOGONALS
185 Ml = MUB(Ll)
NAMBOY= NAMEUB(Ll)
_ 187 ERR = .TRUE.
WRITE (6,1187) Z(M1),R(M1),NAMBDY
C INDEX LI
190 LI = L1*LNEXT(L1)
IF(Ll.LT.LESTA) GO TO 60
RETURN
V











































M,J ,MU,MO, IS fAG
LHO.LHEt LBDOiLBDtf LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE f LFO.LFE
L O f L E S T A , LDUM(8 ) t
MO,NM, NJtNFCOLS, MAXNJtMAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE»
LEO,LEE, LROtLREtLRD
L I M I T S ( 2 « >
(L IMITS iLHO)
W ( 1 2 8 ) , X 2 ( 1 2 8 ) , S L C H N ( 1 2 8 )
XK1 ) , LNEXT( 1 ) ,MLB(l) ,MUB(l) ,PRIM(1 ),
TYPELB (DtNAMELBf l ) r ILBI l )»FLBI l )»SlLBI l ) f f
TYPEUB(1),NAMEUB(1), IUB(1),FUB(1),S1UB(1),











60 L2 * Ll+LNEXT(Ll)
65 IF(L2.GE.LESTA) GO TO 100




70 IF (FLOATULB(L2) ) *FLB(L2) - FLOAT (ILBUl) )-FLB<Ll I )
SWITCH POINTS



























CFRUJNZ G E N E R A T E ZON, ZIJ M A T R I X FOR FAR-FIELD BC. -FRFDNZ-
COMMON /ALLCOM/ M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , A X I A , R G A , G A M A ,
1 M A C H C , P S C , T S C , P T C , T T C , AXIC,RGC,GAMC,
2 D A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H Q T S T
MACHA(1) ,MACHC
A X I A , A X I C
CHOTST
LHO,LHE, L800,LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUM(8),






C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUTJ
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR 1BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ XI(1),LNEXT(i),MLB(1),MUB(1),PRIM(l),











W S T A ( I O O ) , D I S P ( 1 0 0 ) , W A K E ( 1 0 0 ) , T T ( 1 0 0 ) , P T ( 1 0 0 ) ,
LAM(100) ,RGX(100) ,C2CPX(100) ,DUM(534) ,
INK25), IN2(25,2) ,
N I N T * M ( 2 1 ) . E E ( 2 1 ) , K K ( 2 l ) , X I N T ( 2 1 ) ,
Y I N T ( 2 1 ) , Z Z ( 2 1 )
KKREAL
DIMENSION XU(25,2&),YIJ(2&f25)
LOU I VALENCE (WSTA,XIJ)* IC2CPX*VIJ)
COMMON /ERASE/ UN IT(25,2*1














































.24998368,. 0920018,. 04069698, .005264496/
1
INPUT***
MINF = FREE STREAM MACH NUMBER .
ZDN1,ZDN25= STREAMWISE LIMITS OF FAR FIELD .
RFFRfcF = NOMINAL RADIUS OF FAR FIELD .
OUTPUT***
ZDNd-25) = STREAMWISE CO-ORDINATES FOR ON- FAR FIELD SOLUTION
ZIJ<25,25)= Z MATRIX = (INVERSE OF YIJ)*XIJ-
EXTENS10N FRACTION TO FF= ADUM(l)
BETA = SORT< l.-MINF**2)
OBETA = l./BETA
INITIALIZE DZ, ZDN TABLE










ZDN(K )= ZDN(K-1 )+DZ
DETERMINE FF CROSS STREAM COORDINATE AT ZDNC25)
L = LESTA-19
IF( LNEXTIL I.NE.20 ) CALL ERROR1







































AREA = AREA+2.*(HSTA(K)-WSTA(K-1) ) / ( WOAKMi+WQA)
WOAKM1- WOA
IF( K.LT.NK ) GO TO 1111
R25 = AREA+R(MA)
IF( A X I A ) R25=SORT(R(MA)**2+AREA/PIJ
IF( .NOT. AXIA ) GO TO 9<t
NINT = II
INiriALIZfc PARAMETERS FOR INTEGRATION
3 D7Z = OZ/FLOAT1NINT-1)
NOTE**** RADIAL CO-ORO1NATE SCALED******
USING = 0.1*RFFR£F
DSIZF = .TRUE.
IF( OZZ.LE.DSING ) DSIZE=.FALSE.
FA = 4.*RFFREF**2
IF( DSIZE ) DELZD=DZZ-DSING
DO = AMINH DZZfDSING )
AL = ALOG( .125*00 )
SINGV = 2.*(-PI+Ul)*AL)-.125*l)D**3*U
C OUTER LOOP FOR CALC. OF XU,YU TABLES
00 90 1=1,25
C INNER LOOP FOR CALC. OF XIJ,YU TABLES
DO B9 J=l,25
C SECTION TO BUILD TABLES FOR INTEGRATION
C TABLES ARE BUILT IN 2 PASSES
K G O = 1
IF( I.EO.J ) GO TO 10
IF( J.EQ.l ) KGO=2
IF( J.EQ.25) KGO=3
GO TO 12
10 KGO = 4
IF( J.EQ.i ) KGO=5
IF( J.E0.25) KGO=6
12 NIN = NINT
IF( KGO.NE.l .AND. KGO.NE.4 ) NlN»(NINT-1)/2+i
NMID=0
IF( KGO.EQ.4 ) NMID=(NINT-1)/2*1
C INITIAL PASS TO BUILD TABLES
K =0
15 K = K+l
Kl * K-l
C =1.
GO TO (20t25,20,30,35,40) , KGO
C NORMAL BRANCH—OR (J=25, I.N6.J )
20 IF{ K.GT.l ) GO TO 22
21 ZZ(K) = ZDN(J)-.5*OZ
GO TO 23
22 ZZ(K) * ZZ(Ki)+C*DZZ
23 M(K) = FA/(FA*(ZON(IJ-ZZ(KI)**2>
GO TO 50
C **(J*l,I.NEJ)
25 IF( K.GT.l I GO TO 22
ZZIK) » ZON( 1 )
GO TO 23
C NORMAL SINGULARITY BRANCH
30 IF( K.EO.l ) GO TO 21
IF( ZZ(K-1).NE.BITS ) GO TO 31
Kl = K-2
C =2.
31 IF( K.NE.NMID ) GO TO 22
32 ZZ(K) = BITS
. M(K ) = BITS
GO TO 50
C **(I=J,J=1)
i5 IF! K.GT.2 ) GO TO 22
GO TO (32t36) t K
36 ZZ(K) = ZDNUJ+DZZ
GO TO 23
_ C **(IsJtJ*25)
^0 IF( K.EO.l ) GO TO 21
IF( K.EO.NIN ) GO TO 32
GO TO 22
~ 50 IF( K.LT.NIN ) GO TO 15
C FINAL PASS TO BUILD TABLES-- ADJUST FOR SINGULARITIES CLOSER
— C THAN DZ/
IF( .NOT. DSIZE ) GO TO 70
K = 0
55 K = K+l
IF( ZZ(K).NE.BITS ) GO TO 60
GO TO (60t60,60,56,57,56) , KGO
- 56 ZZ(K-l)* ZZ(K-1)+DELZD
M(K-1)= FA/(FA+(ZDN( I )-ZZ(K-l))**2)
IF( KGO.EG.6 ) GO TO 60
- 57 ZZIK+U* ZZ<K+1)-UELZD
M(K+1)= FA/(FA+(ZDN(I)-ZZ(K+l))**2)
60 IF( K.LT.NIN ) GO TO 55
~~ C EVALUATE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS (MM)«E(M))
70 CO 71 L = l t N I N
- IF( M(L).EO.RITS ) GO TO 71
Ml = l.-M(L)
1F( Ml.(-0.1. .OR. Hl.EQ.O. ) CALL ERROR1







— K K ( L ) = AK1+AK2*M1+AK3*M2+AK4*M3+AK5*M4
* -MBKI + BK2*M1 + BK3*M2«-BK4*M3+BK5*M*| *TLOG
C
_ C E V A L U A T E EE
C
E E J L ) = l. + AE l*MUAE2*M2 + AE3*M3+Afc4*M<»
71 CONTINUE
- C CALCULATE INTEGRANDS XINT.Y-NT
DO 73 K = l,NIN
_ IF( ZZ(K).EO.BITS ) GO TO 73









X I J I = 0.
YI J I =0.
K = I
K a K+l
GO TO ( 7 7 * 7 7 * 7 7 , 7B, 78, 78!
DZK a Z Z ( K ) - Z Z I K - l )
TERMX = O . S M X I N T W + X I N T
TERMY * O .SJ -JY INTUKYINT
XIJ I « X I J I + T E R M X * D Z K
YIJI = Y I J I + T E R M Y * D Z K
GO TO 80
IF( ( Z Z ( K ) . N E . B I T S ) .AND.
IF( KGO.E0.6 ) GO TO 80
IF< KGO.E0.4 ) K=K*2





( Z Z ( K - ) GO TO 77
eo IFI K.LT.NIN > GO TO 76
XIJ(I,J)= XIJI








DETERMINE INVERSE UF YU












IFI I.EQ.J) GO TO 95





97 CALL FMPYCdt BETA ,ZDN,ZDN,25)
CALL FMPYCt UOBETA ,Z IJ *Z I J.625)
IF( PDUM(26).EQ.O. ) GO TO 200
CALL TABPRT(5HYIJ-1,UNIT,625,10)
CALL TABPRT(3HZIJ ,ZU,625 , 10)
200 NODENS= NDENSV
W R I T E (6,211) ZONl,Rl ,ZDN25,R25




* f>rr .K I
S
* J S W J I -
I N I
•5UUNOARY T Y P E S -ISBOT-
C S T A T I O N T A B L E
C INDEX- L » L O , L E S T A
C SCHOKfc= STAT ION CHOKE INDICATOR (AOJWF,BRHS f WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHAKP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE <PTMOVE.FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X 1 ( I ) , L N E X T < 1 ) t M L B ( 1 ) , M U B < 1 ) , P R 1 M < I ) ,




























THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX OF L.t. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY






























COMMON /CFRFIN/ AT INFtMINF.RFFREFtUINF,ZONl,ZDN25
REAL MINF
COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU,MDtISTAG

































ANGLE IN RADIANS (IF MA=1)
ESTIMATED ANGLE AT THE FIRST POINT (MA-0)
FIRST AND LAST INDEX OF VARIABLES X,Y,ANGtCURV.E AND S
STORAGE INCREMENT OF X,Y,ANG,CURVtE* AND S
0 IF ERROR1 IS TO BE CALLED WHEN PTS ARE OUT OF ORDER
1 IF RETURN IS TO BE MADE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION
-1 II- POINT ORDER CHECK IS TO BE SKIPPED
OUT PUT-
ANG - ANGLl IN R A D I A N S
S - ARC LINGIH ALUNl. IHt CUKVt, (L)








A ( 3 ) , B ( 1 ) , Y P B U ,ACHD(1) ,CHD(793>
CALL BEAMIX(KA),Y(KA)tANG(KA),(KB-KA+KD)/KD)
IF(KORDER.NE.O) GO TO 800
( K = K A )
SK = S ( K A )
( K = K A + 1 , K B )
I = 9
K = K A * K D
70 SK = SK + CHIJ( I -H) * ( l . * (HU-8) *B( 1-8)-. 5*8 (1-8 )*YPB( 1-8)*
1 YPIM I -8 | *YPf t l 1-8 ) ) / l5.)
S ( K ) = SK
I F I K - N K J 80t900,900
80 I = 1+8
K = K+KD
GO TO 70



























LHO,LHEi LTO.LTE, L W O . L W E t LFO,LFE,LBDU,LBf)E,
* LO,LESTA, Li3UM(8),
* MO.NM, NJ,NFCOLSt MAXNJ,MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE ,
* LMJ.LEt, LROiLREtLRD
OIMI NSION L I M I TS(2<»)
f - U U l V A L L N C L (LIMITS, L HO J
SI AI ION TABLF
INDEX- L = LU,LI.STA
SCHOKL= STATION CHOKL INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHStWKIUUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDfcX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEtFLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(
 L } ,MLB(1),MUB(1),PRIM(1),
1 TYPELfcU I) ,NAMELB(1),ILB(1) tFLB(l),SlLB(l)t
1 TYPEUBd ) ,NAMhUB( lit IUB(1) tFUBd ) ,S1UB( 1) ,

































FIELD TABLES R fZ
V A L U E S OF M ON OUTER STREAMLINE
Z M A T R I X FROM DN SOLUTION OF FAR FIELD
OUTPUT* * *
T A B L t OF UDN VS ZDN
PRFF I = U USE L F I T K N O R M A L ) PRFFI =
< R 1 , K F F R E F ) ,
I Z l . Z D N l ) , ( Z 2 3 , Z D N 2 5 )
USE L S P F I T -FROM PHI1
O f c T R ,Z VALUES FROM FIELD T A B L t S (OUTER S T R E A M L I N E )
L = LO
M = MBEGIN(NJ )
C A L L S T A N O ( M , L , UPPER)
D A T A K F A R / 6 H F A R F L D /
IF( T Y P L U B ( L ) .NE.KFAR ) R E T U R N
NF = NF+1
R F F ( N F ) = R ( M )
Z F F ( N F ) = Z ( M )
P H I F F ( N F ) = PHIKM)
CALL GET IX
M = MD
IFl M.NE.O ) GO TO 2
\
*OECK BFAC
SUBROUTINE B F A C ( X , Y , A N G t C U R V , N K )
*BFAC~ BEAM FIT EVALUATION OF ANGLEt CURVATURE -BFAC-
01 MENSION X I10 ) ,Y (10 ) ,ANG( IO) ,CURV(10)
C INPUT-
C X,Y - COOKDINATfcS
C ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS (IF MA=1)
C NK * LENGTH OF X ,Y ,ANGtCURV-L ISTS
C OUTPUT-
C ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS
C CURV - CURVATURE
COMMON /CIltAM / MA,MH,KI>
CCJMMUN / IKASt / A( 1) ,B(l ) ,YPIH 1 ), DA ( 1) , ACHD(1),CHD(793)
CALL H E A M ( X t Y , A N G t N K )
I = 1
C KA = 1
KB = (NK-1)*KD*1
K = 1
C (K=KA f KB- l )
60 CURV|K)= (^».*B( I )+2.*YPB(I)) / (CHD(I)*<i .* l .5*BU)*B(I )))




90 C U R V ( K J = ( -2 . *B(1-8) -^ . *YPB(1-8) ) / (CHO(1-81 *(1,*U5*YPB«1-8)*YPB(I-




SUBUUUr iNfc NFACSl X , Y , ANG tCUR Vf S tKA,KB)
*BFACS- BEAM FIT EVALUATION OF ANGLE, CURVATURE, -BFACS-
C AND S
ION X( 10) ,Y< 10),ANG(10),CURV(lO) tS(10)
C INPUT-
C X,Y - C O O K D I N A T L S
C ANG - ANGLE IN K A O I A N S (IF MA=1)
C A N G ( 1 ) = E S T I M A T E D ANGLE AT THE FIRST POINT (MA«0|
C K A . K B - F I R S T AND L A S T INDEX OF V A R I A B L E S X ,Y ,ANG*CURV,E AND S
C KD S T O R A G E INCREMENT OF X , Y , A N G » C U R V , E t AND S
C OUTPUT-
C ANG - ANGLE IN RADIANS
C CURV - CURVATURE
C S - ARC LENGTH ALONG THE CURVEt (L)
COMMON /CBEAM / MA,MB,KD






60 CURV(K)= (4.*B(I)+2.*YPB(1))/(CHD(I)*(1. + 1.5*B(I )*B( I )))




?0 CURV(K) = (-2.*B( I-B)-<f.*YPB(I-8) ) / ( CHD( 1-8 ) * ( i .*! ,5*YPBl 1-8I*YPBII-




/'.) ~ /Mtm + ZM











D I ML US I UN X( 10),Y(10),ANG(10),CURV(10)
C.'JMM.T'J /CBENO / \»CH(2)t ANGE (21 .CURVE (2) ,F8(2)
OIMLN'oION ANGX(3),CURX( 3)
-BF3-
A N G X ( i J =0.
I f { I I J M 2 . 1 T . I A ) R t T U R N
D i ) 1 1 0 I = I A , I I » M 2
CALL iif A(. ( X( I ), Y( I I , ANGX , CUR X , 3 )
AN(,( I 41 )=AN(,X( i\
CURV( l + l ) =CURX(2)
R^ TURN
\ Nlf)
*OECK b D Y P T M
SJBKUUTINL H D Y P T M ( N A M E , I N T V L , ZD,KD, FD, SlDDtDSlt US1GMA)
















F R A C T I O N
t
NAMI
















SiOU = ARC D I S T A N C E FROM THb BEGINING OF THE INPUT INTERVAL
I ABLE




















INTVL = INDEX OF INTERVAL OF THE OUTPUT POINT
ZD,KD = COORDlNATtS OF THF CALCULATED OUTPUT POINT
ANGD = ANGLE OF OUTPUT POINT
CJRVO = CURVATURt OF OUTPUT POINT
FD = FRACTION POSITION IN THE OUTPUT INTERVAL
SiDD = ARC DISTANCE FROM THE BEGINING OF THE OUTPUT












T UR I MJK
N E X J BOUNDARY
THL MRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
WHICH THl BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UPPER UR LUWLR BOUNDARY
R k L A T I V l INOt.X l)F L.L. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CHNNICTLD
BONAML,LBA fLUB=NAML AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE CQALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ IIDTU I tLBNEXT (1) t LBZ1 ( 1)
 f
i CHNAMEd ),UP( 1) fLEDExU),
^ ZBT( l).RBT(l) ,ANGBT(<»2)
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDT.CHNAMEtHDNAMC
DIMLMSION BDNAMbli )*LBA(1 ) ,LBB(i)












D R , D Z , Y P A , Y P t i ( F t G f DXt YQDX , ZM, RM, ANGM,CURVM, S 1M,
RZONLY, ANGCHD,SINTVL, YPASOtYPAB,YPBSO
R Z O N L Y
LH(l vLHEt LWDU.LBDb, L T O t L T E , LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
L ( l , L b S T A , L iJUM(B) ,
MlitNM, NJ.NFLDLSt MAXNJ , MAXOL ,MAXNM, MAXLE ,
LLIJ .LbE, lRU,LRb,LRU
L IMI IS(<!4 J
( L I M I T S , L H O )
ANGn,CURVM i \






SEARCH FUR MATCHING BOUNDARY NAME
Lb = LBF(NAME)
IF(LB.EQ.O) CALL ERROR1
C I = INDEX OF POINT WHICH BEGINS THE INTERVAL
C SM = D ISTANCE FROM POINT (1)
C S F I P l = O I S T A N C F FROM POINT U + l)
MINI = L B + L H Z K L B )
I = MINI + 3MINTVL-1)
M A X I = LB+LBNEXT(LB)-12
r> C A L L HARC( I )
C IF -I- IS TH» f I K S T OF A IJdUBLL POINT, BACK UP TU PREV INTERVAL
I F ( S I N T V L . N E . O . ) GO TO 80
1 = 1 - 3
FO =1 .
1F I I . LT .MIN I ) CALL ERROR 1
dO TO 75
HO IFUU.EU.l . .OR. S1D.GT .S INTVL) S1D = SINIVL
SFI = OSI+S1D
SFIP l = S F 1 - S I N T V L
C IS THh NEW POINT W I T H I N THIS INTERVAL
Uij I F ( S F I ) 120,114,114
114 IF (SF IP l ) 160,160,140
C ( M O V I - C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E )




125 I = 1-3
F = B I T S
S F I P l = SFI
CALL DARC1 I )
SFI = S F I P I + S I N T V L
GO JO 100
C ( M O V t C L O C K W I S E )










C C A L C U L A T E COORDINATES OF THE NEW POINT CPKOPEK INTERVAL FOUND)
160 1 F ( F . E O . B I T S ) GO 10 230
I F ( O S l ) 210 ,220 ,2^0
210 F = F * S F I / S l l J
GO 10 250
22j F = ( l S F I - S i n ) + ( S I N F V L - S F 1 ) * F ) / ( S I N T V L - S 1 D )
GO TO 250
C ( N I W I N T ( R V A L )
230 F = S F I / S I N T V L




























FIELD INDEX OF THE NEW POINT
UPSTREAM-M FOR NEW POINT
DOWNSTREAM-M FOR NEW POINT
INDEX OF SL OF THk NtW POINT
T IF A NEW SLt =F OTHERWISE
T) RELOCATE FOR NEW STREAMLINE IN
FOR NEW POINT IN FIfcLD TABLES AND
SL-TABLES
CORRECT POINTERS IN JMS














C ADJUST STREAMLINE TABLE
_ JSAV = 999999








_ C RELOCATE FIELD POINTS AND CORRECT JMS-CHAIN
100 CALL ADDFPTCMl,1,JSAV)
C INSERT POINTERS IN THE JMS-TABLE






~ C CORRECT UPSTREAM TO DOWNSTREAM POINTER
M = MU
IF(M) 120,900,120





.K. I 1 A H ( . S
F U N C T I O N M A R C S I N A M f . , IV1, I V2)
*MAMC'> - A C K D I S T A N C E B E T W E E N BOUNDARY P T S -BARCS-
C INPUT-
C NAME = BOUNDARY NAME
C IV1,IV2=INDEX OF POINTS IN THl GIVEN BOUNDARY
C BOUNDARY TABLE
C INDEX- LB=LBDOfLBDE
C LBNEXT= INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
C LBZ1 = INCREMENT TO THt FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
C CHNAME= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
C UP = T OR F FOH UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
C I.EOfcX = R E L A T I V E INOLX Of L.L. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
C CONTOURS ARF CONNECTED
C RDNAMti(LBA,LHH>NAMt AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
C DATA WHEN HOUNOARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ HOT(1),LBNEXT<1).LBZ1(1),
1 CHNAME( 1 ) tUP( 1) tLEDEXdl
 t
2 - Z H T l l).RbT(l ),ANGBT(42)
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDTtCHNAMEtHONAMt.
DIMENSION BDNAMEd ) ,LBA(1 >,LBB<1)
EQUIVALENCE {BDNAMEtZBT), (LBA.RBT), (LBB.ANGBT)
COMMON /CBEAM2/ OR,OZ,YPA,YPBtF,G, DXtYQDX,ZM,RM,ANGM.CURVM,SIM.




















/(. I l l fX -






' C U R V C 3 0 0 )
' It ( 100 )
' M,J,MU.MI), I S T A G
INDEX IN /BDYTAB/
LB = LBF(NAME)
SUM THE ARC DISTANCES FOR INTERVALS IVl TO (IV2-1)









90 BARCS = S
RETURN ,
{ ND










A O J S L
MJHKWJT INF ADJSL
A D J U S T S T R E A M L I N E S BY DS2 -ADJSL-
7,R = C O O R D I N A T E S ALONG THE STREAMLINE
PH11 = S T R E A M L I N E ANGLES
L)S2 = DESIRED POINT MOVEMENT IN THE NORMAL DIRECTION
O U T P U T -














C O O R D I N A T E S
LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBOE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO.LFE,
L U t L f c S T A , LUUM(8) ,
MU,NM, NJ,Nfd)LS, MAXN J , MAXM , MAXNM, MAX LE ,
LKJ.L fcE, LHO,LRt ,LKD
L I M I T S 1 2 A )







R ( 3 0 0 )











* DS2(M)*COS(PHI HM) )*CNF
- DS2(M)*SIN(PHIKM) )*CNF
(i() TIJ lO'^O







CALL TAMP«T«iHPHI 1 ,PHI I , NM, 1 0 }
CALL lABPRfCiHCURV.CURV.NM, 10)

























FIELD INDEX OF F I R S T POINT TO BE RELOCATED, INDEX OF
F I R S T NEW POINT
NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE INSERTED
INDEX VALUE OF N f c W SL ABOVE WHICH
TO BE INCREMENTED BY ONE, "999999
THE FIELD J-REFERENCES A
IF NO CHANGE IS TO BE MA
COMMON / I X O R I G / LH(),LHt, LBDU,LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
> L U , L E S T A , LDUM(B) ,
» M(),NM, NJ,NFCOLS, MAXN J, MAXOL,MAXNM, MAXLE ,
f LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
L I M I T S J 2 4 )






























R ( 3 0 0 )
SK300)
S2 (300 )
V M ( 3 0 0 )
Z < 3 0 0 )
M,J,MU,MD,ISTAG
R E L O C A T E F IELD POINTS
NMOVt = M-l-NM
MTO = M+NPT







RELOCATE FLOW ANGLES WHEN INSERTING NEW ORTHOGONAL LINES







135 MU = MU+NPT
140 IF(MD-MSAV) 150,145,145
145 MD = MD+NPT
150 IF(J-JSAV) 160,155,155
155 J = J+l
160 CALL SAVIX
M = M + i
•DECK ERRORY
SUBROUTINE ERROR1







































































COMMON /CB / 11(300)
COMMON /CIOEX / M,J,MU,MD,ISTAG
TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHOtLHE, LBDUtLBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO,LFE,
* LO.LESTA, LOUMI8),




COMMON /CVM / VM(300)
STREAMLINE TABLE




LBNEXT= INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LR7.1 = INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT («0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAMfc= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THt BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UP = T OR F FUR UPPER OR LUWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX - RELATIVE INDEX OF L.L. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BONAME,LBAVLBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
C D A T A WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
DIMENSION B D T d ) t L B N E X T ( l ) «LBZKl) ,
1 CHNAMEd I ,UPd) .LEDEX( l ) ,
2 Z H T ( l ) ,RBTd) ,AN6BT I42 l
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDT,CHNAME,BDNAME
DIMENSION FiUNAMEd ) ,LBA(1 ), LBBd)
E Q U I V A L E N C E (HDNAME,ZBT) , (LBA.RBT) , (LBB f ANGBTJ
C F L O W A D J U S T M E N T T A B L F
C INDEX- Lr=LFH,LFt
C NFUJLS = H
C X1F = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C X?h = S T K I A M L I N E COORDINATE OF SL EHlNATING FROM T.E.
C X1BF = x l -COORDlNATE OF CHOKL STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
c xiA h * XI-COORDINATE OF CHOKJ STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
C Slf * Sl-COORDINATL OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS IT£M
C IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
C LFB,LFA=INDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C NCHB,NCHA=NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
C LRXF = INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
C JORDER= 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT X1F IS GIVEN
C = 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
C = I IF FLOW BELOW T.E. IS GIVEN
C JORDER= -1 IF FLOW AT X1F IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION X1F(l),X2F(l),X1BF(I),XiAFd),
1 SlFd),NCHBd).NCHA(l)f JORDERI1) , VNR( 12)
EQUIVALENCE <LFB,X1BF),(LFA,XIAF),(LRF,NCHB),(LRXF.NCHA)
DIMENSION LFBd) ,LFAd),LRFd) ,LRXF(1)
C STATION TABLE
C INDEX- L=LO,LESTA
C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJWF.BRHS.WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X 1 ( 1 ) ,LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(1>,PRIM(1),
1 TYPELBd) ,NAMELBd),ILBd) tFLBU )fSLLBd) ,
1 TYPFUttd ) tNAMEUBdlt lUBd) ,FUB(1 ) ,S1UB(1 ) ,


















CALL LSPFITUREA,FPY,NK, AREA,SPY,NK, -1 )
DO 630 K=1.NK,
S T X ( K ) = S V X ( K ) « - S P X ( K )
6 3 0 S T Y < K ) = S V Y ( K ) + S P Y ( K )
KA = 1
00 640 IL=1,LU
J - J 1 < L L « I ) - 1
K = KML l «l )-l
I F l M U . N t ' . O ) (.0 TU 635
S T X U ( J ) = S T X ( K ) - S T X ( K A )
S T Y U < J > = S T Y ( K ) - S T Y I K A )
635 IF (MD.NE.O) GO TO 640
S T Y D ( J ) = S T Y ( K ) - S T Y ( K A )
S T X C l J ) = S T X ( K ) - S T X ( K A )
640 KA = K
- C
I F ( P R P R N . E Q . ( - 1 ) ) GO TO 800
W R I T E (6 ,1700) S V X ( N K ) , S V Y ( N K ) , S P X ( N K ) , S P Y ( N K ) , S T X ( N K ) , S T Y ( N K )
LINES = LINES+4
1700 F O R M A T ! / 6 X 2 5 H S U M - V M * C O S ( P H I ) * D F L O W »F10.2 ,36X,25HSUM-VM*SIN(PHI)
**DFLOW =F10.2 , /6X25HSUM-(P-PSO)*COS(PHI»*DA =F10.2,36X,25HSUM-CP
*-PSO)*SIN(PHI )*HA =F10.2,/6X<»5HTOT A X I A L MOMENTUM FLUX «F10.2,36X,
* 2 5 H T O T A L Y-MOMENTUM FLUX »FJ0.2,)
R E L O C A T E D A T A INTO THt M-ARRAYS
800 C A L L M O V E ( 2 , MACM,MACHM(MA) ,NK , I , PS ,PSMCMA) ,NK« i )
C A L L M O V E ( 2 , P T , P T M ( M A ) , N K , 1 , T T , T T M ( M A ) , N K , 1 )
FILL IN S T A G N A T I O N POINT VALUES
I F ( M L B U ) . E Q . M A ) GO TO 820
M = M L B ( L )
C A L L G E T I X
M A C H M ( M ) = 0 .
P T M ( M ) = P T M ( M U )
P S M ( M ) = P T M ( M )
T T M ( M ) = T T M ( M U )
V M F ( M ) = 0.
I F ( M U B ( L ) . E O . M B ) GO TO 830
M = MUB(L )








= P T M ( M U )
= P T M ( M )
= T T M ( M U )
= 0.
C INDEX TO NEXT S T A T I O N
830 L = L + L N E X T ( L )
I F ( L . L T . L E S T A ) GO TO 500
RETURN
END




COMMON /CMAXIIY MAX IT,MAJCTR,GR£FIN,EDUM
COMMON /SfLECT/ LtNTRY
1 GO TO <5t10,15,20tlM t LENTRY


















- LINES = 64
LINEA = 0
L = LO
_ 500 PLB = o.
PUB = o.
WF = o.
~ C SUBSONIC/SUPI KSONIC BRANCH SELECTION
M = MLIHL)
CALL ( » E T I X








IF(SCHOKEU) .NE.XCHOKE ) GO TO 510
IF(SSDF) SU15SON=.FALSE.
- JSUM = JA+256*JB
C E X E C U T E FLOW BALANCE
510 CALL FLOBAL
~" IF( T Y P E L B ( L l .EO.TE .OR. TYPEUBt LI . EG. TE I JSUM'O
C BRANCH AND A S T H K P ARE PRINTOUT INDICATORS
- D A T A D R S T A R / ^ H * * / , SUB/3HSUB/t SUPER/5HSUPfcR/, ICHOKE/5HCHOKE/
501 A S T L « P = BLANK
I F ( P R I M I L I ) A S T E K P = D B S T A R
— RRANCH= SUPER
IF (SUBSnN) HRANCH=SUB
IF( SCHOKEID.EO.XCHOKE ) H RANCH" ICHOKE
~" CALL SETM(1 ,BLANK, C H A N L S t l O )




_ M = MA
520 FLOWIK )=b/STA(K )*CG
PHI(K)= PHI1(M)*TQOEG
OGAM = FGR(K)/(1,+FGR(K ) )
MACH(K)=VM(K)*SURT(OGAM/(RG(K)*TS(K) ) )
A O A R E F C K ) = R(K)
IF ( A X I A ) AUARM IK) = P I * R I K ) * R ( K )
~ P S « K ) = RHO(K ) * R M K ) * T S ( K)
P S O P O ( K ) = P S ( K I /PSA
P S O P T ( K ) = P S ( K ) / P T ( K )
_ T S O T T ( K ) = T S ( K ) / T T ( K )
C CP MUST FOLLOW USE OF RG
CP(K)= (PS(K)-PSA)*00
CALL GETIX
~ XI 2 < K )= X2(J)
IF(SLCHN(J).EO.CHANLS(LQJ) GO TO 530
I 0 = L 0 * l
J K L O J s J
K 1 ( L U ) = » K
CHANLS(LO)=SLCHN(J )
I F ( L Q . G T . l ) F L O W M X ( L O - l ) = F L O W I K )
I = 0
525 I = I+l
IF (SLCHN(J) .NE. ICHN( I ) .AND. I .LT.1C) GO TO 525
OPTO = l . / W P T O ( I )
530 P T Q P T O I K ) = P T ( K ) * Q P T O
K = K + l
M = M + l
I F ( K . L E . N K ) GO TO 520
JKLO + i > = J*1
K K L O + 1 )=K
^ I. D W M X U O I ' f L I J W t K - 1 )
LUS « 0
543 LOS * LOS + 1





IF(LQS.LT.LQ) GO TO 533
XII = XHL)




WRITE (6,1600) M 1,ASTERP,CHANLS,BRANCH,
1 (XI2(K),PFLOW(K),2(K),R(K),PHI(K),CURV(K),PSQPO(K)*PSOPT<K),
2 TSOTT(K),CP(K),MACH(K)fAOAKEF(K)fPTQPTO(K),K=1, NK)
1600 FORMAT (/25H STATION COORDINATE, X Il»tF7.3,A2113H CHANNELS- ,
110( A6,2X),A5// *Xtl'3HXI2 STRM FNCT ,6X, 3HXtZ ,8X , 3HY,R,8X , 3HPHI,
l6X,4HCURVt6x,21HPS/PO PS/PI TS/TTt6X,2HCP,6X,4HMACH.6X,
3 6H AREA,3X,6HPT/PTO / (2X,F6.3,F10.3,F12.5,F11.5,F9.3,FI1.5,
4 F9.3»2F8.3,Fl0.3,F9.4,Fll.3,F9.3t7Xt)t)







FPXJK ) = (PS(K)-PSA)*COSPHI
FPY(K ) = (PS(K)-PSA)*SINPHI





CALL LSPFITJWSTA.FVX.NK, WSTA.SVX.NK* -1)
CALL LSPFIT(WSTA,FVY,NK, WSTA,SVY,NK, -1)
CALL LSPFIT(AREA,FPX,NK, AREA,SPX,NK, -1)
*DECK WRIOUT
SUBROUTINE WRIOUT

























































SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF-T
SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE TLOW, T OR F
SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, -0,1 FOR PARABOL
SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, *0tl, FOR PARABOLA
SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PTt T OR F


























VARIABLES FOR NASA VERSION ONLY






' (RHO,CPI ,(FGR,AOAREF), (RG,PTOPTO)






















/ N»lC( 2 ) ,C l( 2 ) ,C2 ( 2 ) ,FEND( 2 )
PI .TKOPI , PI 0<> ,P I 04 , TOOEG t TORAD
SC-1, SG2, VMGltVMG2
Nf'K.NI,/, SGR( 10) tGRUO) , SG 7 ( 1 0) , GZ ( 1 0 )
/SLTAH / W < l?H ) , X2 I 12H ) » SLCHN < 12B )
IN 1 1 GEK SLCHN
C '_,! A I IfJN FABLE
C INDEX- L*LO,LESTA
C SCHOKfc= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR ( ADJWF ,BRHS
 f WR IOUT )
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE ( PTMOVE »FLOBAL )
COMMON /CHDATA/ X 1 ( I ) , LNE XT ( 1 ) , MLB (1 ) t HUB ( L ) . PRI M ( 1 ) ,
1 TYPELBI1 ) ,NAMELB(1), ILB(1) , FLB { 1 ) , S 1L B ( 1 ) ,
1 TYPEUB(L) ,NAMEUB(l),IUB(l) ,FUR(1 ),S1UB(1),



































N A M E ( 6 ) , A D D K t S ( 6 ) , T I T L E ( 6 ) . I D E N T ( 6 )












Z F ( 3 0 0 )
COMMON /C IDEX / M ? J ,MU t MD, I STAG
COMMON /CLINfcS/ L I N E S . O M I T F K , P T I T L E < 6 )
COMMON /CFRFLD/ F S A V ( 3 0 0 ) t STXU ( 128 ) t STXl) (128) , S TYU ( 128 ) , STYD ( 128 )
COMMON /CHNFPT/ I C H N ( 1 0 ) , W T F S ( 1 0 ) , W T F A < 1 0 ) . W P T O ( 1 0 ) , W T T O ( 1 0 ) , 1C
INTEGER DBSTAR,SUB,SUPERtBLANK,BRANCH.CHANLS,ASTERP.T fc
LOGICAL UPSTRM.DNSTRM
D A T A TE/2HTE/
PIINV = l./PI
00 = 0.
IF(MACHA.LE..l) GO TO 95
IF<GAMA.NE.O.) GO TO 92
00 = <RGA*TSA)/(PSA*MACHA*MACHA)
GO TO 95
92 00 = 2./(GAMA*pSA*MACHA*MACHA)
BEGIN LOOP THROUGH STATIONS
95 CHOKE = .FALSE.
160 M = MD






- 180 XKEYB =XK5SV
GO TO 200
C T R A I L I N G S T R E A M L I N E
190 X K E Y B = X K 5 S V
X K 5 S V = TSL
200 I F l X K f c Y H . ( O . T S l ) (.(I W
- IF < .NUT .LDWf «) GO !(» 220
LU = L H F ( N A M t L K ( L ) )
I F ( L E U E X I L B ) . t Q . O ) <>(J TO 220
... C LOOP TO FIND BOUNDARY NAME UF UPPER SIDE OF L.E.
LBX = LB
214 IFILBA(LBX).GE.LEDEXUB) ) GO TO 220
__ LBX = LBX + 3






IF ( AXIA ) ARM = PI*RM*RM
DO 225 1=1,NI
AW( I) = (AMI I )-ARM)/ARM
22b CDPI(I) = SPI)A(I) *0()/ARM
"" AOOG = SPf)ASV*00/ARM
230 LIN L S » M
CALL FHI AIMNI+AI
— KUP = 2
IF(Ll)WER) KUP = 1
CHN = SLCHN(J2)
_ XI2 = X2JJ2)
SWORG = 0.
WRITE (6,1200) LOWUP(KUP),CHN,XI2, (X11<I),SW<I),ZW(I),RW(I),
* ANGWJ I ),CURVW( I) ,PSQPO< I),CPU ), PSQPT (I) ,MACH( I ) ,CDPI < 1) t AWII) *
~ * PTCPTOJ I ), 1=1, NI )
1200 FORMAT (/2X,A6,17H BOUNDARY TO CHN=,A6,31H, STREAMLINE COORDINAT
*E, XI2=,F7.3,1H.// 5X,3HXI1,6X,3HS1W,7X,5HXW,ZW,6X,5HYW,RW,5X,
- * 4HANGW,5X,5HCURVW,5X,5HPS/PO,5X,2HCPf4X,5HPS/PT,4X,4HMACH,5X,
* 4HCDPI,14H (A-AMAX)/AMAX,8H PT/PTO / (2X.2F8.3,Fi2.5.F11.S,
* F8.3,F11.5,2F9.3,F7.3,2F9.4,F14.3fF8.3t),I ^
" WRITE (6,1210) TFOTFO
1210 FORMAT (/6X,8HTT/TTO =,F9.3)
IF ( XKEYB.EO.ASL ) WRITE (6,1220) ADDG
- 1220 FORMAT ( /6X, 15HAIJDIT IVE DRAG »,F9.A)
IF(MO.GT.O) GO TO 123
C INTEGRAL MOMENTUM BALANCE UN THE CHANNEL
IFt.NOT. LOWER) GO TO 310
MM = SI'OASV
MI rn no
UO HJH = SPOASV
F T O f = STXU( J2)+HB+FUB
FIKH = FlOT-STXDIJ2)
W k l f K (6,1300) CHN,STXU(J2J,FLB,FUB,FTOT,STXO(J2),FERR
1300 fQRMAT(/lX32HINTEGRAL MOMENTUM BALANCE, CHN=A6,2X19H(AxlAL FORCES
* ONLY1/6X31HENTERING MOMENTUM =F11.^,/6X31HLOWER BOUND
*AKY PRESSURE FORCE =F1i.4./6X31HUPPER BOUNDARY PRESSURE FORCE =Fll






























































R ( 3 0 0 )
b l (300 )
PHIK300)
J M S ( 3 0 0 )
C U R V ( 3 0 0 )




P S M ( 3 0 0 )
PTMOOO)
T T M 1 3 0 0 )
LHH.LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
L O . L K S T A , LL>UM(8) ,
MO.NM, NJ,NK:OLS, MAXNJ.MAXOL.MAXNM.MAXLE,
LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
L I M I T S ( 2 4 )
(L IMITS ,LHO)
N B C B ( 2 ) , A N G E I 2 ) . C U R V E ( 2 ) , F B ( 2 )
B ITS,BLANK
N B C ( 2 ) , C 1 ( 2 ) , C 2 ( 2 ) , F E N D ( 2 )
CG
PI ,TMOPI ,P IQ2,P IQ4,TODEGtTORAO
SG1,SG2,VMG1,VMG2
NGR.NGZ, SGRl10) ,GR(10) , S G Z ( 1 0 > , G Z < 1 0 )
W ( 1 2 8 ) , X 2 ( 1 2 8 ) , S L C H N ( 1 2 8 )
I C H N ( I O ) , W T F S ( l O ) , W T F A ( 1 0 ) , W P T O ( 1 0 ) , W T T O ( 1 0 ) , 1C
INTEGER HLE,HTE,ASL ,BDY,TSL ,CHNN,CHN,XK5SV f XKEYBtBLANK
L O G I C A L DOUBLE,LOWER,UPPER
DIMENSION L O W U P ( 2 )
DATA LOWUP/5HLOWER,5HUPPER/
DATA HLE,HTE/2HLE,2HTE/, ASL,BDY,TSL/3HASL,3HBDY,3HTSL/
DEFINE REFERENCE DYNAMIC PRESSURE, ETC
00 =0.
IFIMACHA.LE..1) GO TO 95
IF(GAMA.NE.O.) GO TO 92
00 = (RGA*TSA)/(PSA*MACHA*MACHA)
GO TO 95
92 00 = 2./(GAMA*PSA*MACHA*MACHA)
BEGIN LOOP THROUGH CHANNELS











I.I f.lU (,0 ffj 107
I = 0
I 0 / I - I « I
If (UINN.NI . If.HMI I )
OP lo * i. /wi' ru( i i
0! III =» 1 . / W I IIM I )
0(1 Id l?2
1 10 J^ = J 2 * I
I F ( J 2 . C ( j . N J .(IK. !>LCHN( J2+1) .NE.CHNN) GO TO 120
(if) f(J 110






















































XIK I ) = X1(L )
NI = I
I » 1 + 1
IF(NI.EO.I) GO TO 160
C CHECK FOR LEADING EDGE POINT
IF( ISTAG.NE.1) GO TO 140
I F t T Y P E L B f U . E Q . H L E .OR. TYPEUB ( L ) .EQ.HLE ) GO TO 170
C 1 S T A G = 1
IF(DOUBLE) GO TO 160
DOUBLE* .TRUE.
GO TO 125
C CHECK FOR TRAILING EDGE POINT
140 IF(ISTAG.NE.2) GO TO 160
C ISTAG=2




*USECDW REPLACE STCW USE CARDS
COMMON /ERASE3/ WDUMO18)
END
*[;( (.K wi' I uuy
VMKUUT INI WK IBOY












































L I N E S , O M I T F K , P T I T L E ( 6 )
/ RHL,RM,AHL,ARM
XIK 100) t S W ( 100)t Z W ( I O O ) tRWUOOl . A N G W ( I O O ) ,
C U R V W J 1 0 0 ) f V E U O O ) f M A C H U O O ) , PSQPO(100) ,CP(100) ,
00 ) , P T Q P T O < 1 0 3 ) , T T ( 1 0 0 > » A W ( 1 0 0 ) , S P D A ( 1 0 0 )
NASA VERSION ONLY —PSOPT AND PTOPTO
A O A N I 1 0 0 ) ,GDP I (100) ,PSMPO(100)
MACH
XW( 1 ) , Y W I I )
( X W . Z W ) , ( Y W t K W )





A X I A , AXIC
CHOTST
POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
DATA IS ASSOCIATED
NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZ1 =  THE FIRST BOUNDARY
CHNAME=  WHICH THE BOUNDARY
UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
HDNAME.LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
DIMENSION HDT1 1) .LRNEXF (I ),LBZLU) ,
1 CHNAMEI1)tUP(1)fLEDEX(l),
2 ZBT( 11 ,RBT( 1 ) .ANGBTU2)
LOGICAL UP
INTEGER BDT,CHNAME,BDNAME
DIMt NSIUN BDNAMEd ) ,LBA(1 ),LBB(1)
EQUIVALENCE (BDNAMEtZHT), (LBA.RBT), (LBB,ANGBT)
STATION TABLE
INDEX- L=LO,LESTA
SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEtFLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1{1).LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(I),PRI M(1)t
1 TYPE IB(1) ,NAMELB(i)tILB(l)tFLB(1),SILB ( I),
1 TYPEUB(l),NAMEUB(1),IUB(1),FUBt1),S1UB(I),
















124 IF( PTO(LH).NE.BITS .AND. PTO ( LH ) .NE.O. ) WPTOt1C) = PTO ( LH)
IF(TTO(LH).NE.BITS .AND. TTO(LH).NE.O.) WTTO(IC)STTO<LH)
12b IF(J2.LT.NJ) GO TO 100
130 WRITt (6,1130) (ICHNU),WTFS(1), WTFA < I ) , WPTOi I) , WTTOU ) 11*111C)
1130 FORMAT <M9H CHANNEL FLOW RATtSt PRESSURfcSt AND TEMPERATURES-//
* 16X,9HSPEClFIEO,5X,8HADJUSTEn,7X,6HPT/PSO,7X,6HTT/TSO /
* (6X,A6,4F13.4,),)
IF( .NOT.P ILOT) RETURN
REWIND NTAPN
W R I T t ( N T A P N ) STCFIL , (L IMITS(11 ,1=1 ,24)
W R I T E ( N T A P N ) ( ( I D E N T ( I ) , I = 1 ,6 ) ,AXI tRGtGAM,MACHO,PSO.TSOtPTO,TTO,
1 P R P K N , T T E , C H O T S T , M A X I T , M A J C T R , (NINNER(I),I»l f16), VELPOT,ICOB,
2 NODfcNS.RN,NCR,NGZ, (SGR( I ) , I * l , 40 ) tVMGl tVMG2, INRCTR. SLS,SG21,
3 NHCIN( l ) , N » C I N ( 2 ) , A C F ( l ) , A C F ( 2 ) , SSFML,SSEF,SSEANG,SSOF,SSFEND,
A S S F N 0 1 , S S D L e , A 4 F A C T , B R L X , C U R R L X , T S I C , ( F A R F L 0 ( 1 ) , 1 - 1 , 8 ) ,
* KHUC,RHOCSS,RHL,KM,
5 ( Z P ( I ), 1 = 1,28), ( T A H L f c S d ) , 1 = 1 ,LESTA) , ( 8 ( I ),I«1,NM), ( J M S ( I ) ,
6 1 = 1,NM), ( S l ( I ), 1 = 1,NM), (S2 ( I ) , I »1 ,NM) , (ZFCI ) , I - l tNM) , ( R F ( l ) ,
7 1 = 1, N M ) ; ( V M F ( I ),I = i,NM), (W( I ), I = 1,NJ), (X2(I) . I«I ,NJ),
H (SLCHNI I ) ,1=1 ,NJ) ,?OLRL,MAXSWP,TOLES2,TOLINR,SGlMIN,OS lDMP f
A D S 1 K M O , ( C R X ( I ) , ! = ! , 6 ) , RHOBAS,RHOAMP,IADM,NTHKX.NTHKYt
B ( T H K X ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 1 1 8 ) )
NTSAV = NTAPO
NTAPO = NTAPN
NTAPN = N T S A V
RETURN
END
O V E R L A Y ( S T C , 2 , 3 )
WRITE (6, 1005) SSFML,SSFEND,SSFNDl,SSEANGtSSEFtSSDF,SSDLE
_ 1005 FORMAT! 43H CURVATURE CALCULATION FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW-/
16X,7HSSFML =,I8,19H (FORMULA NUMBER)/
26X,7HSSFEND=,F8.3,43H (DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION* SSFML=2 ONLY)/
36X,7HSSFNDl=,F8.3,41H (UPSTREAM END CONDITION SSFML-2 ONLY)/
46X, 7HSSEANG=,F8.3,43H (INLET FLOW ANGLE, DEGREESt SSEF-T ONLY)/
5/38H SUBSONIC/SUPERSONIC BRANCH SELECTION-/
66X.7HSSIF ^,L8,37H (SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F)/
_ 76X,7HSSDF ^,L8,'>6H (SUPERSONIC FLOW DOWNSTREAM OF CHOKE STATION
*, T OR F)/ 6X,7HSSDLE *,L8,58H (SUPERSONIC FLOW BELOW AND
BAFT OF A L.E. POINT, T OR F ) )
~ WR I T F (6,1010) (GR( I ), 1=1, NGR)
WR I T b (6,1011) (SGR( I),I=1,NGR)
IF(NGZ.EO.O) GO TO 65
- WRITE (6,1012) (GZ(I ),I»1,NGZ)
WRITF. (6,1013) (SGZ( I ),I=l,NGZ)
65 WRITE (6,1014) VMG1, VMG2 ,CRX
_ 1010 FQRMAT(/lXigHGRID SIZE CR ITER IA-/6X7HNGR/GR«IOF8 .2 )
1011 FORMAT (6X,7HSGR =,10F8.2)
1012 FORMAT (/6X,7HNGZ/GZ=,10F6.2)
1013 FORMAT! 6X,7HSGZ = ,IOF8.2)
"- 1014 FORMAT(/6X,7HVMG1 = , F8. 2 ,25X,7HVMG2 «, F8.2//6X, 7HCRX «,6F8.3)
WRITt (6,1030) NM,MAXNM, LESTA.MAXLE, NJ,MAXNJ
- 1030 FORMAT( /1X19HMEMURY UT IL I ZAT ION-/24X1 7HUSED AVAILABLE/6X11HGRI D
* POINT SI 11, I10,/6X6HrABLESI16,llO,/6XllHSTREAMLINESlll*I10, )
= CLEN*TC)L tS2
W R I T E (6, 1040) M A X I T , N K E F IN, I NRC TR , TOLI NR ,TOLES2, CLEN, ATLDS2,ES2MX ,
1 DS1DMP,NODFNS
1040 FORMAT (/IBM CONVLRGENCE DATA-/
~ 16X.7HMAXIT = , I 8 , 3X ,20H( MAXIMUM ITERATIONS)/
26X, 7HNREFIN=, 18, 34H - NUMBER OF REFINEMENT ITERATIONS/ 6X,7HINRCTR
3=,IB,t>6H - NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL ITERATIONS AFTER LAST REFINEMENT//
— 46X,7HTOLINR=, EB.U47H (INNER ITERATION TOLERANCE ON S.L. MOVEM
4ENT)/ 6X,7HTOLES2=, E8.1,37H (FINAL TOLERANCE ON S.L. MOVEMENT)
5/6X,7HCLEN =, Fb.3,52H - CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH BASED ON GRID S1Z
6E CRITERIA/ E21.1,38H - ABSOLUTE TOLERANCE ON S.L. MOVEMENT/
76X,7HMAXES2=, E8.1,42H - LARGEST S.L. MOVEMENT ON LAST ITERATION/
8/6X,7HDSlDMP=, F8.3.54H (STREAMWISE PT MOVEMENT DAMPING, =0 FOR
9 NO DAMPING)/ 6X , 7HNOUENS = , I 8 ,58H (REFINEMENT LEVEL TO WHICH CON




WRITE (6,1092) I ADM, RHOB AS ,KHUAMP, TOLRL
_ 1090 FORMAT (/26H SPECIAL BOUNDARY OPTIONS-/ 6X , 7HFARFLD- ,2 ( 2X , A6 ) )
1092 FORMAT)/ 28H MATRIX SOLUTION PARAMETEHS-/6X , 7HIADM = , 1 8 , 3X , 70H ( «-
11,0,1, FOR STREAMLINE, ALTERNATING, AND ORTHOGONAL LINE RELAXATION
2)/ 6X,7HRHOBAS=,F8.3,3X,33H(ACCELERATION FACTOR, BASE LEVEL)/
- 36X,7HRHOAMP=,F8.3,3X,45H(ACCELERATION FACTOR, AMPLITUDE OF VARIATI
4QN)/ 6X,7HTQLRL =, E 8. 1 , 3X , 30H ( TOLERANCE RELATIVE TO MAXDS2) )
_ C PRINT HIGHLIGHT AND MAX. BODY RADII AND AREAS
AHL = RHL
IF(AXIA) AHL=PI*RHL*RHL
A R M - K M
If ( AX JA) AkM=PI*KM*MM
W R I l t (6,1091) KHl ,AHL ,KM,ARM
10/1 M J R M A I (//6X, 17HHlf,HLIGHT RADlUS=,F8.3,4X,15HHI GHLIGHT AREA=,
* f-B. W6X, 17HMAX. HfJDY RADIUS*, F8.3,4X,15HMAX. BODY AREA=,F8.3)









W R I I f (6,1070) CHNAM(LH),(WTFLOW(LHX),LHX=LH,LH2)
NCX = NC(LH)
!F(NK(LH).Lf.0) GO HJ 95
W R I T t (6,10HO) (TAB( 1 ) , I=1,NLX)
CALL rABPRTJ2HB=,BB(LH),NCX*NR(LH),NCX)
95 LH = LH«-LHNEXT(LH)
GO TO 80
96 CONTINUE
1060 FORMAT(/1X26HCONTENTS OF CHANNEL TABLE-)
1070 FORMAT(//6X7HCHN =2X,A6,5X7HWTFLOW= E12.4,/6X7HTTO = F8.2.5X
*7HPTO =F8.3,5X7HTSO =F8.2,5X7HPSO =F8.3,/6X7HMACHO =F8.A,5X7
*HAO = E12.4,1X7HVARY =L8,/6X7HRG = F8.2,5X7HGAM =F8.A,)
1080 FORMAT(/6X7HNB/TAB=2X,A6,1H,5X,A6,1H,5X,A6,1H,5X,A6,1H,5X,A6,1H,)






100 J2 = J2*l
JCHN = SLCHNU2)
105 IF(JCHN.NE.SLCHNIJ2* l ) .OR. J2.tQ.NJ) GO TO 110
J2 = J2+1
GO TO 105
110 1C = IC+i
WTFAl IC)=W(J2)/WTNORM
IF( RGA.NE.l. ) WTFA(IC)=W(J2)
ICHN( IC)=JCHN
LT = LTD
115 IF(JCHN.EO.CH(LT)) GO TO 120
LTP = LT*LTNEXT(LT)
IF(LTP.GE.LTE) GO TO 120
LT = LTP
GO TO 115
120 LTP = LT+LPSHLT) + NPT(LT)-i
WTFS( IC)=XCH(LTP)/WTNORM
IF( RGA.NE.i. ) WTFS(IC)=XCH(LTP)
WPTO( IC) = PTC
WTTOJ IC) = TTC
IH » LHO
12/ 1M JCHN.l O . C H N A M ( L H ) ) GO If) 12<»
LHP - LH + LHNEXI (LH )
IF(LHP.GE.LHE ) GO T(J 128
*DECK MR I A
SUBRDUTINF MR I A





































( M A C H O , M A C H A ) , ( P S O , P S A ) , ( T S O , T S A ) ,
( A X I , A X I A ) , ( R G , R G A ) , ( G A M , G A M A )
/ SSFML,SSEF,SSEANG,SSDF,SSFEND,SSFN01
,ssuLt,A4FACT,BRLx,cuRRLx,Tsic,RHOCtRHOcss
I N J h G E R SSFML
LOGICAL SSLF, SSDF, SSDLE
SSFML = SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SSEF = SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
SSEANG= ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF»T
SSDF = SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
SSFEND= SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1 FOR PARABOL
SSFND1= SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, =0tlt FOR PARABOLA
SSDLE = SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F
A*FACT= CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
BRLX = B-RELAXATION FACTOR
CURRLX= CURVATURE RELAXATION FACTOR
TSIC = NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE READ
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE,
x LO,LESTA, LDUM(8),



































TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
INDEX- LT=LTO,LTE
CH = CHANNELNAMf
L T N E X f = INDEX INCRFMLNT TO [ML NEXT CHANNFL
LPSI = R E L A T I V E LOCATION OF PSI LIST
NPT = NO. OF PSI, TT, PT ANO RCU VALUES









J N T h G E R CH.CHNAM
DIMENSION X C H ( 1 )
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( C H N A M , T A B L E S t C H , X C H ) , ( L H N E x T , L T N E X T ) ,
( W T F L O h t N P T ) *
( W T F L O W ( 2 ) t L P S I , T T O ) ,
( W T F L O W ( 3 ) , L T T , P T O )
K HOBA S » R HOAMP,I ADM
INRCTR,RDUM,NINNERU6) ,CNVF( 16)
f- A K F L D ( 2 ) ,FRtt (2) » P R E S ( 2 ) tRFF.NZP.
l P ( 1 0 ) » P P S ( L O ) t A l f A 2 , A D U M ( 6 )
F A R F L O , F R F . E , P R E S
L I N E S , O M T I F K , P T I T L E < 6 )
O M T I F K
J M S I 3 0 0 )
M A X I T , M A J C T R , G R E F I N , f c O U M
O R E F 1 N
EQUIVALENCE (MAJCTR,NREFIN)
COMMON / CNORM / RHL,RM,AHL,ARM







SLS.SG2U VMGl tVMG2t NGR,NGZ,SGR(10 ) ,GR(10 ) .
S G Z ( 1 0 ) , G Z U O )
SI ( 300)
S 2 ( 3 0 0 )
T O L R L , M A X S W P , C L E N f O S 2 M X , T O L f c S 2 . N S W P ,
Db inMP f OSlMXA,DS lMXB,nS lRMStFS2MX,OS lRMO,
S(, IMIN,TOLINK
N T H K X , N T H K Y f T H K X J 2 0 ) t T H K Y 1 2 0 ) , T H I K 2 U ( ?8 )
VMFOOO)
l \ ( 3 0 0 )
ICHNI10),WTFS(10).WTFA(LO),WPTO(LO),WTTO(10), 1C
NTAPO.NTAPN









































WRITK(6f1000) AX I , MACHO.RGtTbCtGAM,PSCtTTLtPTC,CHOTST,TTCt
1 NHCINtACF
FORMAT (/15H GENERAL INPUl-// 6X,7HAXI *,L8,26X,7HMACHO =.F8.4/
16X,7HKG =,F8.2,26X,7HTSO =fF8.2/ 6Xt7HGAM =,F8.4,26X,
17HPSO *,F8.3/ 6X»7HTTE = , F8.3 ,26X,7HPTO =tF8.2/ 6X,7HCHOTST =
l,L8,26X,7HTTO =,F8.3// 27H STREAMLINE END CONDITIONS-/ 6X,7HNBC
UN =,2I8/ 6X,7HACF =t2F8.3/
*OECK STALOO
SUBKHUTlNt STALfH)












LHO,LHE, LBDOtLBDE, LTO.LTE, LWOtLWE*
* LO,LESTA, LDUM(8),






C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(i),MLB<1),MUB<I),PRIMl 11,















6 ( 3 0 0 )
PASS1
PASS1
I N R C T R , R D U M ( 3 3 )
PRTES2,PRTB,PRTA,PREFIN,PREFN2tSSONIC,PDUM(10)
RHS(300)
^ *-* I 1 I > \^ ' * f *^ • * * • 1^ f '»••!•*» «»WW»
COMMON /CTOLRL/ TOLRL(10),ES2MX,DSIRMO,SGIREF.TOLINR














INDEX TO THE NEXT STATION
450 L * L+LNEXTIL)








C WIM U JHf MVH'-AH '.TO DATA KtCORDf K£Y<5)«A






*NtWRAP OlJTSUn IFF RAT ION PROCEDURE -NEWRAP-
C TO HE USED WHEN INNER SELF CONVERGENT RELATIONS EXIST.
C INPUT-
C X ABSCISSA
C E IKROR IN THE OROINATE
C V - STORAGE FOR A 12 ELEMENT VECTOR
C INPUT, FIRST ENTRY ONLY
C V( 1 ) = CTR = 0.
C V(2) = DEDX = ESTIMATE OF THE SLOPE OF THE CURVE
C <X2=X1-E1/DEDX IS THE FORMULA FOR THE SECOND X)
C IE/OEDX) IS USED TO REDUCE DXMAX DURING THE ITERATION
C V(3) = XMOVE
C ABS(XMOVE) = MAXIMUM DELTA X
C SIGNUMOVfc )= DIRECTION TO THE BRANCH OF THE CURVE WITH SLOPE«SI
C CUTPUT-
C X = N F X T X F . S T l M A T h
COMMON /CNEWR / D E D X P ( 2 ) , D X P ( 2 ) » D X , W S
DIMENSION V(12)tO(12lt XP(2)fEP(2)
EQUIVALENCE (CTR.OUM, (DEDX,Q(2))t (XMOVE,0(3>),
1 (DXMAX,Q(5)), (DXPREV,Q(6))t (OPSIGN,Q(7)), (SPAN,Q(8)
2), (XPV0(9))( (EPtQ(lD)
LOGICAL SPAN
DO 50 I = 1,12
50 C( I ) = V( I )
IF<CTR.GE.30.) CALL ERRUR1
IF(CTk.NF.O.) GO TO 200
C FIRST INTRY
OX = -C/IHDX





C StCONO AND SUCCESSIVE ENTRIES, EVALUATE DEDXPt I) AND DXPCIJ
200 WS = 0.
DO 250 1=1,2
DXP(I)= 0.
IF(I.EQ.l) GO TO 220
IFtCTR.LE.l. ) GO TO 270
IF(WS.EO.O.) GO TO 220
IF(.NOT.SPAN .OR. (E*EP(2).GT.O. )) GO TO 250
C IF(.NOT.SPAN .OR. SAMESIGN(EtEP(2)I) DO NOT USE POINT 2
220 DE = E-EP( I )
DX = X-XP( I )
IF(ABS(DE).LT.AHS(DX)/1.E15) (,0 TO 250
IF(ABS(DX).LT.ABS(DEJ/1.E15) GO TO 250
W.OXP(I)= DE/DX
C CHECK SIGN OF DfcDXPd )
II ( Ul UXIM I )* | ) f (jx-.t f .0. ) - M) !() 250
( ) X f ' ( I ) = A M A X l ( - f ) X M A X , A M l N l < - L / D f c D X P < 1 ) , D X M A X ) )
W '. = W S * 1 .
/so r.MNi IUUF-
/ fU IM W' j .N f - .O . ) GO TO 400
C THt UE I jXP HAVE I N C O R R E C T SIGNS
C T A K b MAX JUMP T O W A R D THE CORRECT BRANCH
C M A Y B L OF.S1RED ORDINATE IS ABOVL/BELOW THE MAX/MIN OF THE CURVE
3SO I F ( O P S I G N ) 360,360,355




C MUHJCr MAX DX IF D I R E C T I O N OF I T E R A T I O N IS CHANGING
400 IMUPSIGN) 410,
^,10 D X M A X = . 5 * D X M A X
OPSIGN= 1.
C PEDICT NEXT ABSCISSA, DEDXP HAVE THE CORRECT SIGNS
500 DX =JDXP( 1 KDXPJ2) )/WS
DXMAX = AMIN1(DXMAX,ABS( XMOVt ))
C -DXMAX. LE.DX.LE. DXMAX
520 DX = AMAXK-DXMAX, AMINKDX, DXMAX) )
C SAVE CERTAIN GOODIES TO USE FOR FUTURE ENTRIES
600 DXMAX = .25*DXMAX + . 75*AMINl (DXMAX, AMAXi ( DXPREV , ABS ( 2. *E/DEDX ) ) )
DXPREV= ABS(DX)
XP(2) = XP( 1)
EP(2) = EP( 1)
XP( 1) = X
EP( 1) = I
IF(EP(l)*EPm.LT.O.) SPAN=.TRUE.
CTR = CTR*1.
C SET X AND RETURN
X = X+DX
DO 960 1=1,12




_ CALL G E T I X
I S T A G = 3
C A L L S A V I X
H H S ( M ) = 0 .
~~ B ( M ) BOUMMY
GO TH 756
— C S P F C I A L IUJUNDARY I Y»'F S
12<* I F ( T Y P f c L B t L J . N E . F A R F L D .AND. TYPELB(L ) .NE .FREE .AND.
* T Y P E L B U J . N E . P R E S ) GO TO 736
_ B ( M ) = . 5 * ( A R E A O ( 2 ) - A R E A O ( l ) ) * B E T S Q P * < S 2 ( 2 ) - S 2 ( 1 ) I
R H S ( M ) = A R E A ( 2 ) - A R E A O ( 2 ) - A R E A ( I ) + A R E A O ( 1 )
IF (VMLBSO.NE .O . ) R H S ( M ) = R H S ( M )
1 -(AREAO(2)-AREAO( L) ) *BE TSQP*. 5*< VMLBSQ/( VM(M) *VM( M) )-i.)
GO TO 756
C INTERIOR POINT
- 725 BM = 0.
IF(MM.NF.M) GO Tl) 726
TSAVGM= .5*( ?S(KMJ+TS(KM1 »)
_ OGAM* = FGk(KM)/( l.*FGR(KM))
H6TSUM= l.-VM(MM)*VM(MMl ) *OGAMM/(KG(KMJ*TSAVGM)
KHOVM = ,'>*(WOA(KMl)*WOA(KM) )
BM = .5*BETSOM*(S2(MM)-S2(MMl))/RHOVM
726 IF(WSTAlK+l).bO.WSTA(K)) GO TU 728
TSAVGP= .5*(TSIK)*TS(K-H ) )
OGAMP = FGR(K)/(L.+FGRIK) )
- BETSQP= l.-VM(M)*VM(M4-l)*QGAMP/(RG(K)*TSAVGP)
RHOVP = .5*(WOA(K*1)+WQA(K))
RM = ,5*BETSOP*(S2(M+1J-S2(M))/RHOVP + BM
_ 728 IF( SLSWKD.NE.O. ) GO TO 730
B(M) = BM
GO TO 732
730 B(M) = BRLX*BM+(l.-BRLX)*B(M)
- 732 IFIMM.EQ.M .AND. B(MI*B(M-l).LT.0.) SSOL=.TRUE.




756 KMl = K
MMJ = M
~~ KM = KM1+1
MM = MM 1*1
GO TO 760
C DOUBLE POINT (I.E. W(K+l)=fc(K ) )
757 RHS(M)= ES2(K )-ES2(K + l)
760 K = K*l
M = M-t-1
IF(K.LT.NK) GO TO 725
C UPPER BOUNDARY





QfiAMM = F G R ( K )/( 1 . + F G R < K ) )
H f I S O M = l . - V M J M ) * V M ( M ) * O G A M M / ( R G ( K ) * T S ( K ) )
B « M ) = B E T S ( J M * t S 2 t M ) - S 2 IM-l ) ) / W Q A ( K )
IK HIM) . tO .0 . ) B ( M ) = B D U M M Y
C SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYPES
C TEST FOR SHOCK ON ORTHOGONAL
C A L L GET IX
IFl MU.EQ.O .AND. MD.EQ.O ) GU 10 800
I F ( T Y P E U B ( L ) .NE.PRES .AND.
1 T Y P E U B ( L ) .NE.FKEE .AND.
2 T Y P E U B ( L ) . N E . F A R F L O ) fi l l TU BOO
B « M > = , 5 * ( A R F A ( ) ( K ) - A R t A O ( K - l ) ) * B E T S O M * ( S 2 ( M ) - S 2 ( M - 1 ) )
R H S ( M ) = A R L A ( K - 1 ) - A K I . A C ) ( K- l ) - A R E A ( K ) »AKF AD( K )
800 I F U » M M ) * J » ( M - 1 > ).t 1.0. )
C END C A L C UF B AND KHS
S L S W I ( L ) = 0 .
I F ( S S O L ) S L S W I ( L ) = 1 .
RETURN
END
IF(SCHOKE(L).NE.XCHOKE) GO TO 500
- IF(SSDF) SUBSON=.FALSE.
JSUM = JA+256*JB
C EXECUTE FLOW BALANCE
~~ 500 CALL FL08AL
IF(TYPELB(L).EQ.TE .OR. TYPEUBtL).EQ.TE) JSUM-0
IF( MA.FO.MB ) RETURN
~ VMBU »= VMBC
C EVALUATE S2-DEVIAT10NS
~ F = 1.
IF<(TYPbLB(L).EQ.SOLID .AND. TYPEUBtL).EG.SOL ID) .OR.
* TYPELR(L).EG.FIELD .OR. TYPEUBtL).EC.FIELD) F»AREAO(NK)/AREA(NK)
IF(SSONIC.E0.2.) F = i.
"" C (PLANE 2-D)
DO 510 K-ltNK
510 ES2(K)= (F*AREA(K)-AREAO(K))/LAMBDA<K)




5 2 0 E S 2 ( K ) = E S 2 ( K ) / ( T W O P I * R ( M ) )
K = K + i
M = M+l
I F (K -NK) 520,520,550
- C E V A L U A I E M A X I M U M FLOW BALANCE FRROK, ES2MX
5 5 0 I F ( L . f c Q . L O ) I S 2 M X = 0 .
00 560 K=1,NK
_ 560 E S 2 K X = A M A X H E S 2 M X , A B S ( E S 2 ( K M )
IF ( P K T F S 2 .Lt. 2.) GO TO 600
IF ( X K L ) . L T . P U U M ( 8 ) . O R . X 1 ( L ) . G T . P R T E S 2 ) GO TO 722
~~ LMX1 = L
LMX2 = L
NKX1 = NK
- CALL MOVE ( 1,ES2,ES2X1,NK,1)
IF ( X 1 ( L ) . E Q . P D U M { 8 ) ) WRITE(6,1661)
GD TO 660
600 IF (PRTES2.NE.2.) GO TO 722
DATA LNTRY2/F/
ES2MXO=0.
•*• DO 605 K=1,NK
6 0 5 ES2MXO= A M A X 1 I E S 2 M X O t A B S I L S 2 ( K ) ) )
IF ( L N T R Y 2 ) (,l) TU 610
~ E S 2 M X l = E S 2 M X O
E S 2 M X 2 = E S 2 M X O
LMX1 = L
LMX2 = L
~ NKX1 = NK
NK.X2 = NK
CALL MOVE (2,ES2,ES2X1,NK,1, ES2 ,ES2X2,NK,1)
E N T R Y 2 = .TRUE.
GO TO 690








CALL MOW. ( l,ES2tES2XL,NK,l)
GU TO 6t>0












670 WRITE(6,1&70)B(M) ,RHS(M),DS2(M) ,Z(M),R(M),PHll<M),CURV(M),ES2X1(K)
IF(LMXl.EQ.LMX2) GO TO 690
LMX1 = LMX2
NKX1 = NKX?
CALL MOVE ( 1,ES2X2,ES2X1,NKX2,1)
GO TO 660
1661 FORMAT(lHl)
1660 FORMAT <//9H STATION=,F8.3//5X,1MB,10X,3HRHS,9X,3HOS2,9X,iHZt10X,
1 1HR.10X,4HPHIit7X,4HCURV,7X,5H6S2X1/)
1670 FORMAT ( 1 X, F 11.5 , 2 ( 3X ,F9 .6) , MF 11. 5 ),3X,F9.6)
690 CONTINUE
C****CALC COEFICIENT B AND RHS OF MATRIX EQUATION FOR DS2
C SET SUPERSONIC OL INDICATOR
722 SSOL = .FALSE.
C LOWER BOUNDARY






QGAMP = FGR( !)/( l.+FGRd ) )
BETSOP = l.-VM(M)*VM(M)*OGAMP/(RG(l)*TS(l))
B(M) = BETSOP*(S2(M-H)-S2(M) )/WQA(l)
C IS FIRST POINT AN ISTAG=3 PT AND THE FIRST OF A DOUBLE POINT
IF(KSTA(2).NE.WSTA(1)) GO TO 724
IF(TYPELB(L).NE.FIELD) CALL ERROR1
C TREAT FIRST PT AS DUMMY PT AND 2ND PT AS ISTAG=3 PT
RHS(M)= ES21 1)-ES2(2)
B(M) = BDUMMY










RHS(M)= RIGHT HAND SIDE OF
HIM) = COEFFICIENT OF THE






































M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , AX IA ,RGA,GAMA,
M A C H C , P S C , T S C , P T C , T T C » AXICtRGC.GAMC,
D A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H O T S T
M A C H A I 1 ) , M A C H C
A X I A , A X I C , C H O T S T
L,MA,MB,PLB,PUB,WF,CHOKE,SUBSON,NK,PLBC,PUBC ,







SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF*T
SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, «0,l FOR PARABOL
SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1, FOR PARABOLA
SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F



















































LHO.LHE, LBDO.LUDE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
LO,LKSTA, LIMJM(B),
MO,NM, NJ,NFCOLS. MAXNJ , MAXOL ,MAXNM, MAXLE ,
LEO, LEE, IRO.LRL.LRD
• r u i r r f i . / - *
FOUIVALFNCE (LIMITS,LHO)





/ C H I T S / h I T S f l i l A N K
/OOUIU / U \ \ t . ( t \ ,0 I (2) , C 2 ( 2 )
 f F E N D ( 2 )
/ ( . O f A V / 00
/ f .P l / PI ,IM)P| ,P |02 ,P I tK fT f )nEG,TORAD
/ ( ,Kt : f IN/ V,l, ',(,?, VMG1 ,VMG2
NOM.HO/ , Sf.Rt l O l t G R I l O t t f > G Z < 10) , G Z ( 10)
l ? 8 ) , X ? ( I2«) f SLCHNU2B)/ U T A H /
INfl. OhR SLCHN
C S T A T I O N T A B L F
C INDEX- L = L O , L E S T A
C SCHUKfc= S T A T I O N CHOKE INDICATOR ( ADJ WF » BRHS t WR IOUT )
C MCL = SHAKP CORNER INDICATOR ( B L D T B S )
C MCL = F IELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE ( PT MOV E , FLOBAL )
COMMON / C H D A T A / X 1 ( 1 ) , LNt XT ( 1 ) , MLB ( i ) . MUB ( I ) , PRI M ( 1 ) ,
1 TYPELl id ) ,NAMELB( l ) f I L B ( 1 ) , F L R ( 1 ) , S 1 L B ( 1 ) ,
1 TYPtUHd ) ,NAMEUB( 1), IUB(1) ,FUB(1 ) ,S1UB(1I ,
3 V M B ( l ) , D W D V ( L i t X2CLID t V C L ( l ) ,MCL(A81)
L O G I C A L P R I M


























R H S ( 3 0 0 )
T O L R L , M A X S W P , C L E N , D S 2 M X , T O L D S 2 , N S W P ,
I)S1DMP,1)S1MXA,DS1MXB,DS1RMS,ES2MX
I I T A R
V M ( 3 0 0 )
INTEGER FARFLD,FIELO,FREE,PRES,SOLID,TE
DIMENSION E S 2 X 1 ( 9 6 ) , E S 2 X 2 ( 9 6 )
L O G I C A L ENTRY2, SSOL
SSOL = SUPERSONIC POINT ON THIS OLt T OR F
D A T A FARFLD/6HFARFLD/ , FIELD/5HFI ELD/, FREE/^HFREE/,
* PRESMHPRES/, SOL ID /5HSOLI D/ , TE/2HTE/
INIT I A L I Z E
T O L S ? = A M A X K ,01,2.*TTE )
»OUMMY= 1./1024.
SUBSONIC/SUPERSONIC BRANCH SELECTION
M = MLB(L )








I F ( S S E F ) SUBSON=.FALSE.
GO TO 255
FLOW IS NOT CHOKED




250 VMIUL )= VMBC
NLF = (LFE*1-LFO)/NFCOLS
ILF = (LF-LFO I /NFCOLS
IF( INRCTR.EO.O .OR. MQO( 1 NRC f K-l , NLF ) .NE . I LF ) GO TO 290
IF (VNR(LF) .NE .O . ) GO TO 252
VNR(LF+2)=.25*WRQST
252 WNEW = WRQST
VNR(LF+6)=0.
CALL NEWRAPlWNEW,WCALC-WRQSTfVNR(LF) )
IF(VNR(LF+6).EQ. (-1. )) WNEW=WCALC
RATIO = WNEW/WROST
C ADJUST FLOW IN THE STREAMLINE TABLE
255 M = MLB(L I
CALL GETIX
JA = J
M = MUB(L )
CALL GETIX
JB = J
C CHECK TO SEE IF USER WISHES FLOW RATE TO BE VARIED
JX = JA
256 LH = LHO
260 IF(LH.GE.LHE) GO TO 267
IF(CHNAM(LH).EQ.SLCHN( JX) ) GO TO 265
LH = LH+LHNEXT (LH)
GO TO 260
265 IF( .NOT.VARY(LH) ) GO TO 280




270 DO 275 J=JA,JB
275 W( J ) = W( J)*RATIU
GD TO 290
C DO NOT ADJUST F L O W S , PRINT COMMENT IF SUPER-CHOKED
280 IF( S C H O K E ( L K 2 ) . N E .XCHQKE ) GO TO 290
IF IKAUQ.LT . I . ) GU TO 282
S C H O K f c ( L K 2 ) = 0 .
GO TO 290
282 W R I T E (6 ,1280) RAT 10 , XI ( L K2 ) ,CHNAM( LH)
C SI -COORDINATE ON UPPER SURKACfc AT THE T.E.
290 IF( J O R D E R ( L F ) . L T . O ) GO TO 295
M = M L B ( L X A )
S 1 F ( L F ) = S I ( M )
C INDEX TO THE N E X T T.E. FLOW ADJUSTMENT Xl-STATIONS
295 LF = LF+NFCOLS
GO TO 101
C All H uw A/J .J IJMMtNl •>
(. I'MijI'.U HIP fUlw HAIANCF. AT ALL STATIONS.
100 H M ' f jUM(M.££ j .O . ) K( TUKN
U T A H ^ L f -CJ
r .ALL F A H P K K 6 H C A D . J W F ,Xlf- ,LFE
 f 10)
CALL TABPHT( I H W f W t N J t 1 0 »
Hf TUKN
12HO Ff)RMAT(/65H *** THE CHUKEO FLOW RATE IS LESS THAN THE USER INPUT
*FLOw/KATE. ,ftX,8HKATIO = ,F9.6f3X,6HSTA = ,F8.3t3X,6HCHN = ,A6)
tND
IF(XIBFUF).NE.XITE) CALL STAX1{X1BFILF)fX2TE.-1.,LKBfDUM)
IF(XIAFILF).EO.XITE) GO TO 120
lib CALL STAXi(XiAF(LF»,-l.,X2T6,OUMfLKA)
120 IFIJORDER(LF)) 130fl40f200
C SINGLE CHANNEL CHOKE








C** ITERATE FOR T.E. PRESSURE, JORDER(LF)=0

































IF(CVP.NE.O.) GO TO 155
VMB(LXB)=VMBSAV , \
VMB(LXA)=VMBC \
StTUP TO ADJUST FLOWS
IF(NCHBILF).NR.l) GO TO 170
NCHHILK).EO.1




1 70 R A T I U = WCALC/WROST
GO fl) 255
C** CALCULATION OF TE PRESSURt (GIVEN FLOW! AT STATION LX1












210 L = LX1
CALL FLOBAL
VMB(L)= VMBC




220 PLBX = 0.
PUBX = PLBC
C CALCULATION OF FLOW (GIVEN TE PRESSURE) AT STATION LX2
230 IF(.NOT.CHOTST) GO TO 245







C CALCULATE PRESSURE AT THE T.E. STATION
235 IF(LK2.EO.LX2) GO TO 240
L = LX2
WF = WCALC





240 IF( PDUM(6).E0.2.) WRITE(6,NLADJ)
IF( (PLBX.NE.O. .AND. PLBC.GE.PLBX) .OR.


























































E Q U I V A L E N C E





D A X I T . S C A L E A . T T E t C H O T S T
MACHAI 1) , MALIK.
AX I / V , AX 1C. t C H l l l S T








A R E A ( 9 6 ) , A R E A O ( 9 6 ) , D I S P ( 9 6 ) , P T ( 9 6 ) , L A M B D A ( 9 6 ) ,
K H O < 9 6 ) , S Q R T V V ( 9 6 ) , T S < 9 6 ) , T T ( 9 6 1 , V M S Q ( 9 6 ) t
V V K Q K P ( 9 6 ) ,
WQA(96),WSTA(96), RG(96),C2CP(96),FGR(96)
LAMBDA
R S 2 ( 9 6 ) , SDNQRM196)
( I S 2 , V V K O K P ) , ( S D N U R M . R H O )
RCU(96)
(RCU,LAMBDA)
Z ( 3 0 0 )












L I M I T S 1 2 A )
( L I M I T S , L H O )
Ml 1 2 H ) f X 2 l 128) ,SLCHN(126)
CHNAM( 1) .LHNtXTd) , WTF LOW( 1 I , TTO (1 ) , PTO( I






X1F = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATfc
X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.6.
X1AF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
SIF = Sl-COOROINATE OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
),
6)
(- I I H,l I A---INUIU ', 01 S T A T I O N S HI LOW AND ABOVE T. F..
1. NU»M,N(.HA=NlJMHr« flf CHANNELS HE LOW AND ABOVE T.F.
C MM = INDEX UF UtjMMV UK FCHN L I S T FOR THF T.E.
C I K X F = INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
C JMR[JLH = 0 IF TOTAL F LOW AT Xlf IS GIVEN
C = 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
C = 1 IF FLOW MFLDW T.F.. IS GIVEN
C JORDER= -1 IF FLOW AT XIF IS CHOKtO AND SINGLE CHANNEL






C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF.BRHS,WRIOUT )
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
DIMENSION XI (1 ),LNEXT( 1),MLB (1 ),MUB( IKPRIMU ) ,
1 TYPELBI1)tNAMELB(l),ILB(l),FLB(l)tSlLB(l).
1 TYPEUBCi),NAMEUB(1),IUB(1)tFUB(1),S1UB(1),






EQUIVALENCE (WTFLOW,X1BF,MLB), (TTO.XIAF,MUB), (PTO,SIF,PR IM)
EQUIVALENCE (TSO,NCHB,TYPELB), (PSOtNCHA,NAMELB)
EQUIVALENCE (MACHO,JORDER.ILB), (AO,VNR.FLBI, (VARY(I)»SILB)
EQUIVALENCE (VARY<2).TYPEUB), <VARYt3).NAMEUB), (VARY(4),IUB)
EQUIVALENCE (VARY(5),FUB)
EQUIVALENCE (TAB( 1),AREATB,S1UB), tTAB(2),VMB), (TAB(3).DWDV)





C BEGIN LOOP THROUGH FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
LF = LFO









IF( JORDERUF ) .LT.O) GO TO 118
C SEARCH FOR THE TWO STATIONS AT XIF(LF)
CALL STAXHXITE,X2TE.X2TE,LXB,LXA)
C SfARCH FOR CHOKE STATION IF THE FLOW IS CHOKED UPSTREAM
LKB = LXB
LKA = LXA
IF( S l F T H . L t . .0.) GO TO 190
N = U W N L X n i _ W ) - 2 ) / 2
L S T A R = LW+N




1H6 W A K f c = .TRUE.
LOOP FUR NtXI CHANNtL
190 W A D D = W S T A ( K - i )
GO TO 105
USf C U N S T A N I i nNS i rv A P P R O X I M A T I O N FOR MAJC TR.LE. NOOENS
200 I F ( M A J C T K . L t . N M O t N S ) CALL StTM(I,0.,FGRX,K-1>
K E T U H N
END














X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
X1AF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
S1F = SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
LFB,LFA=INDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
















INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
INDtX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT Xlf IS GIVEN
FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
FLOW IJFLOW T.E. IS GIVEN
FLOW AT X1F IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL






























LHO.LHE, LBOO.LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO,LFE,






M A X I T , M A J C T R , G R E F I N , E D U M
VtLPHT.ICHB.NODENS.CPTDUM
R ( ™ 0 )
S 1 I 3 0 0 )
N T H K X . N T H K Y , T H K X ( 2 0 ) , T H K Y ( 2 0 ) , T H I K 2 D ( 7 8 )
Z ( 3 0 0 )
PSK 800)
CHX
C INTERPOLATE FOR LAMINA THICKNESS
NK = MB-MA+l
CALL SETM(1,1.V LAM.NK)
IF(NTHKX.LE.l) GU TO 100
CALL LFIT2D(Z<MA),R(MA),LAM,NK)
C I N I T I A L I Z E
100 WAKE = .FALSF.








NK, ASSOCIATED WITH EACH CHANNEL
11 ( M.Uf: .Ml ) (,() II) 114
(.MX = '>LCHN(J)
(> S I 1 •- X 2 ( J >





K. = F> ' *
M = M + l
I F ( M . L E . M B ) GO TO 110
C FIND INDEX IN CONVTB
120 LT = LTD
12*> I H L r . G T . L T E ) CAl I FKKDR1
If ( C H I L T ) . t O . C H X ) Of) 1C) 130
LT = I T U T N t - X f (II)
GO TO 125
C I N T E R P O L A T E FOR CONVECTED PROPERTIES
C SCALE THE PSI TABLE TO CONFORM TO THE LPSI-TABLE IN /CONVTB/
130 NI = N P T ( L T )
I = LT + L P S K L T )
12 = I + N I
IFIK1.EC.1 .AND. NK.EQ.l) PSIl=PSIl-8.
PSI1 = 8 . *A INT(PSI l /8 . )
F = XCH(I2- l»/8.
DO 140 KN=1,NK
140 P S I ( K N J = ( P S I ( K N I - P S I 1 ) * F
IT = L T + L T T ( L T )
IP = L T + L P T I L T )
IS = L T * L R C U ( L M
C A L L L S P F I T ( C H ( 1 ) , C H ( I T ) , N I , PS I , T T ( K l » , N K , 0)
CALL L S P F I T ( C H ( I ) ,CH( IP) ,NI , PS I tPT(K l ) ,NK, 0)
C CALL L S P F I T J C H U ) ,CH( IS) ,NI, PS I f RCLKKi ) ,NK , 0)
CALL S E T M ( l , C R G ( L T ) , R G X ( K 1 ) , N K )
CALL S E T M ( 1 , C 2 C P ( L T ) , C 2 C P X t K l ) , N K )
CALL S E T M ( l , F G R I L T ) , F G R X I K l ) f N K )
C W A K E D ISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
C S E A R C H FOR X2-SUBTABLE
I F ( M . G T . M B ) GO TO 200
X2J = X 2 ( J )
DISP(K- l )= - l .
1. W = LWO
IS^ I F ( L W . G t . L W E ) GO TO 190
I F ( X 2 W < L W ) . E O . X 2 J ) GO TO 170
L W = L W + L W N E X T ( L W )
GO TO 155
C FIND T R A I L I N G EDGt SI IN THE FLOW ADJUSTMENT T A B L E , S1F
I 70 LF = LFO
175 I F ( X 2 F ( L F J . E O . X 2 J ) GO TO 180
LF = LF+NFCOLS
I F ( L F . L T . L F E ) GO TO 175
CALL fcRRORl
C I N T E W P O L A T E FOR W A K E DISPLACbMENT THICKNESS, DSTAR
180 S 1 F T E = S 1 ( M ) - S 1 F ( L F )
C Sl-FROM-T.E.
160 = F*T2JM)H l.-F)*Tl (M)
M = M+l
IMM.LE.NXY) GO TU 100
_ C... END LOOP FOR INTERPOLATI ONG TO(M) AT X(M) t Y (M ) ,M«1 ,NXY
RETURN
END
*utCK F T P T
SUBROUTINE TTPT(MA,MB, WSTA,DISP,WAKE,TT,PT,LAM,RGX,C2CPX,FGRX)






C MA - F I R S T F l f c L U P O I N T
C MH = L A S T F I F L D P O I N T
C O U T P U T -
C WSTA = LIST OF STREAM FUNCTION VALUES
C DISP(K)=NON-ZERO FOR POSSIBLE SLIP CONDITION BETWEEN STREAMLINE
C K AND K + l, OTHERWISE DISP(K)=0.
C = DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS OF WAKE IF POSITIVE
C WAKE = .TRUE. IF THERE EXISTS ANY WAKE DISPLACEMENTS.
C TT INTERPOLATED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C PT INTERPOLATED TOTAL PRESSURE
C LAMBDA= LAMINA THICKNESS IN THIRD DIMENSION, BLOCKAGE EFFECT
C RCU = INTERPOLATED ANGULAR MOMENTUM ***NOT NOW IN USE
C RGX = GAS CONSTANT
C C2CPX = SPECIFIC HEAT
C FGRX = l./(GAM-l.I= FUNCTION OF GAMMA FOR CALCULATING DENSITY
C NOTE - LENGTH OF WSTA,TT,PT,RCU-LISTS IS MB-MA+l
C TABLE OF CONVECTEU PROPERTIES
C INDEX- LT=LTO,LU
C CH = CHANNELNAME
C LTNEXT* INDEX INCREMENT TO THL NEXT CHANNEL
C LPSI = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PS I LIST
C NPT = NO. OF PSI, TT, PT AND RCU VALUES
C LTT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST













C SURTABLE ARRANGEMINT 1S-
C X2W tLHNFXTI=2*2N>t S1W(1),SIWl2)...SIWIN), DST(I),DST[2),..DST(N)
C X2W = STREAMLINE COORDlNATt
C S1W = DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM T.E.
C DST = WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SIW
C FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
C INDEX- LF=LFO,LFE
C NFCOLS= 8
C X1F = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
IF(SOMO.GF.l.) GO TO 920
DPTR = 1. - ((6.*SOM)/(SOM*b.))**3.5 * (6./(7.*SQM-1.))**2.5
PTR(J)= PTR(J) * (l.-PDUM(18)*DPTR)
920 M = M + l
K = K + l
IF(M.LE.MB) GO TO 910
RETURN
1568 FORMAH/2X57H*** FRROR IN FLOBALf REQUESTED BOUNDARY PRESSURE EXC
*EEDS/6X37HTOTAL PRESSURE AT TRAILING EDGE POINTFli.5t1H,F11.5,1H./
*6X3HPS=F8.3,3X3HPT=F8.3t)
END
*Df CK. LF I l?U
SUBKf jUTINE LF I T 2 D C X , Y , T O , N X Y )
* L F i T < > n L INEAR SURFACE INTERPOLATION


























LIST OF COORDINATES AT WHICH INTERPOLATED VALUES ARE TO BE


























COMMON /CTHICK/ NXT,NYTtXT(20),YTI 20)tT(78)






105 IF(X(M).LT.XT(I)) GO TO 110
IF(X(M),GT.XT(1 + 1 )) GO TO 120
F = (X(M)-XTI IM/(XT(I*l)-XT<in
GO TO 150
110 IF(I.EO.l) GO TO 140
I = I-i
GO TO 125







145 F « I.
INTERPOLATE WRT Y
150 IF( I.EQ.ISV) GO TO 160
IJ2 = I*NYT-H
IJ1 - IJ2-NYT
CALL LFIT1(YT,T(IJ1) ,NYTt Y.Tl.NXY)
CALL LFITKYT,T(IJ2)tNYT, YtT2,NXY)
ISV » I
INTERPOLATE WRT X (-70
630 VMSO(K)= AMAXllVMSQ(K),l.E-6)
IF<ABS(VMSQIK)/VMSQK-1.).GE.2.E-5) GO TO 620
GO TO 610
C END INTEGRATION OF MOMENTUM EQUATION





IF USU ) .LT .O. .AND. F O R ( K ) . N l .0.) GO TO 590
R H U ( K ) = P T ( K ) / ( R G ( K ) * T T ( K J ) * ( T S ( K ) / T T ( K ) ) * * F G R ( K )
W O A ( K ) = R H O ( K ) * V M ( M )
IF(M.tO.MA) GO TO 660
C NOTE - AVERAGE FLOW/AREA IS APPROXIMATELY SORT(WUAIK-l)*WQA(K))
WOAVG = WOA(K)*WQA(K-1)
X = (WQA(K)-WUA(K-l))*(HUA(K)-WQA(K-1))/(WOAVG*WOAVG)
AREA(K)=AREA(K-1) * 2.*(WSTA(K)-WSTA(K-l)) /
1 (WOAVG*(1.-X*(.5+X*(.125+X*.0625))))
IF(DISP(K-1).LE.O.) GO TO 660
PERIM = 1.
IF(.NOT.AXIA) GO TO 655
PERIM = PI*(R(M)+K(M-1M
655 AREA(K)=AREA(K-1)+DISP(K-1)*PERIM
660 M = M+l
C... END FLOW AREA INTEGRATION
C RECIPROCAL OF CALCULATED FLOW AREA, ETC.
OAREA = l./AKEAINK)
VMBC = VM(MB)
IFiPLB.LT.O. .OR. PUH.NE.O.) (,0 TU 740
VMStSV= VMSU«NK)
VVSAFE= VMSQSV
IF(VMLBSO.NE.O. ) (iO TO 710
C CALL -U1REM- FOR THE NEXT WUESS OF VM(NK)«VMBC





IF(DYDX.EQ.O. .OR. OYDX.EQ.XCHOKE) DYOX*YO/VMBC




680 XJP = -,75*VMHC
IF(.NOT.SUBSON) XJP=.25*V^BC
CALL (JlREM( VMBCfOAREA, XJP,(JV)
IFf QVI1I.EO.O.) (*0 TO 6B2
IF(UV(5).E(J.O.) U) TO 684
VMSCMNK ) = VMBC*VMBC
GO TU 600
C LVALUATE D(W)/D(VLB), SAyE VELOCITIES
682 BOT = VMBC-VUB1
C .001 FOR CDC VERSION ONLY
IMABS(BOT).GT..001) DwDV(L)=(QAREA-QAREA1)/BOT
GO 1U 740
TH» ( L O W i s CHOKED
M14 IF (CHOKf ) GO TO 740
RA1 KJ = O A R E A * T A K l A
DO 6H6 K*1,NK
6 H 6 A R b A ( K ) = R A T l O + A R L A ( K )
C A L L A D J W F 2
GO TO 740
CALL -OIKEM- FOR L O W E R BOUNDARY PRESSURE I T E R A T I O N
710 YO = VMLBSO
YIOL = l.E-5*YO
DYDX = 1.
CALL OIREM(VMSO( NK ) , VMSO( 1),-.5*VMSO(NK),0V)








IF(PDUM(9I.LE.O.J GO TO 900












CALL T A B P R T ( 6 H E R A S E 2 , A R E A , 1 5 3 6 * 8 )
C A L L TA8PRT{4HFB-W,W,NJ ,10)
C A L L T A B P R T t 5 H F B - X 2 , X 2 , N J , l O )
CALL TAflPRT(5HSLCHN,SLCHN,NJ,10)
R E S E T PLB AND PUB INDICATORS






910 SUM = V M S Q I K ) / U . 4 * R G ( K ) * T S f K n
IF(SOM.LE. l . ) GO TO 920
CALL G E T I X
IF (MU.FO.O) GO TO 920
VVMXSO= V M ( M D ) * V M ( M D ) / ( C 2 C P ( K ) * T T t K ) )




FREE OR FIELD LOWER BOUNDARY
.AND. TYPELB(L).NE.FIELD) GO TO 534





































































— C UPPER BOUNDARY
540 VMUBSO= 0.
C PRESSURE UPPER BOUNDARY
__ IF( PUB.GT.O. ) GO TO 541
IF(TYPEUB(LI.NE.PRES) GO TO 542
CALL LSPFIT(ZP,PPS,NZP, Z(MB),PUB,i, 0)
541 PSB = PUB
- PTB = PT(NK)
M = MB
IF(PSB.GE.PTB) GO TO 568
_ CFGT = l./d. + FGR(NK) )
VMUBSU= C2CP(NK)*TT(NK)*(1.-{PUB/PT(NK))**CFGT)
GO TO 570
_ C FREt OR FIELD UPPER BOUNDARY




C A L L O f c T I X
IMMU.tU.O) C A L L tRRURl
VMIJHSU= V M ( M U ) * V M ( M U )
V M L B S Q = 0.
543 PUB = l.E-6
IFITYPEUBILJ.NE.FIELD .OR. PASS!) GU TO 570
IRh T = 0
on ro 5331
5 4 3 5 VMUBSO= VMM*VMM
GO TO 570
C P A H - F I E L D UPPER BOUNDARY
544 1 F ( T Y P E U B ( L ) . N E . F A R F L D ) GO TO 570
CALL LSPFIT17DN,UDN,25, J. (Mil) , VMUBSQ, I , 0)
VMUBSU= VMUBSQ*VMUBSQ
f,() TU 543
56H W K I I h (6,156H) 7 ( M ), K ( M ) , PSB , \> Tb
CALL tRRORl
C BEGIN FLOW BALANCE ITERATION
570 QV(1) = 0.
IFtVMUBSO.NE.O.) VMSQ1NK)=VMUBSQ
VMSQSV= VMSQ(NK)




590 NEGTS = NEGTS+i
IFJNEGTS.GE.20 .OR. (PLB+PUB).NE.O.) CALL ERROR1
VMSQ(NK)=.5*(VMSO(NK)*VVSAFEI
C****STEP BY STEP INTEGRATION OF NURMAL MOMENTUM EQUATION
600 VRATI(J= VMSUINK i/VMSUSV
K = NK
C PREDICT VELOCITY AT K
610 K = K-l
IF(K) 615,650,615
C COEFFICIENT VALUES AT K+l
615 TSfK+l)sTT(K«lt-VMSQ(K+l)/C2CP(K+L)
CDPT1 = RG(K+l)*TS(K*l)/Pr(K+l)
C COEFFICIENT VALUES AT K
VMSO(K)=VMSO(K)*VRATIO
620 VMSOK = VMSO(K)
TS(KI = TT(K)-VMSQ<K)/C2CP(K)
CDPT = CDPT1 * RG(K)*TS(K)/PT(K)
C INTEGRATE
IF(DISP(K).NE.O.) GO TO 625
622 VMSQ(K)=VMSQ(K+1 )*VVKQKP (K) •»• SQRTVV (K ) * { CDPT* <P T ( K ) -PT ( K + l ) ) )
GO TO 630
C (WAKE DISCONTINUITY)
625 IFIPT tK + l).EQ.PT<KM GO TO 62?
PSLIP = PT(K+l)*(TSCK+il/TT(K+i))**IFGR(K+i)*l.l





































































INDEX- L = L O , L E S T A
SCHQKE= S T A T I O N CHOKE I N D I C A T O R (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER IND ICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAD
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1) ,LNLXT( i ) ,MLB( I ! ,MUB(1) ,PRlM(I ) ,
1 TYPELBU ) .NAMLLBd I , ILB(l) ,FLB (i J ,SUB( I) ,
1 TYPEUBI1),NAMEUB(1)VlUB(l),FUB(l)rS!UB(l),




















P A S S 1
P A S S 1
AT INF,M1NF,RFFINF,UINF,ZDN1 ,ZDN25
NFF( 130) ,7DN(50) ,UDN125)
H<»,C11U) , M 3 t C I 2 C » ) , M 5 , C I 3 ( ^ ) ,M2 .C




Y T O L , Y O , O Y D X , C T R M A X
I 1 F A B
FARFLD,FKFE ,PRES,F IELD
W A K E
\
D A T A FARFLD/6HFARFLO/ , FREEMHFREE/9 PRES/4HPRES/ , F IELO/5HF IELD/
OoO MA - MLHt l )
Mli = MUB(L )
IHL.tU.LU) C A L L SlTMd,!., PIR,NJ)
C CHbCK FOR STAGNATION BOUNDARY POINT
M = MA
C A L L G E T I X
IF( ISTAG.NE.l ) GO TO 515
MA = MA+l
515 M = MB
C A L L G E T I X
I F ( I S T A G . N E . l ) G O T O 5 2 0
Mil = MB-1
C HUILIJ lA f l LE OF F L O W FUNCTION AM) S T A G N A T I O N CONDIT IONS
5 2 0 C A L L T T P U M A . M U , W S T A , D I S P , W A K E
 f T T , P T , L A M M D A , R G . C Z C P . F G K J
C PASSAGE AREA AND SHOCK PRESSURE LOSS
K = 1
M = M A
522 RLAMDA(K)=LAMBDA(K)
IF I A X I A ) RLAMDAJK ) =TWOP I*RIM)*LAMBDAiK)
CALL GETIX
PT(K) = PT(K)*PTR(J)
l> "*" IN • 1
rl = M ^ 1




IF<NK.GT.2 .AND. I D I SP ( 2 ) .Nt . 0. .OR. 01 SP( NK-2 ) . NE .0 . ) ) L I. NO-. 1 RUK .
CALL LSPFIT(S2(MA ),RLAMDAfNK, S2(MA),AREAO,NK, -1)
TARtA = AREAO(NK)
C INTEGRATE CURVATURE WITH KESPbCT TO S2
C INITIAL ESTIMATE OF MERIDIONAL VELOCITY SQUARED
SDNORM= 0.
CALL L S P F I T ( S 2 ( M A ) , C U R V ( M A ) , N K , S 2 ( M A » . S D N O R M , N K , - 1 )
LEND = .FALSE.
M = MA+1
DO 525 K*2 tNK
V V K O K P ( K - 1 ) = E X P ( 2 . * ( S D N O R M ( K ) - S D N O R M ( K - 1 ) ) ) * T T ( K - l ) / T T ( K )
S O R T V V ( K - 1 ) = S O R T ( V V K O K P ( K - 1 ) )
V M S Q ( K - 1 ) = V M ( M - 1 ) * V M ( M - 1 )
525 M = M+l
V M S O ( N K I = V M B ( L ) * V M B ( L I
C SPECIF IED S T A T I C PRESSURE AND SPECIAL BOUNDARY OPTIONS
VMLBSO* 0.
C PRESSURE LOWER BOUNDARY
I F I P L B . G T . O . ) GO TO 530
I F I T Y P E L B ( L ) . N E . P R E S ) GO TO 532
CALL LSPFIT(ZP,PPStNZP, Z(MA),PLB,1, 0)
530 PSB = PLB
PTB = PT(1)
M * MA
IF(PSB.GE.PTB) GO TO 568
(BELOW THE BODY)
125 IF(X2( JB).EQ.X2F(LF) ) XIBF ( LF )*X1 ( L)
(ABOVE THE BODY)
IF(X2( JA).EO.X2F(LFM XlAFUF J = X1 ( L )
RETURN
CHOKED CHANNEL W/0 T.E., ADD A LINE TO /CADJWF/
200 LF = LFE + 1
IF(LF.NE.LO) GO Tt) 205
NMOVf. = L O - L I S T A - 1
LO = LIHNFCULS
CALL MGVed, X l ( L n , X l ( L O ) , N M O V E . i )
C A L L S E T M ( l , O t XIKLH ,NFCOL S)
L = L + N F C O L S
LSl t = LSI f - *NFCl)LS
L E S I A = LLSTA»NFLULS
LFE = LFE*NFCOLS
2 0 5 X I F ( L F ) = X 1 ( L S T E )
X 2 F ( L F ) = X 2 ( J A )
X 1 A F ( L F ) = X 1 ( L )
J O R D E R ( L F ) = - 1
C WRITE COMMENT
800 WRITE (6,1800) XKL),L


































I N T L G R A T I O N f)K 1W C O N T I N U I T Y AND NORMAL MOMENTUM







INDEX IN THE STATION TABLE
LOWEK BflUNUAKY STATIC PRESSURE If- KNOWN.
UPPER BOUNDARY STATIC PRESSURC IF KNOWN.
tITHfcR PLIS OR PUB OR BOTH MUST Bt ZERO.
IF PLB (OR PUB) = -i, NO ITERATION FOR FLOW OR
PRESSURE IS PERFORMED.
FLOW RATE IF KNOWN (OVERRIDES VALUE OF WSTAJ
T FOR CALCULATION OF MAX FLOW
.
r>2(M) = DISTANCE ALONG J HI. OWIHOGONOL
CURV(M)=STREAML INI CUKVA TURt
STATION TABLt
VMB(L)= ESTIMATED VELOCITY ON THE UPPER BOUNDARY










= CALCULATED LOWER BOUNDARY PRESSUREt M=MA
= CALCULATED UPPER BOUNDARY PRESSURE, M=MB
= TOTAL PASSAGE AREA FUR ALL STREAMTUBES
= CALCULATED FLOW
= REQUESTED FLOW ( SLTAB DATA)
= CALCULATED VELOCITY UN THE UPPER BONNDARY
)=DERIVAT IVE OF THE AREA INVERSE WITH RESPECT
VCL(L)= VELOCITY ON THE CONTROL STREAMLINE













































































XlF = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
X1AF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
S1F = SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
LFB,LFA=INDICES UF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
NCHB,NCHA=NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
LRXF = INOrx OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
JORUFk= 0 IF 10TAL FLOW AT X1F IS GIVEN
= 2 IF UOW AHOVfc T.E. IS GIVEN
= I IF FLOW BELOW T.E. IS GIVEN











X 1 F ( 1) ,X2F( I) tX lBFIDf X lAF ( l ) ,
S 1 F ( 1 ) , N C H B ( 1 ) , N C H A ( 1 ) , J O R D E R ( l ) , V N R ( i 2 )
(LFB.X1BF ) f ( L F A . X I A F ) , ( L R F , N C H B ) , ( L R X F . N C H A )







INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE CPTMOVE,FLOBAL)
XI(1),LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(1),PRIM(1),


















































C V>FML = S U P C R S O N I C C U R V A T U R E FORMULA NUMBER
C S S t F = SUPERSONIC E N T E R I N G FLOW, 1 OR F
C SSF. ANG = E N T E R I N G F L O W ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF=T
C W)F = SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE F L O W , T OR F
C SSFbND= SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1 FOR PARABOL
C SSFN(J1= SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTRtAM END CONDITION, =0,lt FOR PARABOLA
C SSDLfr = SS FLOW HELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F
C A 4 F A C T = CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE C O E F F I C I E N T FACTOR
C BRLX = B - R E L A X A T I O N F A C T O R
C CURRLX= CURVATURE R E L A X A T I O N FACTOR
COMMON / IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO,LFE,
* LOtLESTA, LDUM(8),









COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,MU.MD , ISTAG
CHECK FOR SMALLER PREVIOUSLY DECTECTED AREA
M = M L B ( L )
CALL GETIX
JA = J
M = MUB(L )
CALL G E T I X
JB * J
JSUML = JA+256*JB
IF(JSUM.NE.JSUML) GO TO 90
IF(TAREA.GT.SVAREA) RETURN
90 JSUM = JSUML
SVAREA= TAREA
IF(SSDF) SUBSON=.FALSE.
SEARCH FORWARD TO TRAILING EDGE
LX = L
LSTE = 0
105 IF(.NOT.PRIM(LX) ) GO TO 110
M = MLB(LX)
CALL GETIX
IF(J.NE.JA) GO TO 115
M = MUB(LX)
CALL GETIX
IF(J.NE.Jfi) GO TO 115
LSTE « LX
110 LX • LX+LNEXTILX)
IF(LX.LT.LESTA) GO TO 105
115 IF(LSTE.EO.O) GO TO 800
SEACH CADJWF-TABLE FOR T.E. VALUE OF XI
LF = LFO
120 IF(LF.GE.LFE) GO TO 200
IF(XlF(LF).EQ.Xl(LSreH GO TO 125
LF = LF+NFCOLS
GO TO 120
IS THt L-ORTHOGONAL BELOW OR ABOVE THE BODY
DIMENSION BDT(1),LBNEXT(1),LBZ1(1)*





EQUIVALENCE (BDNAME»ZRT), (LBA.RBT), (LBB,ANGST)
C FLCJW ADJUSTMENT UI1LE
C INW X- IF »l F(),LFL
C NFCOLS= H
C X1F = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
C X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
C XIAF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
C SIF = SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. IUPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
C IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
C LFB,LFA=INDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C NCHB,NCHA=NUMBER UF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
C LRXF = INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
C JORD£R= 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT XiF IS GIVEN
C = 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
C = I IF FLOW HELOW T.E. IS GIVEN
C JOROER= -1 IF FLOW AT XIF IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL
DIMENSION X1F( 1) ,X2M 1) ,XIBFU) ,X1AF<1) .
1 SIFt1),NCHB(l),NCHA(l),JORDER(l),VNR(12)




C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (AOJWF,BRHS»WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE CPTMOVE.FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ XU 1 ) ,LNE XT ( 1) t MLB (1) , MUB( 1) , PRIM (1) ,
1 TYPELB(l) tNANELBf 1)« ILBU> ,FLBd ) tS1LBI1) ,
1 TYPEUB(l),NAMEUB(l),IUB(l),FUB(1),S1UB(1),




EQUIVALENCE (BDT,XIF,X 1), (LBNEXT,X2F»LNEXT), (LBZitXIBFtMLB)











I ITAB = LO
CALL TABPRT(6HSTATABfXl vLESTAtS)
150 WRITE (6,1150) (J,X2(J),SLCHN(J),W(J),J=l,NJ)





CALL TABPRK 1HR,R,NM, 10)
CALL TABPRT(4HPHIl,PHIi,NM,10)





Of) TO (999,999) , LSTOP
999 RETURN
1150 F O R M A T I / / / 1 X 1 7 H S T R E A M L I N E TAULE-/17X32HJ





•CFB BLOCK DATA FOR CFB -CFB-
COMMQN /CFB / L,MAfMB,PLB,PUB,WF,CHOKEtSUBSONt NKtPLBCtPUBCt





























































A X I A t A X I C
CHOTST














Z ( 3 0 0 )
R I 3 0 0 )
S2(300)
SK300)
P H I U 3 0 0 )
JMS(300)
C U R V J 3 0 0 )
COMMON /CB / B(300)
COMMON /CIDEX / M,J,Mu,MO,ISTAG
TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHEt LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWOtLWE. LFO,LFE.















LBNEXT= INCREMENT TO NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZ1 = INCREMENT TO THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAME= CHANNEL WITH WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEX = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
*DECK RTCFI
SUBROUTINE RTCF I ( CHT ULH )
*RTCFI- RETRIEVE CHANNEL FLOW INPUT -RTCFI-
C INPUT-
"" C CHDATA= CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
C CHTI = CHANNEL NAME
^ C OUTPU1-
C LH INDtX OK C H T L IN THE CHANNEL D A T A TABLE
C = 0 IF NO CHANNEL DATA WAS FOUND
_ C IF THEY E X I S T , THE CHDATA-LISTS TT.PT.RCU ARE TRANSFERRED TO THE
C L I S T S OF TT ,PT ,RCU. IF THEY DO NOT E X I S T f TT,PT,RCU = BITS.
INTEGER CHT1
COMMON / IXORIG / LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDEt L T O . L T E t LWO,LWE. LFO.LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUM(8),
* MO,NM, NJ,NFCOLSt MAXNJ tMAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
- * LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMENSION LIMITS124)
EQUIVALENCE (LIMITS,LHO)
COMMON /CBITS / HITStBLANK
COMMON /CHDATA/ CHNAM(1),LHNtXT(I),WTFLOW(I),TTO,PTO,
1 TSO( 1),PSO( 1),MACHO( 1) tAO( I)»VARYU >»
~ 2 RG(l)tGAMIl), NR(l).NCU) t TAB(6) t
4 IU75)
INTEGER CHNAM




NAMELIST /NLCHN / PS I,R,Y,TT,PT,RCU.PS
~ C SEARCH CHDATA FQR CHANNEL=CHTi
LH = LHO
60 IF(LH.GE.LHE) GO TO 65
- IF(CHNAM(LH).EO.CHTl) GO TO 70
LH = LH+LHNEXTUH)
GO TO 60
~~ C NO INPUT TABLE WAS FOUND
65 LH =0
RETURN
C AN INPUT TABLE WAS FOUND
70 CONTINUE
C P L A C E THE T A B L E IN COMMON-IRASfc
NCR = N C ( L H ) * N R ( L H )






COMMON /CHNFPT/ ICHN(10),WTFS(10),WTFA(10),WPTO(10),WTTO(10), 1C
COMMON /SELECT/ LENTRY
G(l TO (10t20), LENTRY









*RBCONV REBUILD CONVECTED PROPERTIES TABLE -RBCONV-
C COLLECT LIST OF CHANNELS FROM /CONVTB/t THEN BUILD A
" C NEW /CONVTB/ FROM CHANNEL DATA TO ACCOUNT FOR INPUT MODIFICATIONS
C TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
- C INDEX- L T = L T O , L T E
C CH = CHANNELNAME
C LTNEXT= INDEX INCREMENT TO THfc NEXT CHANNEL
_ C LPSI = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PSI LIST
C NPT = NO. OF PSI, TT, PT AND RCU VALUES
C LTT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
C LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST






_ DIMENSION XCH( 1 )
EQUIVALENCE (CH.XCH)
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDEt LTOtLTE, LWO.LWEt LFO.LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUM18),
~ * MO,NM, NJfNFCOLS, MAXNJfMAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
* LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMENSION LIMITS(24)
- COMMON /SLTAB / W( 128),X2(128)*SLCHN(128)
INTHGER SLCHN
_ COMMON /CFB2 / PASS! \
LOGICAL PASS1
COMMON /ERASE2/ CHTI 500)tAT(500)tFLW(500)
COMMON /SPACER/ MAXLH,MAXLT,MAXLF,MAXLW
INTEGER CHT
_ C ACCUMULATE CHANNEL NAMES AND AREAS
LT = LTD
I = 0
1 1 0 1 = 1 + 1
~" CHT( 1 )= CH(LT )
AT( I ) = AREATR(LT)
LT1 = LT + LPSKLT J+NPTCLTI-i
~ FLW( I )= XCH(LTl)
LT = LT+LTNFXT(LT)
IF (LT.LT.LTt ) GO Tf) 110
_ NI = I
C CYCLE THROUGH BCONV ROUTINfc
__ PASS1 = .FALSE.
LTE = LTQ-1
I = 1
130 CALL BCONV(CHT( I ) ,LT, AT( 1 ))
— C CHECK FOR CHANGED FLOW RATE
LT = LT+LPSKLT )+NPT(LT)-l
IF(XCH(LT).EQ.FLWlI)) GO TQ 190
C UPDATE THE S T R E A M L I N E TABLE FLOW VALUES
C S b A R C H FOR F I R S T AND L A S T ELEMENTS OF S L C H N l J ) = C H T ( I )
DO UO JA=1,NJ
140 I F < S L C H N ( J A ) . E Q . C H T ( I M G O T O 150
150 DO 160 J=JA,NJ
IFt SLCHNU ) .NE.CHT( I ) ) GO TO 170
U)0 JB = J
C S C A L E THE C U M U L A T I V E FLOW RATE VALUES
170 DO 180 J*JA,JB
1 8 0 W t J ) = W ( J ) / W ( J B ) * X C H ( L T )
C SET P A S S U T TO JUMP AROUND INTERPOLATION FOR VM IN FLOBAL
C ( T Y P E = F I E L D )
PASS1 * .TRUE.
190 I = 1*1
IFl I.LE.NI ) GO TO 110
I F ( L T E . L T . L W O ) GO TO 980
W R I T t (6,1960) L T O , L T E , M A X L T , L W O
CALL ERROR1
980 RETURN






105 LB2 = LB*LEOEX(LB)-3
BOMSLA= PI




IF(CHNAME(LB+1).LQ.NAMCHN) GU TO 120
CALL ERRQRI
120 FGE1 = .FALSfc.
DO 150 LB=LBl,LB2,3
DZ = ZBT(LB + 3)-ZBT(LB )
OR = RBT(LB+3)-RBT(LB )
SB = SQRT<nZ*nZ+OK*OR I
IF I SB. E0.0.) GO TU 150
CSB = DZ/SB
SNB = OR/SB
AP = ANGLE OF THE PERPENDICULAR OR ORTHOGONAL





I F ( A B S ( D ) . L T . . 0 1 ) GO TO 150
XP = XPT-ZBTUB)
YP = Y P T - R B T ( L B )
SS = ( Y P * C S P - X P * S N P ) / 0
F = SS/SB
IF I F.GE. 1.0001 ) GU TO KO
IF(F.G1.(- .0001) .OR. FGE1) GU TO 200
f .Lt . - .OOOl
GO TO 150
F .Gt. 1.0001
140 FGE1 = .TkUF.
150 CONTINUE
FAILED TO FIND PROPER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
APTD = APT*TODEG
WRITE (6,1950) NAMBDY,XPT,YPT,APTD
FIRST OR LAST INTERVAL
LB = LB1
F = .1
1FI .NOT.FGE1) GO TU 165
LB = LB2
F = .9
165 DZ = ZBTUfH l ) - Z B T ( L B )
DR = R B T I L B + 3 J - R B I ( L B )
W R I T t (6 ,1960)
200 ANGCHD= A I AN 3 (IJR , U/ , ANGM M LH ) )
F = AMAXHO. tAMINHF , i. ) J
G = l.-F
YPA = ANGBT(LB) -ANGCHD
YPB =
R Z O N L Y = .FALSE.
CALL BFl
I * < L B - L B l O + 3 ) / 3
FA = F
SI = SIM
XH = Z B T ( L B ) + Z M
Y» = R B T ( L B U R M
R Z O N L Y = .TRUE.
R E T U R N
1950 FORMAT! /1X61HERRUR- THE INTERSECTION OF A L.E. OR T.E. ORTHOGONAL
* W I T H FHE/6X14HBOUNDARY, BDY=A6,40H f WAS NOT FOUND» THE L.E. /T.E.
* POINT I S / 6 X 2 H X = F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X 2 H Y » F 1 0 . 5 f 4 X 4 H A N G = F 8 . 3 , )
I960 n )RMAI ( /6X5 f lHTHE I N T f R S E C T I O N POINT IS tit ING PLACED IN AN END INTE











CHN = NAMF UF CHANNEL
JA = S T R E A M L I N E FDR WHICH SEARCH WILL BE INITIATED
OUTPUI -










E Q U I V A L E N C E
COMMON / S L T A H /
INTEGER SLCHN
LOGICAL
LHO,LHE, LBDOtLBDE, LTD,LIE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
L O . L E S T A , LOUM(8) ,
MO*NM, NJtNFCQLSt MAXNJ,MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRO
L I M I T S 1 2 4 )
(L IMITS,LHO)




tF (CHN.NE.SLCHN(J ) ) GO TO 65





I F ( S E C O N D ) RETURN
J = J+i
IF (J .LE .NJ ) GO TO 55
IF( .NOT.SECOND) CALL ERROR1
RETURN
END
* f J f ( . K (Jill
S U B R O U T I N E OBI ( XPF ,YP r ,APT ,NAMBDY,NAMCHN, I , F A ,S I , XB, YB )



























= X-COOR OF PT ON THE ORTHOGONAL
 Y-COOR OF PT ON THE ORTHOGONAL
= ANGLE OF SL PERPENDICULAR TO ORTHOGONAL
BOUNDARY NAME






- INTERVAL OF OKTHOGONAL-BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
s
 FRACTIONAL POSITION IN THE INTERVAL
« ARC DISTANCE FROM BEGINNING OF THC INTERVAL











THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
RELATIVE INDEX OF L.fc. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BONAME,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
COMMON /CHDATA/ BDT( 1) ,LBNEXT tl), LBZl U> ,


























LHO.LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO.LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
LO.LESTA, LDUM(8),














IFJLEDEX(LB).NE.O) GO TO 105
BDMSLA* BOUNDARY MINUS STREAMLINE ANGLE
*DECK BWAKE
SUBROUTINE BWAKEl JX, THK)
*BWAKE- BUILD WAKE TABLE -BWAKE-
C INPUT-
C JX = WAKE STREAMLINE
C THK = T.E. THICKNESS
COMMON /IXIIRIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDUfLWH, LTOtLTEf LWO.LWEt LFOtLFEt
* LO,LESTA, LIHJM(H),
* MO.NM, NJ,NFCULS, MAXNJ ,MAXOL ,MAXNM, MAXLE ,
* LEG, LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMfcNSION LIMITS(24)
EQUIVALENCE (LIMITS, LHO)
COMMON /SLTAB / W ( 128 ) , X2 ( 128 ) , SLCHNC 128)
INTEGER SLCHN
C TABLE OF WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
C INDEX- LW=LWO,LWt
COMMON /CHDATA/ X2 W 1 1 ) ,L WNEXT ( 1 ) . SI W (47)
DIMENSION DST(l)
EQUIVALENCE (DST.S1W)
C SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT I S-
C X2W,LWNEXTI=2+2N) , SI W( 1 ) , SI W< 2 ) . . . SI W(N) , DST( 1 ) ,OST( 2 ) t . .OST( N)
C X2W = STREAMLINE COORDINATE
C S1W = DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM T.E.
C DST = WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SIM
IFITHK.EO.O.) RETURN











LW = LW+LWNEXT { LW )
LWE = LW-l
IF (THK.LT.O.) WRITE (6,1200) THK,X2(JX)
1200 FORMAT(^»1H *** LRROR - NtGAFIVE T.E. THICKNESS OF tFll.5,




SUBROUTINE F I LL(XtY.NA,NB)
CFILL
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION TO FIL VACANCIES IN INPUT LISTS
COMMON /CBITS/BITS
DIMENSION X( 10),Y( 10)
C FIND l A t l B - VACANT REGION
IA=NA+1
I F ( Y < I A - l ) . E Q . B I T S I GO TO 99
3 DO A IMA,NB




•> I H » I - 1
IF( I.hQ.IA) GU TO 12
C FILL VACANCIES
IF(Y( IB + 1).NE.Y(IA-1)) GO TO 9
C ALL VALUES THE SAME
1 DO 8 II=IA,IB
8 Y( I I )=Y( IA-1)
GO TO 12
C INTERPOLATE
9 OX = X(18+1) - XIIA-1)
DO II I 1 = 1 A,IB
11 Y(II) « (Y( IB + 1)*(X( II)-X(IA-D) * Y(IA-l)*(XfIB + l)-Xf II) )>/DX
C GO BACK AND SEARCH FOR MORE REGIONS
12 IA = IB+2
IF( I.LT.NB) GO TO 3
99 RETURN
END
LR2 = L R X F ( L F ) - L R O I F
DO 1115 LK=LROtLK2
LRX = LR+LROIF













C SET STATIONS ABUVE T.E. TO NBLNK2
C THE FLOW IS KNOWN IF NBLNK=J
IF( <NBLNK1 + NBLNK2).EQ.O) GO fU 1140
IF(NMLNK2.EO.O) GO TO 1130
JORDf-KdF )-l
00 1125 LR = LK3,LK4
LRX = LK+LMDIF
1125 IF(CHNA(LRX).NE.BLANK .AND. JCHNA(LRJ.NE.1» JCHNA(LR1-NBLNK2
C SET STATIONS BELOW T.E. TO NBLNKl




1135 IF(CHNAtLRX).NE.BLANK .AND. JCHNA(LR).NE.1) JCHNA(LR)»NBLNK1
C IS THE TOTAL FLOW KNOWN
1136 IFINBLNKI.EQ.O .OR. NBLNK2.EQ.O) GO TO 1138
JORDER(LF)=0
IF1J.EC.(-l)) GO TO 1140






IF(LF .LT.LFt } GO F(J 1112
C ELIMINATE (,APS BETWEEN EUUI VALfcNCED TABLES









CALL MOVEd, XI ILO) iXHLFE + l) .NMOVE, 1)
L(J = LFE + 1
LhSTA = LFE+NMOVL




1140 WRITE (6t1141 ) LF
CALL ERROR1
1056 FDRMAT(/2X60H*** LRROR- ONE CHANNEL MUST HAVE A FIXED FLOW RATE (V
*ARY=F)./13X31HNO SUCH CHANNEL COULD BE FOUND./13X7HNCHTOT = I 213XAHN
*FA=I2,3X6HNCHBA=I2»)
1560 FORMATlIXATHtRROR- CONNECTING EDGES wERt NOT FOUND FOR CHN=A6,22H
* (SUBROUTINE BLDTBS))
11M F O R M A T t / I X 6 1 H * * * PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED IN THE ORDERING OF FLOW ADJU
*STMENTS. /6X9H INDEX LF = I3t22H. PLEASE SEfjK ADVISE.,10H ( B L D T B S M
1835 F O R M A T ( / 1 X A 7 H * * « ERROR- NEGATIVE KADIUS ENCOUNTEREDt A X l = T » .
* 10H ( B L O T B S ) )
END
X2CL(L)=X2CL(L+20)
_ GO TO 950
940 X2CLIL)=BITS
950 L = L + 20
GO TO 935
960 L = LO
IFtX2CL(L).Nfc.BITS) GO TO 980
- M MLB(L )
CALL GETIX
X2CL(L )=X2<J)
~ C BUILD WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS TABLE, /WAKETB/
980 IF(LFE.LE.LFO) GO TO 1139
LF = LFO
"" 990 LBX = LFB(LF)
LAX = LFA(LF)
ANGTE = SIF(LF)
- C THE MEAN T.E. ANGLE WAS TEMPORARILY STORED IN S1F
Ml = MUB(LBX)
M = MLB(LAX)
_ OZ21 = Z(M)-Z(M1)
DR21 = R(M)-R(M1)
THK = DZ21*D/2l + DR2l*DR2i
IFITHK.EQ.O.) GO TO 995





IF(LF.LT.LFE) GO TO 990
C SEARCH FOR TRAILING EDGE ORTHOGONAL WHICH CONTROLS FLOW RATES





^. 1005 IF(LF.GE.LFL) GO 10 1055
C STATION BELOW T.L.
L = LFB(LF)
_ JORDHR(LF)=1
C CHANNEL NAME (A SINGLE CHANNEL ABOVE OR BELOW T.E. IS REOD FOR FI
C PROGRAM MODIFICATION MAY 71, THE SINGLE CHN REQUIREMENT
- C FOR FIXCHN IS REMOVED. NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW OR ABOVE
C TE FOR FIXING THC FLOW MUST lit LESS OR EQUAL TO TOTAL
C NUMBER OF CHANNELS MINUS NUMBER OF TE-S.
_ 1010 M = MLB(L)
CALL GETIX
CHX = SLCHN(J) fl \L
JLB = J V (AH
M = MUB(L) \ \
CALL GETIX
IF(CHX.NE.SLCHN(J)) GO TO 1040
NCHBA = (J+l-JLBJ/2
IF(NCHBA.GT.(NCHTOT-NFA)) GO TO 1040
SbAKCH CHDATA TABLE
LH = LHO
IHLH.GE.LHE) GO TO 1035
IF(CHNAP(LH).EO.CHX) GO TO 1030
LH = LH+LHNEXT(LH)
CO TU 1020
1030 FIXCHN = 1










INDEX TO NEXT Xlf IN FLOW ADJUSTMENT
1050 LF = LF+NFCOLS
GO TO 1005
1055 IF(FIXCHN.NE.I) GO TO 1060
WRITE (6,1056) NCHTOT,NFA,NCHBA
T A B L E
ADJUSTMENT
GO TO 1100
TABLEC ORDER THE FLOW
C1060 IF (LF .EO.LFO)
1060 LFF * LF
LFT = LFO
I F ( L F F . L E . L F T ) GO TO 1100
CALL M O V E ( 3 , X IF (LFF) ,XX.NFCOLS,1 ,







C DEFINE FLOW ADJUSTMENT ORDER, JORDER(LF)
C FIND INDEX OF -FIXCHN- IN /ORTCHN/ AND INITIALIZE
1100 LR4 = LRO+LRD-3
DO 1105 LR=LRO,LR4
LR2 * LR+LRO
1105 IF(CHNA(LR).EG.FIXCHN .OR. CHNA(LR2).EQ.FIXCHN)
1110 CALL SETMd.O, JCHNA.LRD-2)
JCHNA(LR)=1
GO TO 1110
C LOOP THROUGH FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE OF TE STATIONS, DETERMINE
C IF FLOW IS KNOWN BfcLOW T.lr. UOROER*!), ABOVE T.E. (JORDER=2),
C OR IF TOTAL FLOW ABOVE+UELOW T.E. IS KNOWN (JORDER=0).
C JCHNA(LR)=1 INDICATES FLOW FUR THAT CHANNEL IS KNOWN, VALUES LARGE
C THAN ONE INDICATE THAT THE TUTAL FLOW FOR THE SEVERAL CHANNELS
C IS KNOWN.
LF = LFO
C COUNT NUMBER OF CHNS BELOW T.E. AND ABOVE T.E. FOR WHICH FLOW RAT






866 IF(CHNA(LRX).EO.CHNX) GO TO 925
C DID NOT FIND CHNX, SAVE LRPRV
IF(LRPRSV.NE.O) CALL ERROR1
LRPRSV= LRPRV
C FIND UPSTRIAM BOUNDARY WHICH INCLUDES CHANNEL CHNX
870 LR = LR+LRO
CALL SETMJ l.ULANK, LEDGL(LR),LRD)
LRE = LR+LRD-l




872 IF(CHNA(LRP).tU.CHNX) GU TO 873
CALL tRRORl




- LRP2 = LRP
C SEARCH FOR CHANNELS BELOW CHNA(LRl)
875 DO 876 LE1=LEO,LEE,10
876 IF(NLE(LE1).NE.O .AND. CHL(LE1).EQ.CHNA(LR1))GO TO 878
GO TO 896
C CHECK FOR BOTTOM CHANNEL
878 IF(CHU(LE1).EQ.BLANK) GO 10 884
C USE CHU(LEl) AS PART OF THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
880 LRPl = LRP1-1
LR1 = LR1-1
IF(CHUJLt1).tO.CHNA(LRPl)) GU TO 882
IFILR1.GT.LR) GO TO 880
_ GU TO 896
882 CHNA(LR1)=CHU(LE1»
GO TO 875
C SEARCH FOR CHANNEL ABOVE LR2
884 DO 888 LE2 = LEO,LEE , 10
888 IF(NLE(LE2).NE.O .AND. CHUlLt2).EQ.CHNA{LR2)) GO TO 892
GO TO 896
C CHECK FOR TOP CHANNEL
892 IF(CHL(LE2) .EQ.BLANK) GO TO 899
C USE CHHLE2) AS PART OF THE UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
894 LRP2 = LRP2+1
LR2 = LR2+1
IF(CHL(LE2).EO.CHNA(LRP2)) GO TO 898
IFILR2.LT.LRE ) GU TO 894
896 CALL ERROR1
C REFER ALSO TO EFN 876, 882,888, FOR THE ERROR
898 CHNA(LR2)=CHL(LE2)
GO TO 884
899 LE = LF.1
UPT = .FALSE.
GO TO 672
C T R A I L ING fcOGE PT W I T H URTHOGONALS ON BOTH SlDESt BUILD DUMMY
C L R P K V - L I S T TO R E P R E S f c N T COALESCING OF UPPER AND LOWER S T R E A M S .
C LOOK BACK FOR ORTHOG ON OTHtR SIDE OF I.E.
900 DO 904 LRP*LRO,LRfc ,LRO
904 I F ( L E D G E ( L R P I . E O . L E ) GO TO 908
908 L E D G E ( L R P ) = - L E D G E ( L R P )
L R X 1 = LRP




CALL S E T M ( 1 . B L A N K , L E D G E ( L R ) , L R D )
L E D G E ( L R ) = 0
L R P R E V ( L R ) = L R X 2
910 IHCHNAU.RX1 ) .NE.ULANK) CHNA ( L R X ) = CHNA ( LRXU
I F ( C H N A C L R X 2 ) .NE.MLANK) C H N A ( L R X J = C H N A ( L R X 2 »
L R X l = L K X 1 + 1
L R X 2 = L R X 2 + 1
LRX = L R X + 1
I F ( L R X . L E . L R E ) GO TO 910
LRE = LRE+2
C BUILD FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLEt /CADJKF/
LM1 = L-20
X l F i L F ) = X 1 ( L M 1 )
X 2 F ( L F ) = X 2 C L ( L M 1 )
S 1 F ( L F ) = A N G E ( L E )
DO 911 LM2=LO,LESTA,20
911 I F ( X 1 ( L M 2 ) . E Q . X 1 ( L M 1 M GO TO 912













C DOWNSTKEAM BOUNDARY, ARE ALL L.E. ORTHOGONAL COMPLETED
915 IF(LRPRV.NE.O) GO TO 925
IF(LRPRSV.EO.O) GO TO 930
LRPRV = LRPRSV
GO TO 925
920 LRPRV = LR
925 LH = LR*LRD
GO TO 640
C*** RELOCATE CONTROL STREAMLINE, X2CL, TO THE FIRST PRIMARY OF REGION
930 L = LO
935 IF((L+20).GE.LESTA) GO TO 960
IF(XUL + 20).LE.XlfU) GO TO 940




C ADD CHANNEL FLOfcS FOR LATER INTERPOLATION OF SL POSITION
C IF NOT AN UPSTREAM BOUNDARY* USE UPSTREAM AREAS IN PLACE OF FLOW,
C -USE CURV FOR STORAGE
WSL C M ) = 0.
IF(M.EQ.MI) GO TO H30
WSL(M)= WSL(M-l)+W(J)
IF(MSAV.EO.O) GO TO 830
AREA = SQRTC(R(MU)-R(MUM1))*(R(MU)-R(MUM1)) «•
1 (Z(MU)-Z(MUM1 ))*(Z(MU)-Z(MUMl)))
IF( A X I A ) AREA={R(MU)+R(MUM1) )*AREA
W S L ( M )= WSHM-1J + AREA
830 MM = MM-M
MUM1 = MU
1F(JSL.tO.JNXT) GO TO 835
JSL = JNXT
GO TO 810
C INCREMENT TO NEXT CHANNEL
835 LRN = LRN+1
IF(LRN.LE.LR2) GO TO 805
C INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
IF(.NOT.AXIA .OR. RIMIJ.GE.O.) GO TO 836
WRITE (6,1835)
CALL ERROR1
836 DZ21 = Z(M2)-Z(M1)
DR21 = RJM2)-R(M1)
DRSC21= DR21*(R(M2) + R(MLM
RM1SO = K(M1)*R(M1 )




MP = Ml + i
MM = M2-1
IF(MM.LT.MP) GO TO 840
DO 83« M=MP,MM
VM(M) = V M I N I T
F = (WSL(M)-WSL(MI))/(WSL(M2)-WSL(M1))
Z(M) = Z(M1)+F*DZ21
R I M ) = R(M1)+F*DK21
S2(M) = F*S2(M2)




C FINISH OUT STATION TABLE "
C CHECK FOR L.E., T.E. OR SHARP CORNER
C Lt INDEX OF PT IN LETEPT-TABLE
C NLETF = 0 IS A SHARP CORNER
8AO XKL) = 8.*FLOAT( ( LE +1-Lb 0 )/iO)
LNEXI(L)=20
I D
T Y P L U M U ) = S O L I D
X 2 C L ( L ) = B I T S
I H N l t T E . E Q . l ) GO TO 848
I F ( U P T ) GO TO 842
C UPT = F
X 2 C U L ) = X 2 ( J l )
M 3 MLB(L )
GO TO 843
C U P T = r
842 X 2 C L ( L ) = X2U2)
M = M U B ( L )
8 4 3 C A L L G E T I X
IF(NLt(LE).NE.2) GO TO «45
ISTAG » I




845 IF(NTE(LE).NE.2) GO TO 847
ISTAG = 2







848 VMB(L )= V M I N 1 T
DWDVCL )=0.
VCL(LJ= VMBIL)




C* INDEX TO NEXT ORTHOGONAL
C LOOK FOR ORTHOGONALS 10 BE PLACED ABOVE L.E. POINTS
C IF THIS IS A DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY OR LOWER T.E. ORTHOG
850 IF(NTE(LE ).EO.O) GO TO 920
IF(NTE(LE).E0.1) GO TO 855
C NTE(LE)=2
IF(NUSED(LE).E0.2) GO TO 900
855 LRX = LR
860 LRX = LRPREV(LRX)
C LRPREV= BLANK FOR UPSTREAM OR DUMMY ORTCHN-LISTS
IF(LHPREV(LRX).EO-IBLANK) GO TO 862
IFtLEDGF. (LRX).LE.O) GO TO 860
LRPRV = LRPREVILRXJ
GO TO 864
862 LRPRV = LRPRSV
LRPRSV= 0
C IS THE CHANNEL ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE T.E. IN THE LRPRV-LIST
864 IF(NTE(LE).NE.2) GO TO 915
CHNX = CHU(LE)
IF(UPT) CHNX=CHL(LE)





715 2(Ml) = XE(LEl)
R(Ml) = Y E ( L E 1 )
/<M2) = XKLL2)
R ( M / ) - YI < II ! )
(.0 !l) HOO
C FINU Lfc HR TE ORTHOGONAL LOWER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
C PLACL DATA IN STATION TABLE
C USE LETEPT-TABLE TO DETERMINE NAME OF UPPER BOUNDARY
720 1F(NLETE.EQ.2 .OR. NLETE.EQ.O) GO TO 722
CALL ERROR1
722 I F ( . N O T . U P T ) GO TO 740
DO 725 LE1=LEO,LEE,10
725 IF (CHLUE1 ) .EG.CHNA(LRl) ) GO TO 726
726 N A M E L B ( L ) = B D L ( L E 1 I
N A M E U B ( L ) = B D U ( L E )
CALL OBKXE(LE) , YE i LE ) , ANGE ( LE ) , BDL ( LE 1) tCHL ( LEL ) ,
1 ILB(L),FLH(L)»SLLB(L)t Z(M1),R(M1))
C SEEK POINTER TO BOUNDARY TABLE
LB = LBF (NAMEUBU » )
IRET = 1
I F ( N T E ( L E ) . N E . 2 ) GO To 728
C T R A I L I N G EDGE
IV = 1
LH = LB + L B Z l ( L l t )
GO Tf) 733
C L E A f ) I N G EDGE OR CORNER
728 LB1 = LR + L R Z K L B )
LB2 = L B + L B N E X T ( L B ) - 9
IV = 1
DO 730 LB=LB1,LB2,3
IF(ZBT(LB).EO.XE(LE) .AND. RBTlLB».EO.YE(LE)) GO TO 732
730 IV = IV-H
CALL ERROR1
C TEMPORARILY STORE SHARP CORNER INDICATION IN MCL(L) (I.E. ANGLE
C JUMP OF MORE THAN 0.5 DEG.)
732 MCLU )= 2
IFtNLETE.EQ.O .AND. ABS(ANGBT(LB)-ANGBT(LB+3)J.GT..0087) MCL(L)8L







C FIND LE OR TE ORTHOGONAL UPPER BOUNDARY INTERSECTION
C PLACE DATA IN STATION TABLE
740 DO 745 LE2 = LEO,LEE,10
745 IF(CHU(LE2).EO.CHNA(LR2) ) GO TO 747
747 NAMELB(L )=BDL <LE)
NAMEUB(L)=BDU(LE2)
CALL OBKXE(LE) , YE ( L E ) ,ANGE ( LE ) , BDU( LE2 )
 tCHU( LE2 » t
1 IUH(L),FUH(L I,S1UB(L), Z(M2),R(M?»)
\^
{~} J
C S f E K P O I N T E R TO BOUNDARY TABLfc
LR = L B F ( N A M E L B ( L ) )
IP .LT = 0
IT ( N T b ( IE ).NE .2) GO TO 728
C T R A I L I N G EDGE
Lli2 = L B + L B N E X T ( L t t ) - 9
I L B ( L ) = < L B 2 - ( L B + L B Z 1 ( L B ) ) ) / 3
F L B ( L )= 1.








757 Z(Ml) = ZBTJLB)
R(M1) = RBT(LB)
C* ADD NEW FIELD POINTS ALONG EXISTING STREAMLINES
C GIVEN-
C STA-TAB INDEX L AND LIMITS ON FIELD INDEX MLB,MUB
C COORDINATES OF FIRST AND LAST NEW PTS IN FIELD TABLE
C MARKED CHANNELS IN ORTCHN TABLE BETWEEN LR1,LR2
C STREAMLINE TABLE
800 MSAV = MO
C MSAV = 0 INDICATES UPSTREAM BOUNDARY
IF(NLE(LE) .EQ.1) MSAV=0
Jl = 1
CALL JOFCHN(CHNA(LR1 )t Jit JX)
CALL JOFCHN(CHNA(LR2) tJX, J2)
C J1,J2 ARE SL INDEX LIMITS




805 IF(CHNA(LRN) .EQ. BLANK) GO TO 835
CALL JOFCHN(CHNA(LRN)« JSLt JNXT)
C FIND UPSTREAM FIELD PT, PUT IN DOWNSTREAM POINTER
810 J = JSL
IF(MSAV) 812,828,812
812 IV =0
815 DO 820 M=MSAV,NM
CALL GETIX





825 MSAV = M
MO = MM
CALL SAVIX
C SAVE DATA FOR CURRENT FIELD PT





*"" 639 LRPRV = LRD
L R P R S V = 0
M = MO
— L = LO
LF = LFO
T f E S O = T T E * T T E
C* CONS10LR M A R K C D CHANNELS ON LINE LR=LRPRV IN /ORTCHN/
C FIND INDEX OK F I R S T AND L A S T A C T I V E (NON-BLANK) CHANNEL
640 LRP1 = LRPRV
~~ LRP2 = LRPRV+LRD-3
642 I F ( C H N A ( L R P 1 ) . N E . B L A N K ) GO TU 644
LRPl = LRP1+1
— I F ( L K P 1 . L I . L K P 2 ) GO TO 642
CALL LRRCJR1
644 I F ( C H N A ( L R P 2 ) . N t . U L A N K ) GU ID 646
_ LRP2 = LRP2-1
GO TO 644
C FIND INDEX-Lt OF N E X T LE-TE PT IN LRPRV-CHANNELS
~~ 646 LE = LFO
648 I F ( N U S E D ( L E ) - N L E ( L E ) - N T E ( L E ) ) 650 t654,654
650 LEONCE= NUSED(LE)
- I F ( N T E ( L E ) . N E . O ) LEONCE=0
LRP = LRPl
652 I F ( C H N A ( L R P ) . E Q . B L A N K ) GO TO 653
I F ( C H N A ( L R P ) . E Q . C H U ( L E ) .AND. LEONCE.LE.O) GO TO 660
I F ( C H N A ( L R P l . E Q . C H L ( L E ) ) GO TO 665
653 LRP = LRP+1
I F ( L R P . L E . L R P 2 ) GO TO 652
~ 654 LE = LE + 10
IHLt .LC.LEt ) GO TO 648
C NO MORF POINTS
- CALL ERROR1
C Lfc IS UPPER BOUNDARY POINT (LOWER ORTHOGONAL)
660 LRP2 = LRP
"~ UPT = .TRUE.
GO TO 670
- C LE IS LOWEK BOUNDARY POINT (UPPER ORTHOGONAL)
665 LRPl = LRP
UPT = .FALSE.
C MARK CHANNEL NAMES OF THE NEW ORTHOGONAL ON LINE LR
670 CALL SETM(l,BLANKf LEDGE(LR),LRD)
LR1 = LR + LRPi-LRPRV
~~ LR2 = LR * LRP2-LRPRV
CALL MOVEU, CHNA(LRPl),CHNA(LRl)f LR2-LRI + 1,1)
LRE = LR+LRD-1
~
C U P D A T E USED L E T E P T COUNT AND Sf-T POINTERS FOR LINE-LR
672 N U S E D ( L E ) = N U S E D ( L f c ) + l
L R P R E V I L R ) = L R P R V
L E D G f c ( L R ) = L E
N L E T h = N L E ( L E ) * N T E ( L E )
I F ( N L t T 6 - N U S L D ( L E ) . E O . O ) L E D G t ( L R ) = - L E D G E ( L R )
C COUNT NUMHER OF CHANNELS, SET FIELD TABLE LIMITS
NCHNA = 0
00 675 L R X = L R l t L K 2
675 I F ( C H N A ( L R X ) .NE.hLANK) NCHNA*NCHNA+1
Ml = M
M L H ( L ) = M l
M2 = Ml+NCHNA+NCHNA-1
MIJ B i L ) = M 2
NM = M2
L E S T A = L+20
C IF U P S T R E A M OR D O W N S T R E A M NOUNDARY, SEARCH FOR OTHER EDGE
I F ( N L E ( L E ) . E 0 . 1 ) (iO TO 679
I F ( N T t ( L E ). F.O.I) (iU FU 681
GO TO 720
6 7 9 L X = 0
GO TO 682
681 LX = I
682 IF ( .NOT.UPT) GO TO 690
C FIND LOWER EDGE PT
684 DO 686 LE1 = LEO,LEfc , 10
LEX = LE l+LX
6R6 I F ( N L E ( L E X ) . E Q . l .AND. CHLUE1) .EO.CHNA ( LRi )) GO TO 688
CALL ERROR1
688 LE2 = LE
NUSED(LE1)=NUSED(Lb l )* i
GO TO 700
C FIND UPPER EDGE PT
690 DO 692 LE2=LEO,LEE,10
LEX = LE2+LX
692 I F ( N L E < L E X ) . f c 0 . 1 .AND. CHUUE2) .EO.CHNA(LR2)) GO TO 694
CALL ERROR1
694 LEI = LE
NUSED(LE2 )=NUSED(LE2>+1
C* PLACE UPSTREAM OR DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY DATA INTO STATION TABLE
700 N A M E L B ( L ) = B D L ( L E i )
N A M E U B ( L ) = B D U < L E 2 )
IF (NTEILE) .EO. l ) GO TO 710
C U P S T R E A M BOUNDARY
I L B ( L ) = 1
F L B ( L ) = 0.
SILB(L)=0 .
LB = LBF(NAMEUB(L ) )
IUBJL )= (LBNEXT(LB) -9 -LBZHLB) ) / 3
F U B ( L ) = 1.
CALL B A R C ( L B + L B N E X T ( L B ) - 1 2 )
S IUB(L )=S INTVL
GO TO 715
C DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY
710 LB = LBF1NAMELBU ) )
I L B ( L ) = < L B N E X T ( L B ) - 9 - L B Z l ( L B ) ) / 3
F L B ( L ) = 1.
CALL BARC(LB+LBNEXT(LB) -12 )
— C LINE UP THE I.E. AND I.E. CONNECTED CHANNELS IN THE SAME COLUMN
C LRL = INDEX OF CHANNEL IN FIRST LINE (L.E. CONNECTED CHANNELS)
C LRT = INDEX OF CHANNEL IN SECOND LINE (T.E. CONNECTED CHANNELS)
_ LRL = LR1
LRT = LR3
GO TO 588
570 IF(L«E.LT.LRT) GO TO 578
- DO 575 LRX=LRT,LRE
575 IF( C H N A I L R X I . E Q . C H N A U R L M GU TO 580
- C LRL-CMANNEL NOT INCLUDED IN SECOND LINE. PUT IN BLANK SPACE.
CALL MUVHlt CHNAILRN ,CHNA(LRT + 1) .LRT-LRE-1, I)
578 LRE = L R f c * l
_ C H N A C L R T ) = H L A N K
GO T(J 586
c LRX MATCHES LKL, PUT IN LRX-LRT BLANKS BEFORE LRL
~ 580 LDR = LRX-LRT
IF(LDR) 582,586*582
582 LRTO = LRL+LDR
_ CALL MOVE(lt CHNA(LRL)fCHNA(LRTO).LRL-LRE-l.l)
LRE = LRE+LDR
LRT = LRT+LDR
_ LR2 = LR2+LDR
584 CHNAJLRL)=BLANK
LRL = LRL + 1
LRT = LRT + 1
IF(LRL.LT.LRTO) G(J TO 584
C IF NO CHANNELS UN FIRST LINE, SET FIRST VALUE TO THAT OF SECOND
IF(LR2-LDR.LT.LR1) CHNA{LR1)=CHNA(LR2+1)
5H6 LRL = LRL*1
LRT = L R T * I
5B8 IF( LRL.Lb.LR2) GO TO t>70
~~ IFCLRT.GT.LRe ) GO TO 600
LDR = LRE-LRT+1
GO TO 582
C DEFINE ORTCHN-TABLE INCREMENT, LRD
600 LRD = LR2-LRO+3
_ CALL MOVEd, CHNA(LR2+1) ,CHNA(LR2+3) .LR2-LRE,!)
~~ LRE = LRE+4
LEDGE(LRO)=IBLANK
LRPREV(LRO)=IBLANK





IF(ERR) CALL ERROR1 S\







C SEARCH FOR FIRST COMMON CHANNEL




fcOb IF (CHNAtLRXl ) .EO.CHNA < LRX2) ) (,Q TO 610
IF t LHNA(LRXl) .NE. BLANK) NBLNK 1*NBLNK 1* 1
IF{ CHNAURX2 ) .NE. BLANK) NBLNK2=NBLNK2«- 1
LUX I = LRX1*1
t KX<! = LRX2+1
IFlLKXl.Lt.LR2) GO TO 605
610- DX 2- = 8.*AMAXO(NBLNKl,NBLNK2)
IF(UX2.EQ.O. ) GO TO 620
IF (NBLNK l.NE.O) OtL 1 =DX2 /FLO A T ( NBLNK1 )
IF(NBLNK2.N6.0) f)tL2=DX2 /FLOA T ( NBLNK2 )
612 IF (CHNA(LRL ) .EO. BLANK) GO TO 615
CHX = CHNA(LRL)
X 2 < N J + 1 )=X2SAV1
XifSAVl= X2SAV1 + DEL1
X2(NJ*2)=X2SAV1
GO TO 625














DO 630 LEl=LEO,LEt ,10
630 IF (NLE(LEl).NE.O .AND. CHL < LE 1 ) .t C.CHX ) GO TO 632
632 DO 635 LE2=LEO, LEE , 10
63b IF(NLEtLE2).NL.O .AND. CHU (LE2 ) .tQ.CHX ) GO TO 637
637 AREA = YE ( LE2 ) -YE ( LE 1 )
IF (AX I A) AREA=AREA*PI*(YE(LE2) + YE(LE1) )
C FOR INLET CONF. SAVE HIGHLIGHT AREA SO EXTERNAL AREA
C MAY BE CORRECTED BY DIFF BET HIGHLIGHT AND CAPTURE AREAS.
AREASV= AREA
IF (CHNAILRL ) .ML .BLANK ) ARE A= ARE A* DARE A
CALL BCONV(CHX,LT,AREA)
IFICHNAURL ).NE. BLANK ) DARt A =DARE A+ ARE A S V- ARE A





IF (LRL.GT.LR2) GO TO 639
IF(LKL-LKXl) 612
C** BEGIN LOOP FOR BUILDING CHANNEL LIST, STATION TABLE AND FIELD DATA
EQUIVALENCE ( GAM, FGT , NAMEUBFY I NR , FGP, 1 UB ) , (NC,FGR,FUB)
— FQUlVALENCe ( TAIM 1 ) , AREATB ,S iUB ) » ( TAB ( 2 ) , VMB ) , ( TAB ( 3 J , OHDV )
EQUIVALENCE (TAB(4),X2CL), ( TAB (5 ) t VCL I t (TABI6)tMCU
_ INTEGER CHNX.CHX, F I XCHN ,HLE ,HTE t SOL ID
LOGICAL DPT
DATA SOL in/">HSOLID/, HLE/2HLE/t HTt/2HTE/
C USE INPUT SPACERS TO SET TABLt ORIGINS
LTE = LBOF
- LTD = LTE + 1
LWE = LTb+MAXLT
LWO = LWfc + 1




C ASSUMED INITIAL FIELD VELOCITY
VMINIT= .5 * SORT(GAMA*RGA*TTA)
C** BUILD ORTHOGONAL-CHANNEL TABLE
_ C* BUILD ORDERED LIST OF CHANNELS FROM L.E. CONNECTIONS
C SEARCH FOR THE FIRST LEADING EDGE PT (NLE=2 IN LETEPT-TABtE )
LR3 = LRO
LRE = LR3-1
~ LX = 0
DO 505 LE=LEOtLEl,10
505 IF(NLt(LE).EQ.2) GO TO 510
_ C NO L .E. PTS
GO TU 535




C SEARCH FOR CHANNELS BELOW CHNA(LR3)
515 DO 517 LE3=LEO,LEE,10
^ LEX = LE3+LX
517 IF(NLE(LEX).NE.O .AND. CHL (Lfc 3) .EO.CHNA { LR3 ) ) GO TO 520
WRITE (6,1560) CHNA(LR3)
_ CALL ERROR1
C CHECK FOR BOTTOM CHANNEL
520 IF (CHU(Lfc 3) ,t(J. BLANK J GO 10 525
CHU(LE3) BELOW CHNA(LR3)
CALL MOVE(2, CHNA(LR3) ,CHNA(LR3+l),LR3-LRE-l,lt ~
1 CHUILE3),CHNA(LR3) ,1,1) V\
LRE = LRE + 1 S\(0
GO TO 515 ' jf
C SEARCH FOR CHANNELS ABOVE CHNA(LRE)
525 DO 530 LE4=LEOtLEC , 10
LEX = LEA+LX
5*0 If(NLfc(LtX).Nfc.O .AND. CHU(LE4).EO.CHNA(LRE)) GO TO 532
WRITE (6,1560) CHNA(LRE)
CALL ERROR1
CHECK FOR TOP CHANNEL
532 1F(CHL(LE4).EO.BLANK) GO TO 535




REPEAT THE ABOVE FOR THE TRAILING EDGE







LX = 1 TO PICK UP NTE(LEJ) RATHER THAN NLEILE3)
SEARCH FOR THE LAST T.E. PT
LE = LEE-9
540 IF(NTE(LE).E0.2) GO TO 510
LE = LE-10
IF(LE.GE.LEO) GO TO 540
NO L.E. OR T.E. PTS
545 IF(LRE-LRl) 547,555,555
547 LE * LEO
IF(CHL(LE).NE.BLANK) GO TO 550





554 LR2 = LRl
LR3 - LR2+1
C H N A ( L R 3 ) = C H N A ( L R l )
LRE » LR3
CHECK FOR E X T R A CHANNELS IN LETEP-TABLE
555 LE = LEO
556 IF(CHL(LE).EO.BLANK) GO TO 558
CHX = CHL(LE)
L X = 0
GO TO 560
558 IF(CHU(LE).EO.BLANK) GO TO 564
CHX = CHU(LE)
LX = 1
560 [)0 561 LR=LR1,LRC
561 IF(CHNA(LR).EQ.CHX) GO TO 562
ERR = .TRUE.
WRITt (6,1560) CHX
562 I F ( L X ) 564,558,564
564 LE = LE+10


























LRD = NUMBER OF CHANNELS PLUS ONEt LR INDEX INCREMENT
LEDGL = INDEX OF THE ORTHOGONAL POINT IN THE LETEPT-TABLE
LRPREV= POINTER OF LINE OF UPSTREAM CHANNELS IN ORTCHN-TABLE
NAMES































M A X L H , M A X L T , M A X L F , M A X L W
E R k , E R R M A J , I N E R R t P R E R R
k R K f k R R M A J t I N E R R f P R E R R
T A B L ECHANNEL INPUT D A T A
INDEX- LH=LHO,LHL
COMMON / C H D A T A / CHNAMJ 1 ) , L H N E X T ( I ) , W T F L O W I 1 ) t T T O ( I ) « P T O ( 1 I•
1 T S O I I ) t P S O I l ) , M A C H O ( 1 ) , A O ( 1 ) , V A R Y ( l ) ,
2 R G ( L ) , G A M ( 1 ) . N R ( l ) , N C ( i ) , T A B ( 6 » ,











V 0 ( l )
MACHO
( V O , M A C H O )
NEXT BOUNDARY
LBZ1 =  THE FIRST BOUNDARY POINT (=0 BEFORE COALLATIO
CHNAME=  WHICH THE BOUNDARY DATA IS ASSOCIATED
UP = T OR F FOR UPPER OR LOWER BOUNDARY
LEDEx = RELATIVE INDEX OF L.E. POINT WHEN LOWER AND UPPER SURFACE
CONTOURS ARE CONNECTED
BDNAMfc,LBA,LBB=NAME AND INDEX LIMITS OF SPECIFIC BOUNDARY
DATA WHEN BOUNDARIES ARE COALLATED
DIMENSION HDTI1),LBNEXT<I),LBZ1(1),






TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
INDEX- LT=LTO,LTE
CH = CHANNELNAME
LTNEXT= INDEX INCREMENT TO THE NEXT CHANNEL
LPSI = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PSI LIST
NPT = NO. OF PSIt TTt PT AND RCU VALUES
LTT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST
LRCU = RELATIVE LOCATION OF RCU LIST
(LBBtANGBT)
UIMtNilON C H C 1 ) , L T N E X T I 1 ) t N P T ( l ) V L P S I ( l ) t L T T I l ) t L P T ( l ) ,
1 L K C U I l I t
I C K G < 1) t C P G J ( 1 ) . C 2 C P ( 1 ) , O G A M ( 1 ) , F G T < 1 ) , F G P ( 1 ) ,
3 K G R ( 1 ) , A R E A T B ( 4 B 5 )
HIMLNSION X C H ( l )
t C U I V A L F N C E (Ch ,XCH)
C T A B L E UF W A K E D ISPLACEMENT THICKNESS




C SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT IS-
C X 2 W , L W N E X T ( = 2 + 2 N ) t S 1 W ( I ) , S L W ( 2 ) . . . S 1 W ( N ) , D S T ( 1 ) , D S T ( 2 ) , . . D S T ( N )
C X2W = S T R E A M L I N F COORDiNAT t
C SiW = H I S T A N C F ALONG S T R E A M I I N E FROM T.K.
C f ) S T * W A K E O I S P L A C t M E N T THKKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SIW
C F L O W ADJUSTMENT T A B L E
C INDEX- LF=LFO,LFt
C NFCOLS= 8
C X1F = ORTHOGONAL COORDINATE
C X2F = STREAMLINE COORDINATE OF SL EMINATING FROM T.E.
C X1BF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKb STATION OF FLOW BELOW T.E.
C X1AF = Xl-COORDINATE OF CHOKE STATION OF FLOW ABOVE T.E.
C S1F = SI-COORDINATE OF T.E. (UPPER SURFACE). THIS ITEM
C IS USED WHEN INTERPOLATING FOR WAKE DELTA-STAR.
C LFB,LFA=INDICES OF STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C NCHB,NCHA=NUMBER OF CHANNELS BELOW AND ABOVE T.E.
C LRF = INDEX OF DUMMY ORTCHN LIST FOR THE T.E.
C LRXF = INDEX OF LAST CHANNEL BELOW THE T.E.
C JDRDER= 0 IF TOTAL FLOW AT X1F IS GIVEN
C = 2 IF FLOW ABOVE T.E. IS GIVEN
C = I IF FLOW BELOW T.E. IS GIVEN
C JORDER= -1 IF FLOW AT XIF IS CHOKED AND SINGLE CHANNEL






C SCHOKfc= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (AOJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEtFLOBAL)














FQUIVALENCE (MACHf),RBT ,CRGt JORDER,ILB) t < AD , ANGBT , CPGJ t VNR.FLB)
EQUIVALENCE (VARY,C2CPtS1LB)» IRG,QGAMrTYPEUB)
I F ( G A M M A . N E . O . ) A T I N F = S Q R T ( G A M M A * C R G ( L T ) * T T ( N S U )
MINF = MACHC
UINF = M A C H C * S O R T ( G A M M A * C R G ( L T ) * T S C )
990 LTA = LT
RETURN
1185 FQRMAK/1X20H*** ERROR- FOR CHN=A6,1X53HTHE STATIC PRESSURE EXCEE
*DS THC INPUT TOTAL PRESSURE.,8HIBCONV) )
118<! F O R M A T I O N *** IRROR- THt R (OR Y) FOR CHN- *A6t
*35H MUST Ht IN ASCLNUING (JRDhR (RCONV) )
1183 F O R M A T ( 2 1 H *** ERROR- FOR CHN= tA6,31H THE INPUT
* W T F L O W = , F 9 . 3 , 3 7 H IS GREATER THAN THE CHOKED VALUE OF
*8H ( B C O N V ) )
1184 F O R M A T « 5 3 H *** ERROR- FAILURE OF PS-ITERATION GIVEN WTFLOW/CG=t
*F9.4, 9H FOR CHN= ,A6,8H (BCONV) )







*l»L()FtjS BUILD OR THOGONA L /CHANNEL TABLE, -BLDTBS-
C STREAMLINE TABLE, STATION TABLE,
C FIELD TABLES AND FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE.
c INPUT-
c BOUNDARY TABLE, /BDYTAB/
c CHANNEL INPUT DATE, /CHDATA/
C O R D E R b D tDGF POINTS, / LETEPT /
c OUTPUT-
c LIST OF CHANNELS FOR EACH ORTHOGONAL, /ORTCHN/
C TABLh OF CONVECTLD PROPERTIES, /CONVTB/
C STRLAMLINE FABLE, /SLTAB/
C STATION TABLE, /STATAB/
C FIELD VALUES, /CZ/, /CR/, /CS^/, /CM/
c TABLE OF STAS AT WHICH FLOW ADJUSTMENT MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED, /CADJ
C T R A I L I N G EDGE W A K E DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS TABLE, IF NOT CARD INPUT
COMMON /ALLCOM/ M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , A X I A ,RGA,GAMA,
1 - M A C H C , P S C t T S C , P T C , T T C t AXI C ,RGC, GAMC,
2 D A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H O T S T
M A C H A ( I ) , M A C H C
A X I A , A X I C , C H O T S T
DR,DZ,YPA,YPB,F,G, DX,YQDX,ZM,RM,ANGM,CURVM, SIM,




























COMMON /IXORIG/ LTO.LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE
/ VM(300)
/ Z < 3 0 0 )
/ R ( 3 0 0 )








( W S L , C U R V )
LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDE,
* L O , L E S T A , L D U M < 8 ) ,
* MO,NM, NJ,NFCOLS, M A X N J . M A X O L , M A X N M , M A X L E ,
* LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
DIMENSION L I M I T S < 2 4 )
EQUIVALENCE (LIMITS,LHO)
c T A B L E OF LEADING EDGE AND TRAILING EDGE POINTS
C INDEX- LE=LEO,LEt,10
C NLfc,NTE=NO. OF L.E. AND T.E. COINCIDENT PTS, RESPECTIVELY
C CHL.CHU=NAME OF CHANNEL ABOVE AND BELOW PT, RESPECTIVELY
C RDL,RUU=BOUNDARY NAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE POINTS
C NUSEO = COUNT OF TIMES THAT POINT USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF /ORTCHN/
COMMON /LETEPT/ Xt(1 ) ,Yfc<1),ANGE(I)*NLE(1),NTE(1),
1 CHL(1),CHU(1),BDL(1),RDU(1),NUSEDU91)
INTEGER CHL,CHU,BDL,BDU
c TABLE OF CHANNELS EMBRACED BY EACH ORTHOGONAL
C INDEX- LR=LRO,LRE,LRD
IF(AXIA) GO TO 170
00 165 J=1,NSL
165 A(J ) = Y(J)
GO TU 173
170 DC) 172 J=1,NSL
172 A( J ) = PI*R(J)*R(J)




IF(ERR) GO TO 182
175 0V = 0.
176 IF(PS.EO.BITS) GO TO 177
YTOL = 1.E6
GO TO 179
177 PS(1) = .95*PTMIN
YTOL = WTF*l.E-5
17B CALL SETM(1,PS, PS(2),NSL-1)
179 DO 180 JM.NSL
TS = TT( J)*(PS( J)/PT( JM**FGT(LT)




CALL LSPFIT(A,V,NSL, A,PSIfNSLf -1)
DELP = P T M I N - P S ( 1 )
XJP = .5*DELP
DYDX = -,5*PSI (NSD/DELP
YO = WTF
CALL QIREMtPS.PSI(NSL),XJP,QV)
IFIQV.GE.2. .AND. OV(5).EO.O.I GO TO 183
IFIGV.EQ.21.) GO TO 184
1FIQV.NE.O.) GO TO 178











1H4 WRITE (6,1184) WTF,CHT
GO TO 186 /










G I V E N MACH NUMBER, AREA AND S T A T I C FLOW PROPERTIES
190 IF! WTF.NF. . .O. .AND. (LH.EO.O .OR. MACHO( LH) . EQ.BI TS) ) GO TO 200
MACHC = MACHA
I F ( L H . E O . O ) GO TO 195
I F ( M A C H O t L H ) . N E . b l T S ) MACHC=MACHO(LH)
I F J P S U ( L H ) . N E . B I T S ) PSC = PSO(LH)
I F ( T S O ( L H ) . N E . B I T S ) T S C = T S O ( L H )
195 I F ( t G A M ( L T ) . E O . O . ) FG1 = 1 . / ( T S C * C R G ( L T ) )
T T Q T S = l .+0.5*FGl*MACHC*MACHC
196 IFUH.EO.O .OR. ( T T O ( L H ) .EO.BlTS .AND. P T O ( L H ) . E Q . B I T S ) ) GOTO 197
* T O T A L CONDITIONS ARE SPECIF IED RATHER THAN S T A T I C
TSC = T T / T T Q T S
PSC = P T / T T O T S * * F G P ( L T )
GO TU 19H
197 TT * TSC*TTQTS
PT = PSC*TTOTS**FGP(LT)
198 IF(WTF.NE.O.) GO TO 240
IF ( LH.NE. 0 .AND. AO(LH ) .NE.B1TS ) AREA = AO(LH)*RHL




IF((JGAM(LT) .NE.O. ) WTF = W TF*SQRT (GAMMA*CRG ( LT ) *TSC )
GO TO 240
I




210 AREA = AREATB(LT)
240 P S I ( N S L ) = W T F
I F t W T F . N E . O . ) GO TO 250
ERR = .TRUE.
W R I T E (6,1200) CHT
PUT D A T A IN CONVTB-ARRAY
250 C H ( L T ) = CHT
N P T ( L T ) = N S L
LT1 = LT+15
CALL M O V E J 1 , PSI ,CH(LT i ) ,NSL, l )
LPSI (LT)=LT1-LT
LT1 » LTl+NSL
CALL MOVfcd, TT ,CH(LT l ) ,NSL , l )
L T T ( L T ) = L T 1 - L T
LT1 » LTl+NSL
CALL MOVEd, P T , C H ( L T 1 ) , N S L , L )
L P T ( L T ) = L T 1 - L T
LT1 =LT1+NSL
CALL MOVEd, RCU,CH(LT l ) ,NSL, 1)
L R C U ( L T ) = L T l - L T
L T N E X T ( L T ) = 1 5 + 4 * N S L
LTE = L T + L T N E X T ( L T ) - l
EXTERNAL CHANNEL PROPERTIES FOR FAR FIELD CALC



























L O G I C A L












(TABU)tX2CL) , (TAB(5),VCL) , (TAB(6),MCL)











P 1 , T W O P I , P I Q ^ , P I Q 4 , T O O E G , T O R A D
Y T O L , Y O , D Y D X , C T R M A X
RESTRT,ENDBDr ,ENDFIL ,K6SV
Rt STRT,ENDBDT,ENDFIL
E D U M 1 7 2 ) , Q V ( 8 ) , A ( 9 0 ) , V ( 9 0 ) ,
P S I ( 9 0 ) , R ( 9 0 ) , T T ( 9 0 ) , P T ( 9 0 ) , R C U ( 9 0 ) f P S ( 9 0 )
Y ( 9 0 )
( Y , R )
ERR,ERRMAJ, INERR,PRERR
ERR,ERRMAJ, INERR,PRERR
C H T , E X T
CHT = C H T A
CALL SETMd. lHTS, PSI ,5<»0)

















IFtLH.NE.O .AND. KG(LH).NL,BITS) CRG(LT)=RG(LH)
C P G J I L T ) = F G P ( L T ) * C R G ( L T )
C 2 C P ( L T ) = 2 . * C P G J ( L T )




DEFINE TOTAL PROPERTIES AS OETLRMINED FROM D A T A ON
IC/'jHf f: 1-1 Uf
r r r . =
PTC =
PSC =































STREAMLINES. GIVEN FLOW RATE,
TO 150
IFIWTFLOW(LH).NE.BITS) W TF=WTFLOW ( LH ) /CG
NO INPUT PROFILES









FILL PS, PT, TT AND RCU TABLES
150 I F ( T T . E O . B I T S ) T T = T T C
I F ( P T . E O . B I T S ) PT=PTC
IF (RCU.EO.B ITS) RCU=0.
I F ( P S I . E O . B I T S ) GO TO 160
C A L L F I L L I P S I v P T f I tNSL)
CALL F ILL IPSI ,TT, I, NSL)
CALL FILL1PSI ,RCU,lfNSL)
I F I W T F . E O . O . ) GO TO 250
CONST = W T F / P S H N S L )
00 155 J=1,NSL
PSI ( J ) = CONST*PSI U)
GO TO 250
155
160 I F ( R . E Q . B I T S ) GO TO 190
CALL F I L L ( R , P T , i.NSL )
CALL F I L L ( R , T T , 1 » N S L )
CALL F ILL (R ,RCUt l ,NSL)
IF( PS. NE. B I T S ) CALL F ILL (R, PS,i ,NSL)
INTEGRATION OF RHO*V*DA
IF(NSL.EQ.l) GO TO 190



















COMMON /CHDATA/ X1F(1)vX2FI1)*X1BF(1)«X1AFI 1)t
1 S1F(1),NCHB(1),NCHA(1),JORDER(1),VNR(12)






GO TO (5,10)t LENTRY
5 CALL BLDTBS
GO TO 20




















ITERATION COUNTER TO ZERO






* f )ECK RUlNV
SUBROUTINE R C O N V ( C H T A , L T A , A R E A )
•BCONV- BUILD CONVECTED PROPfcRTIES TABLE -BCONV-
I N T E G E R C H T A
C I N P D T -
c CHTA = CHANNEL NAME
C AREA = FLOW AREA IN CASE NO /CHOATAX IS AVAILABLE
C DATA IN THE CHANNEL DATA TABLt, /CHDATA/
C OUTPUT-
C LTA = INDEX OF CHTA IN CONVTB
C SUBIABLE OF CONVtCTED FLOW PROPERTIES
C D E T E R M I N A T I O N OF CHANNEL FLOW R A T f c
C OUTPUT FOR FAR FIELD CALCULATION
c ATINF = SPEED OF SOUND AT STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
C MINF = FREE STRfcAM MACH NUMbER
C UINF = FREE STREAM VELOCITY
COMMON /ALLCOM/ M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , A X 1 A , R G A , G A M A »
1 M A C H C , P S C , T S C t p T C . T T C f A X 1 C t R G C . G A M C ,
2 D A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H O T S T
REAL M A C H A ( I ) , M A C H C
LOGICAL A X I A , A X I C , C H O T S T
C CHANNEL INPUT DATA TABLE
C INDEX- LH=LHOtlHE
C TABLE OF CONVECTED PROPERTIES
C INDEX- LT=LTO,LTE
C CH CHANNELNAME
C LTNEXT= INDEX INCREMENT TO THt NEXT CHANNEL
C LPSI = RELATIVE LOCATION OF pS! LIST
C NPT * NO. OF PSI. TT, PT AND RCU VALUES
C LTT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF TT LIST
c LPT = RELATIVE LOCATION OF PT LIST
C LRCU = RELATIVE LOCATION OF RCu LIST









DIMENSION CH(D,LTNEXT( i) .NPTJII ,LPSI (D,LTT(D ,LPTI i),
1 LRCU( l ) ,
2 C R G ( l ) , C P G J ( i ) , C 2 C P ( l ) , O G A M ( l ) , F G T ( 1 ) V F G P ( 1) t




EQUIVALENCE (CHNAM.BDTtCH,X2W,X lF ,X1)
EQUIVALENCE (LHNEXT ,LBNEXT , L INEXT.LWNEXT.X2FtLNEXT)
t G U I V A l b N C t ( W T F L O M t L B Z l t N P T t S l M t X l B F , M L B )
F . O U I V A L F N C E ( T TO.CHNAML ,LPSI ,X1AF,MUB) , ( PTfl, UP, LTT , SI F , PR I M )
EQUIVALENCE ( T S(J» LEDE X,LP I ,NCHB , TYPELB)





X2W,LWNEXT(=2+2N), S1W< 11 ,S 1W( 2) . . . SlW IN) , OSTUI tOST(Z) t ..OST CN)
X2W = STREAMLINE COORDINATE
SlW = DISTANCE ALONG STREAMLINE FROM T.E.
DST = WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AS A FUNCTION OF SlW
EQUIVALENCE (CH,X1F,X2W), <LTNEXT,X2F,LHNEXTI, (NPT.X18FtSlWl




























C INTERPOLATE FOR LAMINA THICKNESS
NK = MB-MA + 1
CALL SETM(l,l.f LAM,NK)
IF(NTHKX.LE.l) GO TO 100
CALL LFIT2DIZIMA),R(MA),LAM,NK)
C INITIALIZE
100 WAKE = .FALSE.








IF(M.NE.Ml) GO TO 114
CHX = SLCHN(J)
PSI1 = X2(J)





K — K + 1
M » fcA -* 1
— r\ T ^
IF(M.LE.MB) GO TO 110
C FIND INDEX IN CONVTB
120 LT = LTD
125 IF(LT.GT.LTE) CALL ERROR1
IF(CHJLT).EQ.CHX) GO TO 130
LT = LT+LTNEXTILT)
GO TO 125
C I N T E R P O L A T E FOR CONVECTED PROPERTIES
C SCALE THE PSI TABLE TO CONFORM TO THE LPSI-TABLE IN /CONVTB/
130 NI = N P T ( L T )
I = LT4LPSIIIT)
12 = I+NI
IFIK1.EQ.1 .AND. NK.tO.l) PSIl=PSll-8.
PSI I = 8.*AINT(PSIl/8.)
F = XCH(I2-l)/8.
00 140 KN=itNK
140 PS1 (KN) = (PSKKN)-PSm*F
IT = LT-HTT(LT)
IP = LT + LPKLT)
IS = LT + LRCUUT)
CALL LSPFIT(CH( 1 ) ,CH(IT),NI, PS I ,TT<Kl),NK, 0)
CALL LSPFIT(CH(I).CH(IP)tNIt PSItPT<Kl),NK, 0)




C WAKE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
C SEARCH FOR X2-SUBTABLE




155 IF(LW.GE.LWE) GO TO 190
IF(X2W(LW).EQ.X2J) GO TO 170
LW - LW^LWNEXT(LW)
GO TO 155
C FIND TRAILING EDGE SI IN THE FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLEt S1F
170 LF = LFO
175 IF(X2F(LF).EO.X2J» GO TO 180
LF = LF+NFCOLS
IF(LF .LT.LFE ) GO TO 175
CALL ERROR1
C INTERPOLATE FOR WAKE DISPLACEMENT THlCKNESSt DSTAR
180 SIFT£=SI(M)-SIF(LF)
C Sl-FROM-T.E.
IF(S1FTE.LE.O.) GO TO 190
N = (LWNEXT(LW)-2)/2
LSTAR = LW+N




186 WAKE = .TRUf.
C LOOP FOR NEXT CHANNEL
190 WADD = WSTA(K-l)
GO TO 105
C USE CONSTANT DENSITY APPROXIMATION FOR MAJCTR.LE.NODENS






CMATINV DUMMY (CDC) MATINV SIMULATOR -MATINV-
01 MEN SIGN YIJIl)fUNIT(l) fINl(L)tIN2(lt
NN = N*N
CALL SETMJl,0.,UNIT,NN»
Nl = N + l
DO 1 L=l,NN tNl
1 UNIT(L)= 1.
CALL LRMDSKYIJ.N, INI, IN2 ,DE T , I F , N )




SIWKOUT INI T T P T ( M A , MB, W S TA ,U 1 SP, W A K E , TT , PT , LAM, RGX , C2CPX , FOR X )
• I T J M - - TT , PT , AND RCU FOR STREAMLINES - T T P T -
UJGICAL WAKE
« I A L L A M ( 2 5 )
niMI NSKJN W S T A ( 2 b ),U1(.,P I 25) , TT ( 2 5 ) , P T ( 2 b ) ,
1 R ^ X ( 2 ' j ) ,C2CPX(25 ) , F G R X ( 2 5 )
C 1NPUI-
C MA F I R S T FULL) POINT
C MIJ = L A S T FIELD POINT
C OUTPUT-
C WSTA = LIST OF STKFAM FUNCTION VALUES
C OISP(K)=NON-/ERO 1-OR PfJSSlBU. SLIP CONDITION BETWEEN STREAMLINE
C K AND K+l, UTHfcRWlSt DISP(K)=0.
C = DISPLACEMbNT THICKNESS OF WAKE IF POSITIVE
C WAKE = .TRUE. IF THERE EXISTS ANY WAKE DISPLACEMENTS.
C TT INTERPOLATED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
C PT INTERPOLATED TOTAL PRESSURE
C LAMBDA= LAMINA THICKNESS IN THIRD DIMENSION, BLOCKAGE EFFECT
C RCU = INTERPOLATED ANGULAR MOMENTUM ***NOT NOW IN USE
C RGX = GAS CONSTANT
C C2CPX = SPECIFIC HEAT
C FGRX = l./(GAM-l.)= FUNCTION OF GAMMA FOR CALCULATING DENSITY
C NOTE - LENGTH OF WSTA,TT,PT,HCU-LISTS IS MB-MA+1
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUM18),




COMMON /SLTAB / W( 126 ) ,X2 I12B) ,SLCHN(128 )
I N T E G E R SLCHN









* SEE OTHER LISTING OF TTPT FOR EXPLANATION OF VARIABLES
C FLOW ADJUSTMENT TABLE
C INDEX- LF=LFO,LFE
DIMENSION X1F( 1) ,X2F(1),X1BF11),XIAF(1),
1 S1F(l),NCHB(l),NCHA(1),JORDER(1),VNR(12)
EQUIVALENCE (LFB.X1BF),(LFA,XIAF),(LRF,NCHB),(LRXF.NCHA)
DIMENSION LFB( 1) ,LFA(1),LRF(1) .LRXF(l)
C TABLE OF WAKF DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
C INDEX- LW=LWO,LWt
D1MI NSIDN X2W(1 ) ,LWNhXTU) , SI W 1^.7)
D1MINSKIN l)Sl(l)
t U U l V A L E N C E ( D S T , S 1 W )
C SUBTABLE ARRANGEMENT IS-
*OECK DUP1
SUBROUTINE LFIT2D(X,YfTO,NXY»
*LFIT2D LINEAR SURFACE INTERPOLATION -LFIT2D-



























LIST OF COORDINATES AT WHICH INTERPOLATED VALUES ARE TO BE






NUMBER OF T-VALUES IS NXT*NYTf ORDER IS ILLUSTRATED BELOW



















COMMON /CTHICK/ NXT, NYT, XT ( 20 ) , YT ( 20 ) , T < 78 )






105 IFIX(M).LT.XTI'I)) GO TO 110
IF(X(M) .GT.XTl 1 + 1) ) GO TO 120
F = (X(M)-XTC I ))/(XTII+l)-XT(I ) )
GO TO 150
110 IF( I.EO.l) GO TO 140
I = I-i
GO TO 125
120 IFC ( I+LI.GE.NXT) GO TO 145






145 F * 1.
INTERPOLATE WRT Y









160 TfJ(M) = F*T2(M)+<l.-F)*Tl(M)
M = M + l
IF(M.LE.NXY) GO TO 100




DATA KLE/2HLE/f KTE/2HTE/, KFIELO/5HFIELD/
DATA KFAR/6HFARFLD/, KFREE/4HFREE/, KPRES/4HPRES/, KSOLID/5HSOLID/
_ DATA ONCE/.FALSE./
C CHECK FOR INCORRECT CHANNEL INPUT NAMES
LH = LHO
~" GO TO 45
C LOOP THROUGH BOUNDARY TABLE TO SEE IF CHNAM(LH) IS REFERENCED
32 LB = LBDO
— 35 IF(CHNAMfLH).EQ.CHNAME(LB ) .OR. CHNAMiLH).EO.CHNAME(LB+1)IGO TO 40
LB = LB+LBNEXTUB)
IFILB.LT.LBDE) GO TO 35
_ C NO REFERENCE FOUND FOR CHNAM(LH)
ERR = .TRUE.
WRIH (6,1035) CHNAM(LH)
1035 FORMAT(57H *** EKKOR - BOUNDARY INPUT DATA DOES NOT REFERENCE CHN
~~ l = tA6)
C INDEX TO NEXT CHANNEL
40 LH = LH+LHNEXTCLH)
- 45 IF(LH.LT.LHE) GO TO 32
C LOOP THROUGH STATION TABLE TO INSERT SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYPES
_ L = LO
C LOWER BOUNDARY
100 NAMB = NAMELB(L)
~ KTYPE = TYPELB(L)
ITVL = ILB(L)
IRET = 0
- GO TO 500
150 T Y P E L B ( L ) = K T Y P E
I F ( K T Y P E . N E . K S O L I D ) NAMELB(L)=NAMB








C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
L = L+LNEXT(L)
IF(L.LT.LESTA) GO TO 100
RETURN
C** GENERAL LOGIC FOR tITHfcR UPPtK OK LOWER BOUNDARY
C NAMB = BOUNDARY NAME
C KTYPE = BOUNDARY TYPt
500 IF(KTYPE.EO.KLE .OR. KTYPE.EO.KTE .OR. KTYPE.EG.KFIELD)
* GO TO 599




I F ( K I Y P E . N E . K S O L I D ) GO TQ 520
I H X f J = L B Z K L B )
IHLHXN.EQ.O) GO TO 520
LUX = L B Z 1 ( L B ) * 3 * I T V L - 3
C LliX = INDEX ( R E L A T I V E TO SUBTABLE ORIGIN) OF THE
C INTERVAL OF THE OL-BOUNDARY INTERSECTION POINT
LHl = LB
510 I F ( L B A ( L B 1 ) . L E . L B X .AND. LBB(LBH.GE.LBX) GO TO 515
LB1 » LB1 + 3
IFILbl.LT.fLB«LBZ1(LBI )) GO TO 510
CALL ERROR1
C CHECK FOR F IRST OF DOUBLE POINTS ON UPPER BOUNDARY
515 IF I IRET.EQ.O .OR. LBX.NE.LBBfLB1) .OR. (LB1 + 3 ) .GE . (LB + LBZ1 (LB ) )
* .OR. L B A ( L B l » 3 ) . N K . ( L B B U B l ) + 3 ) ) GO TO 518
c CHANGE STATION-TABLE REFERENCE TO THE 2ND PT UST STREAMWISE PTI
NAMBD = BDNAME(LB1»
LB1 = LB1 + 3
IUBIL » = IUB(LK1
SETAG = .TRUE.
518 NAMB = BDNAME(LBl)
C DETERMINE IF GIVEN BOUNDARY NAME HAS BEEN SPECIFIED BY
C USER INPUT AS A SPECIAL BOUNDARY TYPE
520 IF(NAMB.EQ.FARFLD(1) .OR. NAMB.EQ.FARFLDt2)) KTYPE=KFAR
IF(NAMB.EO.FREEd) .OR. NAMB.EO.FREE ( 2 ) ) KTYPE-KFREE
IF(NAMB.EO.PRES<1 ) .OR. NAMB.EQ.PRES(2)) KTYPE=KPRES
C SET ISTAG EQUAL TO ZERO AT THE SOLID/FREE BREAK POINT
IF(.NOT.SETAG .OR. (NAMBD.NE.FREE(1) .AND. NAMBD.NE.FREE(2) .AND.





C FAR-FIELD BOUNDARY GEOMETRIC DATA







1530 FORMAT(//2X,41HTHE FAR FIELD INTERFACE BOUNDARY IS AT R=,F9.3,
*11H BETWEEN Z«,F9.3,4H ANO,F9.3,1H.,8H (BDY=,A6,1H))




599 IF( IRfcT) 150,150,250
END
NFF = NF
PARABOLIC FIT AT END POINTS OF FARFIELD BOUNDARY
RA = RFF( 1)
ZA = ZFF( 1)
ZASQ = 1./<Z1-ZA)**2







C LOCAU. ENDPIJINT IN01CLS
DO 200 K=l,25
IH( ZDNlK ) .GE.ZA ) GO TO 201
2 JO CONTINUE
20i LU = K-i
DO 210 K=l,25
IF{ Z D N ( K ) . G T . Z B ) GO TO 211
. 210 CONTINUE
211 LD = K
C I N T E R P O L A T E POINTS IN STC SOLUTION TABLES
NUM = LD-LU+1
IF( PRFF.NE.O. ) CALL LSPF I T ( ZFF »RFF »NFF , ZDN( LU+1 ) t RDN( LU+i )
* NUM.J)
C
C I N T t K P U L A T E CO-ClRDlNATk D t K l V A T I V E S ON FAR-FIELD BOUNDARY
C
l\- ( t 'K f » I .Nl .0. ) Itl I 10 <•
C A L L U 1 ( H /FJ - , PHIFF ,NFF , /DNlLU*l) iURDN(LU*l) ,NUM)
on ID t>'j'j
<< C A L L L S P f rT (ZFF ,PH lFF ,NFF ,ZDN(LU+ l ) tDRDN(LU-« - l ) ,NUM fO)
C > ILL t 'JO POINTS Ul- ZDNtOHON T A B L E S
K)= A1+B1*ZDN(K)+C1*ZDN<K)**2
b'^ 6 DRDN(K)= Hi+2.*Cl*ZDN(K) '
DO t>W K=LD,25
RDNJK )= A25+B25*ZON(K)+C25*ZDN(K)**2
5b7 r>RDN(K) = B25+2.*C25*ZDN(K)
C ADJUST DERIVATIVE AT ZDN POINTS CLOSEST TO





b'jB AA = ( / A - / f ) N ( L U C ) I / O Z D f 4
SP * h l + 2 . * C l * Z U N < L U C )




561 ASSIGN 562 TO LGO
V,.'/ I;KON( LUC ) - SP* (. '.»« AA )* SIJ *( .b-AA )
(.1) Fi) LUi , ( 562, l >)
Sf , / - D / A 1 = / M - / U N ( L O »
D / A ^ ^ /DN(L fJ - l ) - /B
LiJC --- LIJ
IK A l i b ( D Z A 2 ) .GT. A H S ( U Z A l ) ) GO TO 565
LIJC = LD-1
i>6i AA = ( Z D N ( L U C ) - Z R ) / L ) Z l ) N
SP = H25+2 . *C25*ZDN(LUC)
IK f 'RFM.NL.O. ) GO TO 565
C A L L LF ITU 7FF ,PH lFF ,NFF ,ZnN(LUC) f SB, I )
(>U l(J 566
b h b C A L I L S P f I T ( / F F , I M < I F f - t N f - f - f 7 [ ) N ( L U C } t S H v l , j )
•>/.6 A S S K i N lj Tl) L(,U
( ,n TO «>622
C
C C A L C U L A T E V E L O C I T I E S ON FAR KkLD BOUNIJAKY
C
5 DO 10 1=1,25
SUM = 0.
DO 9 J=l,25
9 SUM = S U M + Z I J ( I , J ) * D R D N ( J )
10 UDNU )= ( 1. + SUM)*U1NIF
IFl PRFF.EQ.O. ) GO TO 20
W R l T t (6,14)































= LOCATION IN S T A T I O N - T A B L E OF NEW STATION
= LOCATION OF BASE S T A T I O N
= L O C A T I O N UF DOWNSTRtAM (OK UPSTREAM) STATION
= T IF LI IS AN UPSTREAM STA, OTHERWISE »F
= NEW S T A T I O N FILED POINT INDEX LIMITS
Z.R.PHI l FIELD VALUES
OUTPUT-





COMMIJM /ALLCUM/ M A C H A , P S A , T S A , P T A , T T A , AX IA ,RGA,GAMA,
1 M A C H C t P S C . T S C . P T C . T T C , AXIC,RGC,GAMC,
2 D A X l T t S C A L E A t T T E . C H O T S T
M A C H A ( 1 ) * M A C H C
A X I A . A X I C
CHOTST
DR,DZtYPAfYPo.FtGt DX,YQDX,ZM,RMfANGM,CURVM,SIM,












COMMON / I X O R I G /
*#
*
Z ( 3 0 0 )
R ( 3 0 0 )
S 2 < 3 0 0 >
S K 3 0 0 )
P H I U 3 0 0 )
JMS( 300)
C U R V ( 3 0 0 )
IM 300)
M, J . M U f M D t l S T A G
LHOtLHEt LBDOtLBDEt
LO,LESTA, LUUM(8) ,
MOfNM f NJ.NFCOLSt MAXNJ,MAXOL,MAXNM,MAXLE,
LEO,LEE, LRO,LRE,LRD
L I M I T S 1 2 4 )
(L IMITS,LHO)








SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF.BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(1),MLB(L),MUBl1)tPRIM(1),
L T Y P E L H U ) .NAMbLB( l ) , ILB( l ) ,FLB( I ) ,S1LB( I) ,
1 TYPFUUd ) ,NAMLUB(1) , lUB( l ) ,FUH(1 ),S1UB( 1) t











COMMON /CP.1TL / UITS.IBLANK
COMMON /f.MAXIl/ MAXIT,MAJCTR,GREFINtEOUM
COMMON /CPI / HI , TWUP1 ,PI02,PIG4,TODEG,TORAD
COMMON /CPRINT/ POUM1(3) ,PREFIN
COMMON /CVM / VM(300)
COMMON / F R A S E / ASK 800)
I N T t G L R HDYNAM.FARFLU,FREE,F IELO.PRES,SOLID
L O G I C A L UPUtUPD
D A T A F A R F L D / 6 H F A K F L I ) / , F H.LD/bHFI ELD/, FREEMHFRFE/t PRESMHPRES/,
* SOLIO/5HSOLID/
C*** R E L O C A T E TO MAKE MOOM FOR THE NEW S T A T I O N
C I N I T I A L I Z E N E W - S T A T I O N VALUE TO THE BASE-STAT ION VALUES
C CORRECT THE S T A - 1 A B L L INOICItS- L-ENO, L-BASEt L-THREE, L-UPSTREAM
LN = LNEW
NMOVE = LN-l - LF .STA
LH = LBASt
CALL M Q V E ( 2 , X.1 ( LN ), XI (LN+20 I tNMOVE, D, XI (L61 , XI ( LN ) , 20 , I)
L E S T A = L E S T A * 2 0
LT = L3+20
LU = LB




C UPDATE THf POINTEKS TO THE FIELD-TABLE
60 N P T S = MB-MA*l
L N E X T ( L N ) = 2 0
CALL S T T O F K L N t N P T S )
C*** DEFINE STAT ION-TABLE VALUES FOR THE NEW STATION
X K L N ) = . 5 * ( X 1 ( L B ) + X K L T M
M L B ( L N ) = M A
MUB(LN)=MB
P R I M ( L N ) = . F A L S E .
X 2 C L ( L N ) = B I T S
C** LOWER BOUNDARY STAT ION-TABLE VALUES
M = MA
CALL G E T I X
MX = MU
I F ( D O W N B ) MX=MD
LX = LU
C A L L S T A N U ( M X , L X , U P P E R )
I F ( M X - M L B ( L X ) ) 210,220,250
210 C A L L ERROR1
C L O W E R BOUNDARIES OF NEW AND BASE STATIONS ARE ON THE SAME SL
220 I F ( T Y P E L B ( L B ) . E O . F I E L D ) GO TO 250
I F ( T Y P E L B ( L B ) . E Q . F A R F L D ) GO fO 260
C FRtE BOUNDARY
I F ( T Y P E L B ( L B ) . N E . F R E E .AND. T YPELB ( LT ) .NE. FREE ) GO TO 22<t
T Y P E L B ( L N ) = F R E E
GO TO 260
C PRESSURE BOUNDARY





BDYNAM= N A M E L B ( L X )
NAMELB(LN)=BDYNAM
I L B ( L N ) = I L B ( L X )
F L B ( L N ) = F L B ( L X )




DS1 = ,5* (BARCS<BDYNAM, ILB(LU) , ILB(LDM * S1LB(LD)-SILB(LU))
IF(UPU.OR.UPD) CALL ERROR1
IF(DOWNB) DS1=-DS1
CALL B D Y P T M ( B D Y N A M , I L B ( L N ) , Z ( M ) , R ( H ) , F L B ( L N ) , S l L B ( L N ) , O S 1,GMA)
IF(GMA.NE.O.) CALL ERROR1
PHI1(M)=ANGD
B ( M ) = , 5 * ( B ( M U ) * B ( M D ) )
V M ( M ) = . 5 * < V M ( M U ) + V M ( M D ) )





CALL S A V I X
NAMELB(LN)=IBLANK
260 ILB(LN)=0
F L B ( L N ) = 8 I T S
S1LB(LN)=BITS
C** UPPER BOUNDARY STATION-TABLE VALUES
300 M » MB
CALL G E T I X
MX = MU
IF(DOWNB) MX=MD
CALL S T A N O ( M X , L X , U P P E R )
I F ( M U B < L X ) - M X ) 310,320,350
310 CALL ERROR1
C UPPER BOUNDARIES OF NEW AND BASE STATIONS ARE ON THE SAME SL
320 I F ( T Y P E U B ( L B ) . E O . F I E L D ) GO TO 350
IF(TYPEUB(L in .EQ. t ARFLD) GO 111 360
C FREE BOUNDARY
LD = LU *V
CALL STANO(MU,LU,UPU) O
CALL STANO(MD,LD,UPD)




324 IF ( T Y P E U B ( L B ) . N E . P R E S .AND. TYPEUB(LD).NE.PRES) GO TO 330
T Y P E U 8 ( L N ) = P R E S
GO TO 360
C SOLID BOUNDARY
330 TYPtU lMLN)=SOL lD
BDYNAM- NAMfUB(LX)
NAMEUb(LNl=BDYNAM
l U B C L N ) M U B ( L X )
FUBUN)=FUBUX)




IF1.NOT.UPU .OR. .NOT.UPO) CALL ERRORl
DS1 = . 5 * ( B A R C S ( B D Y N A M , l U B ( L D ) , I U B < L U n + SlUB<LU)-S1UB(LD))
I F ( . N O T . O O W N B ) OSi=-DSl
CALL B D Y P T M ( B D Y N A M , I U B ( L N ) , Z ( M ) , R ( M ) t F U B ( L N ) t S 1 U 8 C L N ) , D S 1 t G M A )
I F t G M A . N E . O . ) CALL ERRORl
PHI1(M)= ANGD-PI
B ( M ) = . 5 * ( B ( M U ) + B ( M D ) )
V M ( M ) = . 5 * ( V M ( M U ) + V M ( M D J )










C DEFINE THE FIELD POINTS BY CUBIC POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION ON SI-
^00 M = MA
RZONLY= .TRUE.


























C CHECK FOR POINTS ON A SLIP LINE
IFIM.bQ.MA .OR. WUJ.NE.O.) GO TO 420










420 M = M+l
IF(M-MB) 410t425,500
425 IF(TYPEUB(LN).NE.SOLID) GO TO 410













IF(W(Jt.EO.O. ) GO TO 5lb
ANG2 = ATAN3(OR,DZ,PHI1(M-l))
ADANG = ABS(DANG-PI02)





518 IF( (M-D.EQ.MX2) MX2=M
520 CONTINUE
C DEFINE THE FIELD PT LOCATIONS BY UPSTREAM AREA DISTRIBUTIONS












56<? MIJM1 = MU
M = M*l
K = K4 1
C A L L G E T I X
A R E A = SQRT( ( R ( M U ) - R ( M U M l ) ) *<R<MU>-R(MUMm
1 < Z ( M U ) - Z ( M U M 1 M * ( Z ( M U ) - Z ( M U M I ) )
I F ( A X I A ) A R E A * ( R ( M U ) + R ( M U M 1 ) ) * A R E A
A S U K ) = A S L ( K - 1 ) + A R E A
I F ( M . L T . M X 2 ) GO TO 562
ASLNK = A S L ( K )
INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
DZBA = Z ( M X 2 ) - Z ( M X 1 »
DRBA = R ( M X 2 ) - R ( M X 1 J
DRSQBA= D R B A * ( R ( M X 2 ) + R ( M X i n
RMASQ = R C M X 1 ) * R ( M X 1 )
DVMBA = V M ( M X 2 ) - V M ( M X l l
M = MXl+ l
K * 2
56A F - A S L ( K ) / A S L N K
Z I M ) = Z ( M X 1 ) + F * O Z R A
R ( M ) = R ( M X 1 ) * F * D R B A
I F ( A X I A) R ( M ) = S Q K T (
V M ( M ) = VM(MX1) *F*DVMBA
M = M + l
K = K*l
I F (M .LT .MX2) GO TG 564
GO TO 502





*PTMOVE POINT MOVEMENT ALONG STREAMLINES
- c
-PTMOVE-




















= ANGLE OF THE STREAMLINES
= DISTANCES ALONG THE STREAMLINES
DISTANCES ALONG THE ORTHOGONALS
ADJUSTED COORDINATES
STREAMLINE ANGLES (ADJUSTED POINTS)
DISTANCES ALONG THE STREAMLINES (ADJUSTED)
COMMON /CBEAM2/ DR ,DZ,YPA,YPB,F,G, DX,YQDX,ZM.RM,ANGM.CURVM,S




S 2 ( 3 0 0 )
SK300)
P H I K 3 0 0 )
JMS1300)
C U R V 1 3 0 0 )
6 (300)
M,J,MU,MD,ISTAG
















C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT>
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)









































































L , M A , M B , L X , I K t l K D I R t IKAt lK.Bt
NK,K,AOSl ,XCHOKfc ,ADSUB,ADSlUB,GMALB,GMAUB,
C F B O U M ( 1 7 )
l N R C T R , K D U M f N l N N E K ( 1 6 ) , C N V F < 1 6 )





V M O O O )
X 1 L ( 1 2 8 ) , S C ( 1 2 8 ) , V C < 1 2 8 ) , V D S < 1 2 8 ) . F V D S < 1 2 8 ) ,





















FBI 2) = 0.
C***#CALCULATE POINT MOVEMENT ALONG CONTROL STREAMLINE
C BUILD ARRAYS OF ARC DISTANCE AND VELOCITY
C BY LOOPING THROUGH THE STAT1 ON-TABLE
L = LO
LAST = 0
C FIRST POINT ON CONTROL STREAMLINE








SL, T OR F
220 X1LIIC)=X1(L)
J F ( S C < D.NE.BITS) GO TO 240




I F ( X 2 ( J ) - X C N T R L ) 230,232t230
230 CONTINUE
_ IF( 1C.E0.1I (»0 TO 245
Gil TO 24 ^
232 IH I C . E U . l ) ( i t ) U) 240
C ( T H L U P S T R b A M OL (JF THE KIGIlJN IS AT A T.E. IT DOES NOT INCLUDE AL
~ X1L( I )= X1A
SCI 1) = S l tMU)
V C ( 1 ) = V M ( M U )
- IF ( .NOT.VELPOT) VC(1»=500.
240 SCIIC) = S1(M)
_ SC( 1C )= Sl(M)
VC<IC)= V M t M )
1FI.NOT.VELPOT) VCUC)»500.
MCUL )= M
- C IS CONTROL SL INCLUDED IN THE STATION STREAMLINES
IF(M.LT.MLB(L)) CALL ERROR1
IF(M.LE.MUBID) GO TO 244
_ C CONTROL SL DOES NOT CROSS THIS OL, CHECK FOR FIELD BOUNDARIES
243 IF(TYPELB(L).NE.FIELD .AND. TYPEUB<L).NE.FI ELD) CALL ERROR!
OLWNCL= .TRUE.
MCL(L)= NOMCL
~ GO TO 245
244 M = MD
CALL GETIX
C INDEX TO THE NEXT STATION
245 JF(PRIMU) .AND. IC.NE.l) GO TO 250
_ L = L+LNEXTtL)
1C = IC+1
GO TO 220
~ C LAST POINT ALONG CONTROL STREAMLINE
250 XIB = XKL)
- C MODIFY STAGNATION POINT VELOCITY TO OBTAIN SMOOTH CURVE
C ASSUME VELOCITY IS CONSTANT TO WITHIN 2 L.E. RADII
IFIVCm.NE.O.) GO TO 254
_ M = MCHLSAV)
SC21 = SC(2)-SC( I)
f - /./(SC21*AMAXl(CUHV(M),l.E-6))
VC(1) - V(.(?)*AMAXL(0.ti.-H
~ 254 IFIVCI ICI.NI: .0.1 (if.) TU 25«
M = MCUL )
SC21 = SC( IO-SCI IC-1 )
- F * 2./tSC2l*AMAXltCURVtM),lE-6»
VC(IC)» VC(IC-1)*AMAX1(0.»1.-F)
_ C INTEGRATION OF VC*OSC (I.E. CALC OF POTENTIAL FUNCTION)
258 VDS(l)» 0.
CALL LSUMlSCtVCtlCf VDS)




260 FVUSI IC) = (XILI IC )-XIA)*CONST
CALL LSPFIT(VDS,SC,NIC, FVDS,SCX,NIC, 0)
C LOOP THROUGH THE SAME STATIONS, ONCE FOR REGULAR OL-S, AGAIN FOR OL
LOOP = 1
C****CALCULATE ANGLE AND ARC LENGTH ALONG THE ORTHOGONALS
iOO L = LSAV
1C = 1
RZ()NLY= .FALSE.
C LAST = LAST ORTHOGONAL OF THE PREVIOUS REGION. (ALREADY ORTHOGONA
ir(L.fcO.LAST) GO TO 450
302 IHLOOP.bQ.l .AND. MCL ( L ) .EQ .NOMCL ) GO TO 450




C RELOCATE Z,R TO ALLOW FOR DOUBLE SL-S
M = MA
K = 1




IF(W(J).NE.O. .OR. K.EO.l) GO TO 310
WEZPT(K-1)=.TRUE.
GO TO 312
310 K = K+l
312 M = M+l





C LOCATE BACK PHI2 AND S2 IF DOUBLE SL OCCURED
IF(NKX.tQ.NK) GO TO 322
K = NKX
316 IF(.NUT.WEZPT(K) ) GO TO 318
M = K-i+MA
NMOVE = -(NKX-K+1)
CALL MOVEI3, PH12(K),PHI 2(K+I),NMOVE,1, S2iM),S2(M+l).NMOVE.1,
1 WEZPT(K),WEZPT(K+l),NMOVE,!)
NKX = NKX+1
318 K = K-l
IF(K.GE.l) GO TO 316
IF(NKX.NE.NK) CALL ERROR1
C (BOUNDARY SI-TOLERANCE)
322 TOLS1 « .02*S2(MB)/FLOAT(NK)





K = K + l
M = M + l
IF(M-MB) 325,325,328
CALCULATE POINT MOVEMENT ALONG STREAMLINES REQD FOR ORTHOGONALITY
32B OS1(1)= 0.
CALL LSPFITIS2IMA),PHI2,NK, Si(MA),DS1,NK,-I)


































IF(M.LE.MB) GO TO 3292
IF(LOOP.E0.2) GO TO 3300































USL MIDDLE SL, EVAL. PT. MOVEMENT
TO 3310
IF( IK.LE.O) CALL ERRUR1
M = MU
GO TO 3302




3 3 1U I F ( I K U I R . E Q . L ) GO TO 3312




3312 N I K = 1 K B - I K A + 1
V O S ( I K A ) = 0 .
C A L L L S U M ( S C ( I K A ) , V C ( I K A ),NIK, V D S ( I K A I )
FVDSK = ( X K L ) - X l L ( I K A ) ) / ( X l L ( I K B ) - X l L ( I K A ) ) * V D S ( I K B )
C A L L L S P F I T ( V D S ( I K A ) , S C ( I K A ) , N I K , FVDSK,SCK, l , 0 )
K = MSV-MA+1
Af)Sl = SCK-SC(6b)-r>SKK »
C.. END SfcCTION FOR PARTIAL OL WITH NO MCL
C CHECK TO SEE IF MAGNITUDE OF DS1 IS REASONABLE
3314 IF( ABS( DSKNK) ) .LT.( .5*S2(MB) ) ) GO TO 3316
W R I T E (6,1330) X 1 (L) , L,MAJCTK




C DAMP THE CALCULATED STREAMWISE POINT SHIFTS









C LOWER AND UPPER BOUNDARY POINT MOVEMENT
AOS1LB= DSK 1 )
ADS1UH= -OSKNK )
C MOVE THE LOWER BOUNDARY POINT
K = 1




IF(TYPELB«L).NE.TE) GO TO 3332
ADS1LB= 0.
GO TO 3324
3332 IF(TYPELB(L ).NE.SOLID .OR. ISTAG.EQ.l) GO TO 334
3324 MA = MLB(L)
IF(ADSILB) 3325,3325,3326
3325 IF(MtJ.Nt.O) ADS1LB=AMAXK ADS1LB , . 5* ( SI ( MU)-Si (M) ) )
GO TO 3327
3326 IF(MI).NE.O) ADS 1LB=AMI Nl ( ADS1LB , . 5* ( SI ( MD)-SI (M) ) )
3327 CALL MDYPTM(NAMELB(L),ILIU L),Z(MA),R(MA),FLB{L),S1LB(L),
1 ADS1LB,GMALB)
S1(MA)= Sl(MA)+ADblLB+GMALB
C JUMP OVER RELOCATION OF ANGLfc/CURVATURE IF -ITERATION FORMULA ON
C BOUNDARY- ( ICOB) IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO MAJCTR.
- IF (MAJCTR.LE. ICOB) GO TO 333
PHIUMA)=ANGD
C U R V ( M A ) * C U R V D
333 MA = MA+l
K = 2
C MOVE THE UPPER BOUNDARY POINT
— 334 M »MUB(L)
CALL GETIX
IF(TYPEUB(L).NE.TE) GO TO 335
- ADS1UB= 0.
GO TO 3352
335 IF(TYPEUB(L).NE.SOLID .OR. ISTAG.EQ.I) GO TO 338




- 3356 IF(MU.NE.O) ADS1UB=AMIN1(ADS1UB,.5*(SKM)-S1(MU)))
3357 CALL BOYPTM( NAMEUB ( L ), IUB (L) ,Z( MB ) ,R(MB ) fFUBU), SlUBt L) t
1 ADS1UB.GMAUB)
_ S1(MB)= S1(MB)-ADS1UB-GMAUB
IF(MAJCTR.LE.ICOB) GO TO 336
PHI1(MB)=ANGD-PI
_ CURV(MB)=-CURVD
336 MB = MB-l
C CHECK FOR NON PRIM STATIONS EXTENDING BEYOUND THE ENDS OF THE BOUND
- 338 IF(PRIM(L)) GO TO 340
IF( (GMALB + GMAUB).NE.O. ) CALL E.RROR1
GO TO 348
C PRIM STATIONS. IF tITHEK -GET MINUS ASK- VALUE IS LARGE
C CORRECT OTHER BOUNDARY.
340 IF( IC.NE.l) GO TO 342
~" C (FIRST STATION OF THE REGION)
GMA = AMAX1(GMALB,-GMAUB)
GO TO 345
- C (LAST STATION OF THE REGION)
342 GMA a AMIN1(GMALB,-GMAUB)
_ 345 ADS1 = ADS1+GMA
ADS1LB= -GMAUB
ADS1UB= -GMALB
IF(ABS(GMA).GE.TOLSl) GO TO 332
~" C THIS IS A DANGEROUS LOOP
C MOVE THE INTERIOR POINTS




C (MOVE POINT UPSTREAM)
360 IF(MU) 361,381,361
361 DS1(K)= AMAXKDSKK) ,-.5* ( SI ( M)-S1 (MU) ) )






I'll I A - C H I 1(MU )
f'Mlh = PHI KM)
(,UKV( M) =CUKV(MU)*G *
(,(] TO 390
C (M(W POINT DOWNSTREAM)
3 MO IF(MO) 381,361,381
3HI OS1(K)= AM1NKOSKK) , . 5* ( SI ( MU)-SI ( M ) ) )
C CHtCK FOR DOWNSTREAM LEADING EDGE STAGNATION POINT







C CHECK FOR JUST ONE PT UPSTREAM OF STAG PT
IF( ISTAGD.NE.l ) GO TO 383
IF(MU.EO.O) CALL ERROR1
GO TO 361
383 F = DS1(K)/(S1(MD)-S1(M))
G = l.-F
FB = F
OR = R ( M D ) - R ( M )
DZ = Z ( M D ) - 2 ( M )
PHIA = PHI l (M)
PHIB = PHI HMD)
C U R V J M ) = C U R V ( M ) * G + CURVIMD)*F
390 ANGCHU= A T A N 3 ( O R , D Z , P H I A )
YPA = PHIA-ANGCHD
YPB = PHIB-ANGCHD
C C A L L BFI
Y O D X = F*G* (G*YPA-F*YPB )
ANGM = YPA*(3.*G-2.)*G + YPB*(3.*F-2.)*F
R(M) = R(M) + (FB*OR+YODX*DZ)
Z(M) = Z(M) + (FB*DZ-YQDX*DR)
PHIl(M)=ANGCHD+ANGM
SUM) = SKM)+DS1(K)
AGO M = M+l
K = K + l
IF(M-MB) 350,350,^.50
C INDEX TO THE NEXT STATION




C LOOP A(,AIN THROUGH STATIONS IF THERE ARE PARTIAL OL-S WITH NO MCL-S
470 IF(.NOT.OLWNCL .OR. LOOP.EQ.2) GO TO 500
LOOP = 2
GO TO 300
C CONTINUE TO NEXT REGION
500 LAST = L
IF(X2CL(L).EQ.BITS) L=L*LNEXT(L)
GO TO 210
C RMS OF THE REQUESTED DS1-S
900 DS1RMS= SORT(SDS1SO/FLOAT(NDS1) )
IF( INRCTR.EQ.O OS1RMO=DS1RMS
RETURN
1330 FORMAT{ /1X44H*** THE ORTHOGONAL LINE ADJUSTMENTS AT STA»F6.3,IX3H
*<L=I3,34H) ARE UNREASONABLY LARGE. MAJCTR"13t11H. (PTMOVE))
1331 F O R M A T ( 6 X 4 0 H P L E A S E CHECK INPUT BOUNDARY COORDINATES.)
END
f\
*DbCK R t F I N L
SUBROUTINE RF.FINF











VMG1 = MAX VELOCITY DIFFERENCE BET GRID POINTS ALONG SL
VMG2 = MAX VELOCITY DIFFERENCE BET GRID POINTS ALONG OL
ZtRt P H l l . S l t S Z t V M FIELD VALUtS (PHI1 IS NOT PRESERVED)








































/IXORIG/ LHO.LHE, LBDO.LBDE, LTQ,LTE, LWO.LWE, LFO.LFE,
* LO,LESTA, LDUM<8»,








SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR <BLDTBS»
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(I),PRI M(I) ,
1 TYPELBd ),NAMELB(L),ILB(1) ,FLB (1 ) , SiLBt I) ,
1 TYPEUBd ),NAMEUB(1) ,IUB(1) , FUBd ) ,S1UB( 1) ,




























' NEW SL EXTENSION CRITERIA
;
 EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW OL IN REGION WITH SOME SS-FLOW
' NEW OL EXTENSION CRITERIA
' EXTENSION CRITERIA FOR NEW


















It NGR.NGZ, SGR(10),GR(10), SGZ(10),GZ(10)
COMMON /CTABPR/ 11TAB
COMMON /CTULRL/ TllLRL ( 12 ) , SG IRE F , TOL INR
COMMON /CVM / VM(300)
COMMON /ERASE2/ CK (128),DELS( 128),OELVM(128)tLSTA(128),MJ2(128),










































STATION -C CHECK FOR ADJACENT STATIONS AND DETERMINE THE BASE
C A BASE STATION IS THE OL UPSTREAM OF LE STAG PT,
C DOWNSTREAM OF A TE, OR THE SHORTEST OF (PARTIAL) OL-S.
C OTHERWISE THE BASE STATION CAN BE EITHER THE UPSTREAM OR DOWNSTRE
C DOWNB = DOWNSTREAM BASE STATION
305 L2 - L1+LNEXT1L1)


























C A L L GET IX
MOD? = ML)
PRTWi = .FALSE.
IF ( P R E F N 2 . J O . I . .OR. ( PRtFN^ -GE . XI ( L2 ) . AND. XI U 1 ) .GE. PDUMI 8 )
1 .AND. ( P K E F N 2 + POUM( 8) ) .GT.O. ) ) PRTOB' .TRUE.
IF ( .NUI . P R T D H ) (it) TO 312
C A L L T A H P R T ( G H S T A - L l t X l (L l ) ,1, 1)
W R I T L (6 .NL2)
312 CONTINUE
C ADJACENT STATION TEST
IF( ( y iA2 .LE .MADl .AND. MAD1.LT.MB2) .OR.
1 ( M A 2 . L T . M O D 1 .AND. MBD1.LE.MB2) .OR.
? (MA i .LE .MAU2 .AND. MAU2.LT.MB1H GO TO 330
C CHECK FOR TE FOLLOWED BY LE
D A T A TE /2HTE/
I F J M A J C T R . G E . l ) GO TO 550
IFITYPELBILD.NE.TE ) GO T(J 322
M = MAI
GO TO 324




C LXB.LXA ARE STATIONS BELOW AND ABOVE THE TRAILING EDGE.
C IF L2 IS A LEADING EDGE STATION FOLLOWING Ll, THEN Ll MUST
C BE THE SECOND OF THE TWO TE STATIONS.
IFtLl.EO.LXA .OR. Ll.EO.LXB) GO TO 325
WRITE (6«NL2)
CALL ERROR1
325 IFJLXB.GT.Ll .OR. LXA.GT.L1) GO TO 550
C INSERT AN ORTHOGONAL BETWEEN THE TRAILING EDGE AND
C LEADING EDGE STATIONS.
C DEFINE MJ2( I )tCR( I ),NIt DOWNB,L,L3
1 = 0
M = MLB(LXH)
326 I = 1+1
MJ2< I )= M
CR( I ) = 2.
M = M+l
IF(M.LE.MUH(LX») ) GO TO 326
M = MLB(LXA)
327 I = 1*1
MJ2( I )= M
CR( I ) = 2.
M = M+l






NUMBER OF PRIMARY STATIONS
3 JO NPKIM = 0
IF( P R I M ( L 1 ) . O R . P R I M ( L 2 ) ) NPRlM»l
IF( PRIM(L1).AND.PRIM(L2) ) NPRIM-2
LBASE = LI
IF(NPRIM-l) 340t350t360
C NO PRIM STATIONS
340 IF(MAU2.GT.MAl .OR. MBU2.LT.MB1) GO TO 380
GO TO 370
C ONE PRIM STATION
350 IF IPRIM(LI ) ) GO TO 380
GO TO 370
C BOTH LI AND L2 ARE PRIM STATIONS
360 IF( (MB2-MA2).GT.(MB1-MA1M GO TO 380
C UPSTREAM BASE STATION












CHECK L.E. REFINEMENT CRITERIA
390 IF(TYPELB(L3).NE.HLE .AND. TyPEUB(L3).NE.HLE) GO TO 395
NEW ORTHOGONAL IN FRONT OF L.E.












IF((SiA.LE.RLEl*S2A .OR. S1B.LE.RLE1*S2B) .AND. MAJCTR.GE.L)
1 GO TO 550
GO TO 400
NEW ORTHOGONAL bEHIND L.E.






S1A = SORT(DZ*DZ+DR*DR )
IF(PRfcFN2.NE.O.) WRITE (6.NL390)
IF(S1A2.LE.RLE2*S1A .AND. MAJCTR.GE.l) GO TO 550
GO TO 400
I N H I H I
M
C A L L
IM 1',
\ Kf. F INE Ml NT
= MLBU 3)
(,H IX
f A G . N E . l ) G(J
AROUND A F I X E D STAGNATION POINT
TO
IF(DOWNB) GO TO 397





IF(S1A.LE.RLE1*S2A .AND. MAJCTR.GE.l) GO TO 550
GO U) 400
NEW UL BEHIND STAG PT ON LOWER BDY








NEW OL IN FRONT OF
399 M = MUBJL3)
CALL GETIX
IF(1STAG.NE.1) GO TO




NEW OL BEHIND STAG PT ON UPPER BDY
3992 M = MB1-1
GO TO 398
.AND. MAJCTR.GE.l) GO TO 550
STAG PT ON UPPER BDY
400
C** SWEEP ACROSS THE STREAMLINES TO
C BETWEEN ORTHOGONALS Ll AND L2









IF(MX.EQ.O) GO TO 430
CALL STANO(MX,LX,DUM)
IF(XI(LX).NE.X1L3) GO
I = I + i
DELS( I )= ABS(SKMX)-SKM) )
C CALC LARGEST, NEXT LARGEST
C FOR DETERMINING NUMBER OF
IF(MAJCTR.GE.I) GO TO 425
IKDhLSt I J.LT.SGMX) GO TO
SGMX2 = SGMX
SGMX = DELSlI )
GO TO 425
CHECK FOR REQD GRID REFINEMENT
TU 430
DISTANCES BETWEEN
E X T R A SL-S
423
ORTHOGONALS, SGMX,S
423 IF(DELS(I).GE.SGMX2) SGMX2=DELSII I
C MINIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN ORTHOGONALS
425 SG1MIN- AMINKSGlMINtDELSd ))





~ ZAV(I )« .5*<Z(MX)+Z(M)»
MJ2(I)= M
C CHECK FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW
_ IF(B(M).LT.O. .OR. B(MX).LT.O.) SSP-.TRUE.
C COMPUTE ORIENTATION OF SONIC LINE
IF(PRTDB) WRITE(6,1426) M,MX,B(M),B(MX)
1426 FORMAT(24H REFINE-M,MX,B(M),B<MX)-2I6,2F10.3)
IF(M.EO.MA) GO TO 430
BM = B(M)
BMM1 = B(M-l)




4258 IF(M.NE.MB .OR. BlMX)*BM.GE.O.) GO TO 4259
F =1.
BM = B(MX)
- 4259 IF(BM*BMM1.GT.O.) GO TO 430
F = BMMl/tBMMl-BM)
4260 FX = 0.
- 4261 IF(B(MX)*BM.GE.O.) GO TO 4262
FX = FX-H.
IF(MX.GE.MUB(L3M GO TO 4265
MX = MX+1
GO TO 4261
4262 IF(B(MX-1)*BMM1.GE.O.) GO TO 4264
FX = FX-1.
- IF((MX-1).LE.MLB(L3)) GO TO 4265
MX = MX-1
GO TO 4262
4264 FX = B(MX-l)/(B(MX-l)-B<MXM + FX
4265 FX = FX-F
IF(PRTDB) WRITE(6,1427) MX,F,FX
1427 FORMAT(9H MX,F,FX-16,2F10.3)
~" IF(DOWNB) FX = -FX
C FX SLOPE OF SONIC LINE IN TERMS OF GRID INTERVALS
C CHECK FOR EXPANSION OR COMPRESSION




IFIFX.GE..75) DELS( I )=AMAXKDELS< I ), (S2(M)-S2 (M-1M/SG21)
DELVM(I)=AMAX1(DELVM(I)f10.*(FX-1.))
C COMPRESSION
4266 CRXL * AMIN1(CRXL ,CRXC)
430 M = M+l
IF(M.LE.MB) GO TO 420
IF tCRXSS.LE.CRXL .AND. SSP) CRXL-CRXSS
NI = I
CALL LFITKGRtSGRtNGR, R A V , S G Y , N I )
f.Al I LF IT1 IGZ ,SG/,N(,7, ZAV,S(iX,NI)
HALVL = .fALSF.
DO 4V I = 1 , N I
RS = Uf.L!>( I )/AMAX1 ( r>(,X( I ) ,SGY(I ))
CK(I) = KS * DELVMI I )*R'j»*.2
4V I F < C H < I ) .GT.l. ) MALVF =.TRUE.
IF ( .NUT.PKTDB) OU TO 435
CALL TABPRM 3HMJ2,MJ2,NI ,10)
C A L L T A B P R T














C PREVENT TOO RAPID CHANGE IN OL SPACING
IF(HALVF) GO TO 440
X1D12 = .5*(X1(L2 )-XHLl ) )
IF(PR IM(L1 ) ) GO TO 436
IF((X1(L1)-X1(L1M)).LT.X1U12) HALVE=.TRUE.
GO TO 437
436 L1M = LI




438 L2P = L2
439 IF(.NOT.HALVE) GO TO 550
IF(TYPELB(Ll).EO.FIELO .OR. FYPELB(L1M).EO.FI ELD .OR.
* TYPELB(L2).EQ.FIELD .OR. TYPELBtL2P).EQ.FIELD) GO TO 4391
CR(1) - I.
GO TU 440
4391 CR(NI ) = 1.
C** ADD A NEW ORTHOGONAL LINE BETWEEN Ll AND L2, FIRST CHECK MEMORY






IF( (LtSTA + 20).LE.MAXLE ) GO TO 800
WRIT! (6,1440) XINfcW
1440 FORMAT! 1X72H*** STATION TABLE STORAGE LIMIT DOES NOT ALLOW A NEW
*ORTHOGONAL AT X I 1 = F7.3,1H ./6X61HGRID REFINEMENT BY INSERTING ORTHO
*GONALS IS BEING TERMINATED.)
GO TO 99
450 IF(NL.EO.l) GO TO 455
WRITK (6,1450) NL,XINEW
1450 FOKMAH/3X, I2,1X17HOL-S REQUESTED ATF8.3,)
IB(1) = IB(NL)
N L = 1
C** ADJUST FIELD ARRAYS FOR THE NLW OL




C CORRECT THE POINTERS IN THE JMS-TABLE
KNEW = MA2
HA = MNEW
I * IA( 1)
460 IF<D()WNBI GO TO 470
C (UPSTREAM BASE STATION)
C UPSTREM POINT

















C (DOWNSTREAM BASE STATION)
C DOWNSTREAM POINT
















490 I = I + l
MNEW = MNEW+1
IF(IB(D-I) 495,460t460
495 MB = MNEW-1
IF(PRTDB) CALL JMSPRT
c** MODIFY STATION-TABLE
500 CALL INSTA(L2*L,L3tDOWNB« MA, MB)
C INCREMENT TO THE NEXT ORTHOGONAL INTERVAL
*\
/
V.O I. 1M = LI
LI = L?
GO TlJ 305
C A V E R A G l fJIST HhT OR THUGS
'W SG1AVO= SGIAVGXFLOAT(NAVG)
S G l H ( f = .5*(SG1MIN»SG1AVG)
C*** E X A M I N f c GRID INCREMENT ABOVE STREAMLINE J2, (J2=l,NJ)
J? = 1
I F ( P K E F N 2 . E O . O . ) GO TO 100
U T A H = LO
CALL T A N P R T ( 6 H 5 6 0 S T A , X 1 , L E S T A , 5 )
100 J2NLX|= J2+1
IF ( W < J 2 + 1 ) .FO.O.) GO TO 200
C N E X T R A = NO OF EXTRA SL-S NEAR THE BODY FOR CHN=EXT,INT
NEXTRA= 0
DATA EXT/3HEXT/, HINT/3H1NT/
IF(MAJCTR.GT.O .OR. (SLCHN(J2).NE .EXT .AND. SLCHN(J2).NE.HINT))




IF I A X I A ) RROL=(R(M+1)*R(M+1)-R(H)*R(M))/(DSOL*(R(MJ + DSOL))
RK = 0.
IF(R(M) .LE..1) GO TO 101




101 RR = AMAXKRR.RROL )
C NEXTRA= MAXOd , MI NO ( I NT ( ALOG ( RR ) / ALOG ( 2. ) )-1 , 8 ) )
NEXTRA= MAXOd, IN T ( ALOG( RR )/ALOG( 2 . ) ) )
104 M = MBEGINU2)









C BYPASS UPPER BOUNDARY OF PARTIAL OL
IF(UPMER) GO TO 120
C CHECK L.E. REFINEMENT C R I T E R I A
IF ( ISTAG.NE.1 ) GO TO 114
S2A = S2(MU-H) -S2(MU)
DZ = Z ( M 4 l ) - Z ( M U + l )
OR = R(M+1) -R(MU+1)
S1A = S O R T ( O Z * D Z * D R * D R )
DZ = Z ( M D + 1 ) - Z ( M + 1 )
DR = R(MD+1 ) - R ( M + l)
S1A2 = SCJRT(DZ*DZ*UR*DR)
IFUS2A .LT .RLE3*S1A .OR. S2A ,LT.RLE3*S1A2) .AND. MAJCTR.GE. l )
1 GO TO ?00
114 L S T A ( I ) = L
MJ2( I )= M
DELS( I)=S2(M-H)-S2(M)
C (NOTE-S2 IS NOT UPDATED IF THIS IS FOR AN EXTRA SL)
DELVM( I) = ABS(VM(M+1)-VM(M))*QVMG2
ZAV(I)= .5*(Z(M+l)*Z(MM
RAV(I)= .5*(R(M + 1)+R(MM
M = M + l
CALL GETIX
IFU.EQ.i .AND. MU.NE.O) EXTND1-.FALSE.
IFIMNEXT.EO.O .AND. MD.NE.O) EXTND2-.FALSE.
C CHECK L.E. REFINEMENT CRITERIA








IF((S2B.LT.RLE3*SlB .OR. S2B.LT.RLE3*S1B2) .AND. MAjCTR.GE.l)
1 GO TO 200
117 IF(W(JJ.GE.WMIN) GO TO 119
HMIN = W(J)
X2MIN = X2(J)
119 I = 1+1
120 M = MNEXT








CR(I) * RS * DELVMd )*RS**.2
IF(CR(Ii.GT.l.) HALVE3.TRUE.
132 CONTINUE













145 WNEW = .5*(W(J2)+WMIN)
XI2 = .5*(X2(J2)+X2MIN)
IF(PRTDB) CALL TABPRT(4HHNEW,WNEW»1,1)
C BEGIN LOOP FOR INSERTING THE (PARTIAL) STREAMLlNEt LI-i.NL
LI = 1
NPTADD= 0
150 II = IA(LI )
12 = I B C L I )
IF< II .EO.O) 00 TO 195
UMlkMINF Ji, INOCX OF Nh M SL
J = J2
160 IF ( Ml J ) . G T . W N E W ) GO T(J 170
J = J + l
I F ( J . C > T . N J ) CALL ERROR I
GO TO 160
170 Jl = J
ADJUST FIELD ARRAYS AND SL TABLES
NEWSL = .TRUE.
I - II
M U 1 = 0
IF(NJ.LT.MAXNJ) GO TO 180
WRITfc (6,1175) XI2
RETURN


















B(M) = B(M-1)*F + B(M-H)*ONEMF
R(M) = R(M-1)*F * R(M+l)*ONEMF
I F ( A X I A ) R(M)=SQRT(R(M-1)*R(M-1)*F * R(M+1)*R(M+1)*ONEMF)
Si(M) = S1(M-1)*F + S1(M*1)*ONEMF
VM(M) = VM(M-l)*F * VM(M*1)*ONEMF
Z(M) = Z(M-1)*F * Z(M+l)*ONtMF
SET ISTAG=3 FOR PTS ADJACENT TO L.E. AND BOUNDARY CORNER PTS






IF( ISTAGM.EO.l ) GO TO 181





I HI ISTAG « 0
CALL SAVIX








C UPDATE THE STATION-TABLE POINTERS TO THE FIELD-TABLE
185 CALL STTOFKL,!)
GREFIN= .TRUE.
C INDEX TO NEXT PT ON SL
NEWSL « .FALSE.
190 I = 1*1
MU1 = Ml
IF(I2-I) 194,180,180
C INDEX TO NEXT PARTIAL SL
194 J2NEXT= J2NEXT+1
195 LI = Ll«-l






C LOOP TO PUT IN ADDITIONAL SL-S FOR EXTERNAL CHANNELS
200 IF(NEXTRA.EQ.O) GO TO 210
NEXTRA= NEXTRA-l
GO TO 104
C INCREMENT THE STREAMLINE COUNTLR J2
210 J2 = J2NEXT
IF(J2.LT.NJ) GO TO 100
RETURN
EVALUATION OF NEW LINE POSITIONS
C OUTPUT-
C NL NEW LINES ARE TO BE IN THE REGIONS IA(LI) TO IB(LI), LI'lfNL
C FOR IA(LI).NE.O.
C SEARCH FOR CR.GT.l. POINT
800 NL = 0
I = 1
805 IF(CR( I ).GE.l.) GO TO 810
I = 1+1
IF( I.LE.NI) GO TO 805
GO TO 840
C FIND IA,IB SO THAT CR.GE..175 IS WITHIN IA.IB










M I .M .Nl ) (,(J Tl) H40
f ((,K< i) .u. .1. j i SAVI =i
r (I .1 I .( I'jAVl » 3) .OK. CK< I ) .OE.CRXL) GO TO 820
: HLPtAT THL ABOVE FOR THE NEXT PARTIAL LINE
IF( I.LT.NI ) GO TO 805
: ADD ONLY ONE LINE IF NL.EQ.10
H40 IF(NL.NE.IO) GO TO 850
NL = 1
IBID = IBI10)
L L I M 1 N A T E THE SHORI GAPS BITWEEN LINES
850 IF(NL.LE.l) GO TO 860
LJLAST.= 1-
DO 855 LI=2,NL
IF((IA(L I)-IB(LI-l)J.GT.7) GO TO 854
IB(LI-1)=IB(LI)




NL = L ILAST
860 IF( 1A( IJ.LE.2 .AND. fcXTNDl) I A < 1 ) = 1
I F ( ( N I - I R ( N L ) J .LK .2 .AND. EXTN02) IB(NL)=NI
EXTEND EACH LINE TO A MINIMUM OF FIVE POINTS
NPTS = 0
DO 870 LI=l,NL
IF( IA(LI ).EO.O) GO TO 870
865 IDEF = MAXO((5-(IBILI)-IA(LII))/2t 0)
I A ( L I ) = MAXOI IAILI I-IDEF,1)
I B ( L I ) = K l N O t I B ( L I ) * I D E F , N I )
NPTS = NPTS + IB(LI ) - IA(L l ) -H
I F I N P T S . L T . 5 .AND. NPTS.LT .N I ) GO TO 865
870 CONTINUF
I F ( P R T D B ) W R I T E (6,1880) ( IA (L I ) . IB (L I ) t L I=1 ,NL)
1880 FORMAM7H I A, IB = , 10( AX , 2 I 4 ) )
I F ( ( N M + N P T S ) . L E . M A X N M ) GO TO H90
W R I T t (6,1881) NM.MAXNM
RETURN
RETURN
890 I F ( I R L T ) 145,450,450
1175 F O R M A T ( / 2 X 3 6 H * * * STREAMLINE LIMIT REACHED. (X I2=F6.3 ,1H))









* ( J t C K S L C
S U B R O U T I N E S L C
* S L C S T R E A M L I N E C U R V A T U R f c E T C -SLC-






















SUPERSONIC INDICATOR, NEGATIVE FOR SUPERSONIC VEL










































SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF»=T
SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, *0,1 FOR PARABOL
SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1, FOR PARABOLA
SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PTf T OR FCENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
B-RELAXATION FACTOR
CURVATURE RELAXAT ION FACTOR
M=MO,NM
/CZ / Z ( 3 0 0 )
/CR / R ( 3 0 0 )
/CS2 / S 2 ( 3 0 0 )


















C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE,FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1) ,LNEXT(1 ) ,MLBI 1),HUB 11>,PR1MI 1),











































































BI (128), J2DONE( 128) .MSVU28) ,CURSS(6)tQV<8)
ALLJ2,ANYJ2tJ2PREV.PARSLA,UPPER
DATA LE/2HLE/
C FIRST PASS ACROSS STREAMLINESt SKIP THOSE SL-S WHICH TERMINATE WITH
C IN THE FIELD IF J2PREVT. AT END OF PASS ALLJ2-T IF ALL STREAMLI
C HAVE BEEN FITTED AND ANYJ2«T IF ONE OR MORE SL-S HAVE BEEN FITTED.
C J2PREV*F IF ON THE PREVIOUS PASS NO SL-S WERE FITTED BECAUSE END





C BEGIN LOOP THROUGH FIRST TO LAST STREAMLINE, J2«1,NJ






IF( J200NEI J2) .EO.l ) GO TO 187
M = MHEGINJ.J2)
If-(PI)UM( 1 J.GT.O. ) U R I T f c (6,1160) J2
C (.HfiCK FOR ORTHOGONAL TERMINATING ON BOW SHOCK (DUMMY STREAMLINE )
CALL C - f r T I X
If ( MIJ.fQ.O .AND. MfJ.fcO.O ) 1,0 TO 180
C I1UILD /B,RB,ANG ARRAYS FUR THE STREAMLINE SEGMENT
C ISTAG=3 IS A BOUNDARY OF A PARTIAL ORTHOGONAL, SUCH POINTS
C ARE TU BE BYPASSED AND THEN FILLED IN BY INTERPOLATION
l i b I = 1
S1BII )= 0.
120 IA = I
MA = M
121 CALL GETIX
IF(ISTAG.E0.3) GO TO 128
RB( I ) = R(M)
ZB(I) = Z(M)
ANG( I >= PHI KM)
BI ( I ) = B(M)
MSV(I )= M
IF( ISTAG.EO.l .OR. ISTAG.f.Q.2) GO TO 130
124 IF(MD) 126,130,126
126 I = I+l
IB = I
128 M = MD
MB = M
GO TO 121
C SET END CONDITIONS
130 NBCB( l)=0
NBCB(2)=0









IF( IA.E0.1) GO TO 2140
2135 IEND = 2
MX = MB
IF(MDSV.NE.O) GO TO 135
C USE AVG CURVATURE B.C. FOR PARTIAL SL-S
2140 CALL STANO(MX,L,UPPER)
IF(MX.EO.MLB(L) .OR. UPPER .UR.
1 L.LQ.LO .OR. (L+LNEXT(L)).GE.LESTA) GO TO 2180
M = MLH(L)
CALL GETIX
IF(MU.EQ,0 .OR. MD.EO.O) GO TO 2180





2150 M = M+MCHNG
CALL GETIX
IFIMU.EO.O .OR. MD.EQ.O) GO TO 2150
IF( J2DONEU) .EQ.O .AND. J2PREV) GO TO 186
IF( INRCTR.NE.O) GO TO 2155
IF(J2DONE(JJ.EQ.O) GO TO 2150
2155 1F(M.LT.MLB(L ) .OR. M.GT.MUB(D) GO TO 2157
SUM = SUM+1.
CURVX = CURVX+.5*CURV(M)
- 2157 IF(MCHNG.EO.l) GO TO 2160
M = MX
MCHNG = 1
_ GO TO 2150









2190 IF( IEND.E0.1) GO TO 2135
C DEFINE ANG(l) TO OBTAIN CORRECT ANGLE BRANCH
135 IF(IA.NE.1) GO TO 136
ANGtl) = BRANCH




IF(M.NE.MLB(L)) GO TO 1352
C FIRST STREAMLINE
LB LBF(NAMELBU))
LB = LB + LBZULB)
ANG(1)= ANGBT(LB)
GO TO 136
C NOT FIRST STREAMLINE
1352 M = M-l
_ IF(M.LT.MLB(L)) CALL ERROR1
CALL GETIX
IF(J2DONE(J).EO.O) GO TO 1352
ANG(1>= PHIKM)
IF(PDUM(19).EO.l.) WRITE (6,1353)J,M,ANG(1)
1353 FORMAT (8H J,M,ANG,216,F10.6)
136 IF(ISTAGB.NE.l) GO TO 155
C THE STREAMLINE IS TERMINATED BY A STAGNATION POINT,
C PROCEED TO EXTRAPOLATE FOR ITS POSITION IF STAG-1
C AND BOUNDARY TYPE = LF..
C FIND THE STAGNATION POINT STATION
L = 0
CALL STANO(MB.LtUPPER)
C CHECK FOR LEADING EDGE POINT
CURVD = 0.
IF(UPPER) GO TO 138
IF(TYPELBU).NE.LE) GO TO 155
(,() TIJ 140
MM IF( T Y P f I J M ( L J.NE.LM GO Til 155
; HI GIN IH RAT ION FUK SIAGNAUOU POSITION
140 OV( 1) =0.
SMOVt = 0.
M = MB
I F ( A B S ( P U U M ( 5 ) l . L T . 5 . ) FB(2)= l .
145 I F ( U P P E R ) GO TO 147
NAMES = N A M E L B ( L )
IBS = I L B ( L )
FS = F L B ( L )
SIS = S I L B ( L )
GO TfJ 148
147 NAMES = NAMFIJIKL )
IBS = I U B ( L )
FS = F U B ( L )
SIS = S I U B ( L )





( L O G I C FOR LEADING S T A G N A T I O N POINT ONLY)
ERRANG= ANGU )-( ANGD-PIQ2)
IFIPDUMI D.LE.O.) GO TO 150
WRITE (6,1149) OV( 1) ,SMOVE,ERRANG.ZB(I ) ,RBd) ,ANGD,CURVD
1149 FORMATU4H STAG PT - QV=F5.0,2X,6HSMOVE=F10.5,2X,7HERRANG=F10.6,2X
*,3HZD=F10.5,2X,3HRD=F10.5,2X,5HANGD=F10.3,2X,6HCURVD=F10.6)
GO TO 1501
150 IFJCURVD.GE.O.) GO TO 1501
W R I T E (6,1150) ZB( I ) ,RB( I ),ANGD,CURVD
1150 FORMAT(/35H *** NEGATIVE L.E. CURVATURE- Z=FlO.5,3X,2HR=F10.5,3
*X,4HANG=F10.3,3X,5HCURV=F12.6)
1501 IF(QV(1).NE.O.) GO TO 151
YO = 0.
YTOL = l.E-5
DYDX = ABS(CURVD) + 1 ./( SIB ( I )-SIB ( 1-1) )
XJP = -ABS(ERRANG)/DYDX
OYOX = 0.
151 CALL CIREM(SMOVE,ERRANG, XJP,CV)
IF(QV(1).NE.O.) GO TO 145









: USE (SUBSONIC) BEAM FORMULA TO CALC ANG,CURVATURE,SI





IF(IORDER.EO.O) GO TO 1556
I = IORDER-1
WRITE(6,1155) ZBd ),RBd ),ZB(I+ 1),RB(I*1),J2,I,I ORDER
IF(NORDER.GE.5) CALL ERROR1
SAV * ZB(I )
ZB(I) - ZB(1*1)
ZB( I*1)=SAV
SAV * RBI I)
RBI I) = RBI 1*1)
RB( I*i) = SAV
NORDER= NORDER*!
GO TO 1552
1556 IF(SSFML.EO.(-l))CALL BF3(ZB,RB,ANG,CURVB,I A,IB)
156 IFISSEF .AND. .NOT.PARSLA) ANG(1)»SSEANG*TORAD
: RELOCATE ANSWERS INTO FIELD STORAGE




IF(ISTAG.EQ.3) GO TO 166
SUPERSONIC POINT CURVATURE











1622 NISS » I-I1SS*!









IFd.NE.IA .OR. I.EQ.l) GO TO 164
PHI l (M) = .5*< ANGd ) *ANGSAV)
C U R V I M ) = . 5 * ( C U R V B I I ) * C U R S A V )
IFI ISTAG.NE.l .OR. CURVD.LE.U.) GO TO 164
CURVIM)=CURVD
FBASTG= FRACTION OF BOUNDARY ANGLE AT STAGNATION POINT,CASC OPTION
IF IFBASTG.EQ.O. ) GO TO 1632
CALL S T A N O I M , L f U P P E R )
I F ( U P P E R ) ANGD=ANGD-PI
1632 PHI I (M)= .5* (ANGSAV* I1 , -FBASTG)*ANG( I ) *FBASTG*ANGO)
IFI ISTAG.EQ.l .AND. CURVD.GT.O.) CURV(M)-CURVO
164 Sl(M) = S1B( I )
Gf) TU 168
























= RR( I*l)-RB(I )




= ATAN3(DR,DZfANG( I ) )
= (CS*(Z(M).-ZB<I ) ) + SN*(R(M)-RB(1)))/CHD





= RB( I )+RM
= ZB( I )+ZM
AGAINST UNREASONABLE INTERPOLATION
CHECK FOR EXISTENCE OF (M-l) AND (M+l)
LIMIT THE POINT RELOCATION TO 25PC OF DIST.
F = 1.
CALL STANO(M,L,UPPER)
IF(M.LE.MLBU) .OR. UPPER) GO TO 167
DM = (R(M)-RM)**2 + (Z(M)-ZM)**2
Dl = (R(M)-R(M-l) )**2 * (Z<M)-Z(M-1))**2
02 = (R(M)-R(M+1))**2 + (Z(M)-Z(M+in**2






SI M) = S1B(I)+S1M
IF I.GE.IB) GO TO 170
IF POUMtll.LE.O.) GO TO















,AND. XJ2.GE.PDUM18) .AND. POUMf1).GE.XJ2)
I,M,ISTAG.Z(M),R(M),PHI 1(M),CURV(M),CURVB(I),B(I)
,4HCURV , 3X ,
IF( PDUM< D.GE




1160 F O R M A T (12H I M I S T A G , 5 X , 1 HZ,9X,1HR,4X.4HPHI1 f<
1 5HCURVB»9X,1HB,5H J*,13)
1161 M1RMAI ( IX,13,14,12,2F10.5,F8.4,2F8.5,F10.3)
1640 If ( I. (if. tin GO TO 170
M = MO
GO TO 161












A N G l I )
CURVB(1)
C (TRANSFER TO 126 RATHER THAN 120 SINCE 1ST POINT, I-IA-IB, IS SAVE
GO TO 126
C STREAMLINE J2 HAS BEEN CURVE-FITTED, INDEX J2 TO NEXT SL.
180 J2DONEU2) = 1
ANYJ2 * .TRUE.
GO TO 187
C END CONDITION INTERPOLATION NOT POSSIBLE* BYPASS THIS SL
186 ALLJ2 = .FALSE.
187 J2 = J2+1
IFU2.LE.NJ) GO TO 101
C GO BACK FOR 2ND, 3RD PASS TO INTERPOLATE FOR CURVATURE AT PARTIAL S
IF(.NOT.ALLJ2) GO TO 100
RZONLY= .TRUE.
RETURN
1155 FORMAT (27H * SLC IS INTERCHANGING PTS,Fll.5,iHtF10.5,6H AND,




*',PC r>(JN!C POINT CURVATURE -SPC-
COMMON /CSS / SSFML,SSEF,SSFANG,SSDF,SSFEND,SSFND1
1 tSSDLE,A4FACT,BRLX,CURRLX,TSIC
INTEGER SSFML
LOGICAL SSEF, SSDF, SSDLE
SSfML = SUPERSONIC CURVATURE FORMULA NUMBER
SSEF = SUPERSONIC ENTERING FLOW, T OR F
SSEAN(i= ENTERING FLOW ANGLE (DEGREES) FOR SSEF=T
SSDF = SUPERSONIC DISCHARGE FLOW, T OR F
SSfEN[)= SUPERSONIC BEAM DOWNSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1 FOR PARABOL
SSFND1= SUPERSONIC BEAM UPSTREAM END CONDITION, =0,1, FOR PARABOLA
SSDLE = SS FLOW BELOW AND AFT OF LE PT, T OR F
A4FACT= CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
BRLX = B-RELAXATION FACTOR
CURRLX= CURVATURE RELAXATION FACTOR
TSIC = NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE USED FOR TRANSONIC INTERPOLATION
OF CURVATURE
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO,LHE, LBDO,LBDE, LTO,LTE, LWO,LWE, LFO,LFE,
* LO.LESTA, LDUM(8),








C SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)





































RECOMPUTE NEAR SONIC PT CURVATURES BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION
BEGIN LOOP THROUGH STATIONS
IFfTSIC.EO.O.) RETURN
L = LO
CHECK FOR STAGNATION BOUNDARY POINT
30 MA = MLB(L)
M = MA
CALL GETIX
IF( ISTAG.NE.l) GO TO 40
MA = MA+1
40 MB = MUBIL )
M = MB
CALL GETIX
IF( ISTAG.NE.l) GO TO 50
MB * MB-l
C LOCATE SONIC POINT
50 IFISLSHHD.EQ.O.) GO TO 140
M = MA+1
60 IF( (B(M)*B(M-1) J.GE.O.) GO TO 65
CALL GETIX
IF(W(J ) .NE.O. ) GO TO 70
65 M = M+l
IF(M.GT.MB) GO TO 140
GO TO 60
C F FRACTIONAL DISTANCE TO SONIC LINE ABOVE PT (M-l)
70 F = B(M-1)/(B(M-1)-B(M»)
C CALCULATION - INTERPOLATION JUNCTURE POINTS




MX 2 = M








100 SXi = S2(MXl-l)+FXl*(S2(MXi)-S2<MXl-iM
SX2 = S2(MX2-l)+FX2*(S2(MX2)-S2(MX2-D)
C CALCULATE LINEAR VARIATION OF CURVATURE BET JUNCTURE PTS
CXI - CURV(MX1-1 )+FXl* (CURV(MXl)-CURV(MXl-l M
CX2 « CURV(MX2-1)*FX2*(CURV(MX2)-CURV(MX2-D)
MX * MX1 ""




C INDEX TO THE NEXT STATION .
140 L « L*LNEXT(L) O





*ntf.K S S ' j P T C
r>UBKUiH I N h S S 5 P T C < X X , Y Y , C U R V )
* S S ' j p T C SUPERSONIC b-PF CURVATURt FORMULA -SS5PTC-
DlMI .NSION X X d l t Y Y d )
c INPUT-
C XX,YY = COORDINATES OF FIVE POlNTS(I=1-5)
C OUTPUT-
C CURV = CURVATURE OF THE LAST POINT (1=5)




C X (0 ) = 0.
00 60 1=1,4
X(I) = (XX(I»1)-XX(1))*CS+(YY<l+i)-YY(l))*SN








*STTOFI ADJUST THE STATION-TABLE POINTERS -STTOFI-
C TO THE FIELD-TABLE UPWARD BY MD1
C INPUT-
C LI * FIRST STATION FOR WHICH POINTERS MUBCL)»MLB(L) MUST BE A
C MD1 = INCREMENT TO BE ADDED TO MLB(L) AND MUB(L).
C MUB(L)fMLB(L) POINT TO THE FIELD-TABLE
COMMON /IXORIG/ LHO.LHE, LBOO.LBDE, LTD,LIE, LWOtLWEi LFOtLFE,
* LOtLESTAt LDUM(8)t






C SCHOK6= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR <ADJMF«BRHStWRIOUT)
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLOTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVEtFLOBALI
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(1),MLB<1),MUB(1),PRIM<1),











IF( (MUBIL )-MLB(LM.LT.MAXOL) GO TO 60
CALL ERROR1
60 L = L+LNfcXT(L)









•USECDM REPLACE STCM USE CARDS
COMMON /CA2 / A2(730)
COMMON /CA2 / A2(768)
COMMON /CA3 / A31768)
COMMON /CA4 / AM 768)
COMMON /CA5 / A5(768)
COMMON /CA6 / A6(7bB)
COMMON /CA7 / A7(768)
COMMON /CA8 / A8(768I
END
C l W J M I ' M
l\ f KKO^ 1
f DUMP I I/I' r , ICM I INK
T A B L E OF INDEX L I M I T S




L O , L E S T A , LI)UM(8),
MO.NM, NJ.NFCOLS, MAXNJ , MAXOLt MAXNM, MAXLE t
LEU, LEE , LRO,LRE,LRD
L 1MI T S ( 2 4 )
( L I M I T S , L HO )
W( 128) , X2 ( 12d ) , S L C H N ( 12B)
DIMENSION
LQUI V A L E N C f c .
C S T R E A M L I N E T A B L E




C SCHOKfc= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR ( ADJ WF ,BRHS ,WR IOUT )
C MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
C MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE ( PT MOVE , FLOBAL )
COMMON /CHDATA/ X I ( 1 ) » LNL XT ( 1 ) , MLB ( I ) t HUB i 1 ) * PRI M ( 1 ) ,
1 TYPELBI 1),NAMELB(1),ILB(1) ,FLB ( 1 ) , S1LBJ 1 ) ,




















( S C H O K E t D W D V )
A 2 ( 3 0 0 )


















































































( 2 H S 1 , S 1 , N M , 1 0 )
( 2 H S 2 . S 2 t N M , 1 0 )
( 1 H Z , Z , N M , 1 0 )
I 1 H R , R , N M , 1 0 )
T A B P R T U H C U R V , C U R V , N M , l o )







1000 FORMAT UHl M,11X,1HB,10X.2HA2,10X,2HA3,IOX,2HA4,10X,2HA5,iOX,
1 2HA6,10X,2HA7,10X,2HA8,9X,3HOS2,9Xf3HRHS)
1001 FORMAT (1H ,I 3,8F12.3,2F12.6)
1002 FORMATI///8H DS2MX=,F12.6)
LSTOP = 5



















































































































































FOR THE FIRST OF DOUBLE POINT
),A1(300)


































































































ND CONDITION, =0,1 FOR PARABOL
END
LE P
CONDITION, =0,1, FOR PARABOLA









A 4 F A C T = CENTRAL POINT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FACTOR
BRLX = B-RELAXATION FACTOR
















V M ( B O O )
X O , X ( 6 )
M A C H A , P S A t T S A , P T A , T T A , AXIA,RGA.GAMA,
M A C H C , P S C , T S C , P T C | T T C t AXIC,RGC,GAMC,
D A X I T , S C A L E A , T T E , C H O T S T
MACHAI1 ) ,MACHC
A X I A . A X I C
CHOTST
LHOtLHEt LBDUtLBDEf LTD,LIE, LWOtLWE, LFOtLFEt












SCHOKE= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (ADJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)
MCL = FIELD INDEX OF CONTROL STREAMLINE (PTMOVE.FLOBAL)
COMMON /CHDATA/ X1(1),LNEXT(1),MLB(1),MUB(1),PRIM(1),














DATA FREE/4HFREE/, FARFLD/6HFARFLD/t PRES/4HPRES/, OLBC/4HOLBC/


























INITIALIZE /CCUBE/ FOR CUFITR
f . 1 1 1 }
r. i (2)
c ? ( i)





CHECK F G K S P E C I A L
SLBIJY = . F A L S E .
SUBDY = . F A L S E .
I F ( M . N E . M A ) GO TO




Y I' t I It ( L
YIM I H(L
YIMI II (L






> R F F .OK.
h A K F L D .OR.
f II L D .Uk.
ULBC .OK.
PIUS) S L U U Y - . T R U E .
\\ ( .MJT . M. BDY ) GO TO cJ2b
M24 IM M.NF .Mil ) GO TO 826
I F { T Y P E U B I L l . E O . F R E E .OR.
FARFLL) .OR.
F I E L D .OR.
OLBC .OR.
P R E S ) SUBDY=.TRUE.
826
C SOL ID W A L L BOUNDARY
825 AM M) = -1.
GO TO 9HO
C I N T E R I O R POINT
C BUILD X - T A B L E OF D I S T A N C E S TO NEIGHBORING POINTS ALONG THE S T R E A M L I
C P O I N T S W I T H I S T A U = 3 ARE TO Bt OMITTED.
C SPECIAL END CONDITIONS ARE fO BE UTILIZED IF THE X-TABLE IS TERMI
C BY A S T A G N A T I O N POINT
b 2 6 C A L L G E T I X

















































I F ( M . E O . O ) GO TO BbO
CALL G E T I X
IF( I S T A G . E 0 . 3 ) GO TO B31
X ( 3 ) = S K M )
IC1 = 3
IF( I S T A G . N E . O ) GO TO
IF( S S F M L . L T . O .AND.
I GO TO 850
850
B ( M C E N T H ) . G E . O . .AND. PDUM112).EO.l- i . ) )
M = MU
I F ( M . E C . O )
CALL G E T I X
GO TO 850
IF( ISTAG.EQ.3) GO TO 841
X(2) * SUM)
ICl = 2
846 IF( B(MCENTR) .GT.O. ) GO TO 850
IF! IABS(SSFML).EQ.l ) GO TO 850
M = MU
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 850
CALL GETIX
IFJ ISTAG.EQ.3) GO TO 846
X( 1) = SUM)
IC1 = I
848 IF( SSFML.NE.3 ) GO TO 850
ICi = 2
M = MU
IF! M.EO.O ) GO TO 850
CALL GET IX
IF( ISTAG.EQ.3 ) GO TO 848
XO = SUM)
ICI = 0
C UPSTREAM STREAMLINE END CONDITION
850 IF(MU) 854*852*854
852 NBCI 1 ) = NBCINC 1)
FENDC 1 ) = A C F ( 1 )
C DOWNSTREAM POINTS, BYPASS FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW
854 I F t B C M C E N T R j . L E . O . ) GO TO 874
MD = MDOWN
856 M = MD
I F ( M . f c Q . O ) GO TO 870
CALL G E T I X
IF( I S T A G . E Q . 3 ) GO TO 856
X 1 5 ) = SUM)
IC2 = 5
IF( ISTAG.NE.O) GO TO 865
IFt SSFML.LT.O .AND. PDUM( 12 ) .EQ. ( -1 . ) ) GO TO 865
861 M = MD
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 870
CALL GETIX
C IF(B(M) .LE.O. .AND. B(MU).LE.O.) GO TO 874
IF( ISTAG.EQ.3) GO TO 861
X(6) = SKM)
IC2 = 6
C SPECIAL DOWNSTREAM END CONDITIONS FOR LEADING EDGE STAGNATION POINT













f. HMUNUAKY C O N D I T I O N UN 4-PHINT SUPERSONIC BEAM-CURVATURE FORMULA
H f, I ( NIJ( ^) ^ S S F f fJU
f I NIJ< I ) = r><>FNlJl
NHCm^ 0
N M C C 1 ) = 0
C SUPLRSUNIC l.>-PT FORMULA
1F( S S F M L . N L . 3 .UK. IC1.NI.O ) GO TO 878
CALL SS ' jPTK XO,G )
GO ID 900
C C A L L C U B f R TO O B T A I N SECOND ORDER DIFFERENCE FORMULA, D 2 ( O N ) / D ( S 1 ) 2
C A N S f c t K S AKE STORtU IN G ( I G , J G ) , JG=1,IC2-ICl+lt IG=MID POINT
H7b NIC = IC2-IC1+1
IF( I', IAQC.E0 .3 ) G(J TO 8BO
I F ( N I C . L E . 2 ) GO TO OC8
CALL C U R E R S t X I I C l l t N I C )
GO TU 900
C CALL CUFITR FOR INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS, DS2(3)=F(DS2(1),DS2(2),OS(4
C FOR INFIELD BOUNDARY POINT(ISTAG=3)
8HO CALL CUFITR(X«IC1),NIC,5-IC1)
C****DbFINL ALL COEFFICItNTS OF THt EQUATION FOR FIELD POINT M
C IG 4-ICl-H
C JG IC-IC1+1
C IJG = (JG-l»*5 * IG
C IJG = CFNTER POINT INDEX IN G-ARRAY
900 IJG = 25-ICl*6
IF(Pf)UM(5).LE.O. ) GO TO 907
IF(ISTAGC.NE.3 .AND. PDUM(5).LO.3.) GO TO 907
1F(PDUM(5).GE.4. .AND. NUC(2).NE.4) GO TU 907
W K I T f (6 ,1907) JCfcNTR,MCENTR, IC l , IC2 , IJG
1^07 F O K K A T l / / 3 H J=I3,9H MCENTR=I i ,7H IC1=I3,7H IC2«I3,6H UG=I3)
CALL I A K P K T t 1 H X , X ( I C D . N I L t S )
C A L L I A H P R T ( 'jHCCUHt , NtiC , b ,8 )
C A L L I A H P R T l l H G t G , 2 S , 5 )
907 CONTINUE
C CHECK FOR INFIELD BOUNDARY POINT OR SPECIAL BOUNDARY
90d IF( .N fJT.SLBDY .AND. .NOT.SUBOY .AND. ISTAGC.NE.3) GO TO 910
M = MCENTR
GO TU 926
C M R S T POINT OF A OOUULfc SL , CHICK W ( J C E N T R + 1)
910 M = MCENTR* l
C A L L G E T I X














































1, 2, 3, 4t 5, AND 6
.LE.2) GO TO 938
= RHOC*B(M)
I.LT.O.) BUSE=RHOCSS*B(M)











C MODIFY INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS TO ACCOMMODATE DOUBLE STREAMLINE
C MT TRUE POINT
C MX = DUMMY POINT
C MX IS THE FIRST POINT, EXCEPT FOR CASC PROG WITH UPPER OLBC.
C THEN MX IS THE SECOND POINT.
938 IF(W<J) .NE.O. .OR. SLBDY) GO TO 940
MT * M
MX = M-l
IF(TYPEUBU).NE.OLBC) GO TO 19392
MT = M-l
MX = M





IF(MX.NE.M) GO TO 19394



















































































EO .3) GO TO 9HO



















IF(TYPELB(LJ.NE.FARFLD) GO TU 980
STAREA= STREAM TUBE AREA
STAREA= R(M+l)-R(M)
I F ( A X I A ) S T A R E A = P I * ( k ( M ) + R ( M + l ) ) * S T A R E A
945 CALL FFINC
V O A T S U = V M ( M ) * V M ( M ) / ( A T I N F * A T I N F )
B E T A = l . - V Q A T S Q / ( l . - . 2 * V Q A T S Q )
I F ( B E T A . G T . O . ) GO TO 947
W R I T E (6 ,1946) M
19A6
947
F O R M A T (76H *** SORRY -
1LO BOUNDARY AT POINT, I
B F T A = SORT ( B E T A )
BA = B F T A * S T A R E A
A 2 ( M
A 4 ( M
A4( M
A5 ( M
A 6 ( M
= A 2 ( M
= A3( M
= A 4 ( M
= A5 ( M












SUPERSONIC V E L O C I T Y ENCOUNTERED ON FAR FIE
., 9H ( M C O E F ) )
UPPER BOUNDARY
950 I F ( . N O T . S U B D Y ) GO TO 980
I F ( A X I A ) GO TO 964
A 4 ( M ) = A4 (M) -1 .
A 7 ( M ) = 1.
GO TD 966
964 A 4 ( M ) = A 4 ( M ) - T W O P I * R ( M )
A 7 ( M ) = T W O P I * R ( M - i )
966 I H T Y P E U B ( L J . N E . F A R F L D ) GU TU 980
S T A R E A = R ( M ) - R ( M - 1 )
1 F ( A X I A ) S T A R E A = P 1 * ( R ( M ) + R ( M - 1 ) ) * S T A R E A
GO TO 945
980 M = MCENTR+1
I F ( M . L E . M B ) GO TO 810
END LOOP ACROSS THE S T R E A M L I N E S
C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
L = L+LNEXTU)
IF(L.LT.LESTA) GO TO 800
C END LOOP THROUGH THE STATIONS
IF(PDUM(3).EO.O.) GO TO 990
WRITE (6,1000)
DO 100 1=1,NM
WRITE (6,1001) I,B(I ),A2(I),A3( I)




1000 FORMAT (AH1 M,11X,IH8,10X.2HA2,10Xf2HA3,10X.2HA4,10X,2HA5,10X,
1 2HA6.10X.2HA7,10X,2HA8,21X,3HRH$)





















(, I V t N 1 H f
F IND G







A ( 2 , 1 )
A( 1, ^)
AUGUMENTED TRIOIAGONAL M A T R I X REDUCTION -ATDMRS-
SMALL M A T R I X V E R S I O N
M A T R I X E Q U A T I O N A X = B Y t
SO T H A T X = G Y ,
AND Y ARE VECTORS.
T R I D I A G O N A L COEFFIC IENT M A T R I X OF X
T R I D I A G O N A L COEFFICIENT M A T R I X OF Y {STORED IN G-ARRAY)
( O T H E R OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS MUST BE INITIALIZED TO ZERO)
F I R S T SUBSCRIPT DIMENSION OF MATRIX B AND G
ORDER OF M A T R A C I E S
STORAGE IS ILLUSTRATED BY-
A ( 3 , l ) ( A ( l , D ) 6(1,1) 6(1,2)
A ( 2 t 2 ) A ( 3 , 2 ) BI2,1) B ( 2 , 2 ) 8 (2 ,3 )
A ( l , 3 ) A ( 2 , 3 ) A ( 3 , 3 ) B ( 3 , 2 ) B ( 3 , 3 ) B (3 ,4 )
( A ( 3 , 4 ) ) A d , 4 ) A ( 2 , 4 ) 8 (4 ,3 ) B ( 4 , 4 )
C OFF OIAGUNAL ELEMENTS OF B MUST BE SET TO ZERO
C OUTPUT-
C G INVERSE(A) * B
COMMON /ERASE / A(3,100)t DUM(SOO)
COMMON /CATM / N fIDIM»G(25)
FORWARD REDUCTION
A(3,l )= A(3, 1)/A
G( 1 ) = G( 1)/A(2
G( IDIM+l)=G(IDIM
I = 2
WHICH IS STORED IN A(l,l)SPECIAL LOGIC FOR INCLUDING A(A,1)
A( 1,1 )= A(l,l )/A(2,l)
QA2I = l./(A(2,2)-A(l,2 )*A( 3,1 ) )
A(3,2)= QA21*(A(3,2)-A(l,2)*A(ltl))
GO TO 97
90 UA2I = l./(A(2,I )-A(l,I )*A(3tI-l) )
95 A( 3, I )= OA2I*A(3t I )
97 J = 1
IJ = I
120 G(IJ) = OA2I*(G( IJ)-A( 1, I )*G( IJ-1) )
IF(J-I) 140,140,160
140 IF(J-N) 150,160,160
150 J = J+l
IJ = IJ+IDIM
GO TO 120
160 IF( I-N) 170,180, 170
1 7 0 1 = 1 + 1
SPECIAL LOGIC FOR INCLUDING A(N,N-2) WHICH IS STORED IN A(3,N)
IF( I-N) 90, 172, 172
172 A(1,I)= A( 1, I )-A( 3,1 )*A( 3,I-«f)
J = 1
IJ = I
178 G(IJ) = G(IJ)-A(3,I)*G(IJ-2)








C SPECIAL LOGIC FUR INCLUDING AU,U WHICH IS STORED IN Mltl)
192 IF(I-l) 900,195,200
195 G(IJ) = G(IJ)-A(1,l)*G(IJ*2)
200 G(IJ) = G(IJ)-A(3,I)*G(IJ+l)
IF(J.fcQ.N) GO TO 180








*CUBE— FIT A SERIES OF CUBICS TO POINTS
* END CONDITIONS ARE ARBITRARY













X,Y = LISTS OF COORDINATES
N = NO. OF POINTS (N.GE.2)
ALSO DEFINED ON ENTRY - IN COMMON/CGUBE/ -
NBC(L)= BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR LEFT<L=U AND RIGHT(L=2)
= 0, 1, OR 2
YP(L) = MRST DERIVATIVE IF NBC(L)=1
YPP(L)= SECOND DERIVATIVE IF NBC(L)=2
ON RETURN-
B( I ) = F IRST DERIVATIVE AT POINT I (1=1,N)
COMMON /CCUBE / NRCt2),YP(2),YPP<2),FEND(2)
COMMON /CCUBIC/ N,IA,IB






I N I T I A L I Z E
N = NN
I A = 2
IB = N-l
DX1 = X(2)-X( 1)
OY1 = Y(2)-Y( 1)
DXN = X(N)-X(N-1 )
DYN = Y(N)-Y(N-1 )
NOTE -DXN- IS THE DELTA X FOR THE (N-i) INTERVAL.
MORE PRECISE SYMBOL.
A STRAIGHT LINE IS USED FOR N=2 IF NBCU)=NBC(2)=0
NBCS = NRC( 1 )+NBC(2)
IFCN.GT.2 .OR. NBCS.GT.O) GO TO 80
B < 1 ) = (Y(2)-Y(1) )/(X(2)-X(I))
B(2) = bt1 )
GO TO 900
OXNM1 WOULD BE
CHECK IF PARABOLA (F=0) SHOULD BE USED
80 PARAB = (N.LQ.2 .AND. (NBC ( i ) *NBC ( 2 ) ) .EQ1.0 >
1 (N.F0.3 .AND. NBCS.EO.O)
NBC=01, Y AND YP SPECIFIED
LEFT END
110 IF(NHC(1).NE.OL) GO TO 120
A(2, 1 )= 1.
A(3,1 )= 0.
B( 1) = YP( 1)
RIGHT END





"~ C NBC=02t Y AND YPP SPECIFIED
C LEFT END
210 IFCNBC(l).NE.02) GO TO 220
A(3,l)= 2.
B(l) = 6,*DY1/DX1 - YPP(1)*DX1
- C RIGHT END
220 IF(NBC(2).NE.02) GO TO 310
A(1,N)= 2.
_ A(2,N) = 4.
BIN) = YPP(2)*DXN•«• 6.*DYN/DXN
C NBC=Ot YPPP * F * YPPP(OF ADJACENT INTERVAL)
"~ C LEFT END








A(2,l)= A(2»l) * FEND(1)*DX1DX2
- A(3,l)= A(3fl) * FEND(i)*OXlDX2*(2.+DXlDX2)
B(l) = B(l) + FEND(1)*(3.*DYUDY2*DX1DX2*DX10X2)/DX2
C RIGHT END
- 320 IF(NBC(2).NE.O) GO TO 500
A(1,N)= 1.
A(2,N)= 1.
_ B(N) = 2.*DYN/DXN




A(1,N)= A(1,N) * FEND(2)*DXNDXM*(2.+DXNDXM)
A(2,N)= A(2,N) + FEND(2)*DXNDXM






*CCUUr- D A T A FOR /CCU8E / -CCUBE-
CMMMDN /CCUHfr / NHCm,VIM2) , Y P P ( 2 ) f F E N D ( 2 )




*CUBERS YPP IN TERMS OF Y














SPECIAL SMALL MATRIX VERSION WITH END CONDITIONS FOR -STC
DIMENSION X(10)
ON ENTRY -
X = LIST OF DISTANCES
NN = NO. OF POINTS (N.GE.3)
ALSO DEFINED ON ENTRY - IN COMMON/CCUBE/ -
NBC(L)= BOUNDARY CONDITION INDICATOR FOR LEFT(L=l) AND *IGHT(L*2)
= 0 IF FEND(L) IS SPECIFIED
= 1 FOR YPU)«0.
= 2 FOR YPP(L)«0.
= 4 FOR YP(L)*-C1(L)*Y(L) AND YPPP(L)«FEND(L)»YPPP(NEXT
FEND(L)= END/NEXT TO END VALUE OF YPPP IF NBC(L)»0
ON RETURN-
G(I,J)- MATRIX DEFINED BY C = GY WHERE C IS A VECTOR OF SECOND DER
COMMON /CATM / N, IDIM,B(5,5)
~ COMMON /CCUBE / NBC(2)tC1(2),C2(2),FEND(2)
COMMON /ERASE / A(3,266),DRASE(2)
_ C****DEFINE COEFFICIENT MATRICIES -A- AND -B-, WHERE A*YPP»B*Y
C INITIALIZE


















110 IF(NBC( D.NE.01) GO TO 120
A(2,l ) = 0X1*0X1
~" A( 3,1)= DX1
B(1,2)= 6./DX1
B( 1,1)= -B<1,2)
- C RIGHT END




















X FOR THE (N-l) INTERVAL. DXNM1 WOULD BE
A ( / , N | - ()XN*I)XN
H(N,N- l ) -6 . /OXN
IUN,N) = -K(N,N-l)
C NBC=02, YPP=0.
C L E F T END
210 I F t N U C m . N t .02) « . f ) HI 220
A ( 2 , I ) = I.
C R I G H T END
220 I F ( N B C ( 2 ) . N E . 0 2 ) 00 TU 310
A ( 2 , N ) = 1 .
C NUC=0, YPPP = F * YPPP10F ADJACENT INTERVAL)
C L tFT ENO
310 I M N l i C ( 1 ) . N E . O ) l .U I IJ 320
M 1, I )=
A( 1, 1 )= - D X 2 - A ( 1,1)
C R I G H F E N D
320 I F ( N H C ( 2 ) . N E . O ) GO Tt)
A ( 3 , N ) = F 2 * D X N
A ( 2 , N ) = D X M
A ( 1 , N ) = - D X M - A l 3 , N )
C NBC = 0^»t YP=C1*Y AND YPPP=F*YPPP ( NE XT TO END)
C LEFT END
410 IFINftcm.NE.04) GO TO 420
CALL ERROR1
C RIGHT END
420 I F ( N b C ( 2 ) .NE .04 ) GO TO 500
A ( 2 , N ) = 1 .
IB = N-2
ADXN = C1 (2 ) *DXN
C1PAI) = l . *ADXN
A(1 ,N -1 )= DXM * F i - *DXN*DXN/DXM* l3 . *AOXN) /C lPAD
A ( 2 , N - 1 ) = A( 1 ,N-1
( U N - l . N - l )*-6.*( 1 . / D X M + C I ( 2 ) / C 1 P A D )
CUHIC RECURSION FORMULA BASED ON MATCHING YP AND YPP








0 I -- I A, 1 li
> = X( I ) - X ( 1-1 )
) = X( 1+1 > ~ X ( I )
) = 2 . * ( A ( 1 , I ) + A M , I J )
- 1 ) = 6 . / A ( 1 , 1 )
) = - B ( I , I - 1 ) - B ( I ,1*1)






SUBROUTINE CUBICS ( X, Y , B )
*CUBICS SERIES OF CUBICS FIT TO COORDINATE POINTS -CUBICS-
DIMENSION X(IOO), Y(100)t 81100)
C INPUT-
C X( I ),Y( I)
C A( 1, I ) , A( 2, 1 ) ,A(3, I ) ,B< I ) l=l,(IA-l) AND IMIB+lltN (I.E. B.C
C IA,1B RANGE IN WHICH THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND CONSTANT VECTOR
C BE DEFINED BY EQUATIONS FOR MATCHING YP AND YPP.
C 1,N RANGE OF X,Y, AND B
C OUTPUT
C Bt I ) SLOPE AT X(I )
COMMON /CCUBIC/ N,IA,IB
COMMON /ERASE / A(3,266), DRASE12)
C SET UP TRIDIAGONAL COEFFICIENT MATRIX A AND VECTOR B. ORDER OF
C STORAGE IS ILLUSTRATED BY -
C A(2tl> A(3,l) BID
C All , 2) A<2,2) A<3,2) B(2)
C A(l,3) A(2t3) A(3,3) B(3)
C A
C I = POINTS AT WHICH YP AND YPP ARE MATCHED
C IA,IB = LIMITS OF I
IF( IB.LT.IA) GO TO 100
DO 70 IMA, IB
A(l,I )= X( I + 1)-X( I )
A( 3,1 )= X( I )-X( 1-1)
A(2,I ) = 2.*<A(ltI )+A(3,l ) )
70 B( I ) =3.*( (Y(I + 1)-Y( I ))*A(3t I)/A(ltI) + mi)-Y(I-i
1 )
C ROUTINE TDSEO - TRIDIAGONAL SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
C SOLUTION TO AX=B. ON RETURN SOLUTION VECTOR X IS STORED IN B.
100 A( 3,1)= A(3, 1)/A( 2,1)
DO 150 1=2,N
A(2,I)= A(2, I )-A( 1,1 )*A( 3,1-1)
A(3,I )= A(3,I )/A(2,D
ISO B(I) = (B(I)-A(1,I)*B(1-1)) / A(2tl)
I = N
200 I = I-l
IF( I.LE.O) GO TO 900






SUBROUTINE CUFIT(X,Y,NPTS, NEW, XC,YC.NXC,ND, 8)
*CUFIT- -CUFIT-
C INTEGRATE, INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES, !STf ORt 2ND DERIVAT
C BY A CUBIC SPLINE CURVE FIT
LOGICAL NEW
DIMENSION X(10),Y(10), XCI 10),YC(10), 8(10)

































TO USE LAST FIT
PTS. ON CURVE
NO. OF X
=1 (.TRUE.) TO FIT CURVE, =0 (.FALSE.)
LIST OF X AT WHICH CALC TO BE DONE
INTbGRATlUN CONSTANT IF ND=-1
NO. (JF XC
=0 TO GET COOKD, =1 OR 2 TO GET 1ST OR SECOND DERIV.
=-1 FOR INTEGRATION
COORDINATE OR DERIVATIVE AT XC OR
YC(IC)= INTEGRAL(Y*DX) FROM XC (I) TO XCUC)
FIRST DERIVAT AT POINT I (1=1,N)
WHERE IC-2,NXC
AY BE IN EITHER ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER.
 NTEGRATION -XC- MUST BE IN THE SAME ORDER AS -X-.
 SPECIAL ORDER IS REQUIRED.
LOGICAL WITHIN
FIT THE CUBIC SPLINE










IF(NCOUNT.EO.O) GO TU 120
IFIF.GE.O.) GO TO 110
F.LT.O.
IF( I.EC. 1 ) GO TO 125
IFIND.EO.(-1)> GO TO 120
I = 1-1
GO TO 101
110 1F(F.LE.l. ) GO TU 125
FOR INTERP
C F.GT.1.0
_ IF(I.EQ.N) GO TO 125
IFIND.EQ.(-l) ) GO TO 126
112 I = 1+1
GO TO 101
120 CALL ERRORl
- C PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS FOR INTERPOLATION OR INTEGRATION
125 WITHIN=.TRUE.
126 OX = X( I+ll-XII )
_ DY = Y( I-H)-Y< I )
D = (Bd)+Bd-H)-2.*DY/DX)/(DX*DX)
C = (3.*DY/DX-(2.*B( I )«B(I+1) ) )/DX
XD = XC(IC)-X(I)
- L = ND+2
GO TO (130,140,141,142),L
_ C ND=-1, INTEGRATE
130 IF(.NOT.WITHIN) XD=DX
SI = (Yd) * (Bd)/2. «• (C/3. «• DM.*XD)*XD)*XD)*XD
IF(WITHIN) GO TO 135
~ C -I- IS BEING INCREMENTED TO FIND APPROPRIATE INTERVAL. HENCE,
C CUMULATE THE INTEGRAL OF THE ITH INTERVAL.
SA = SA •»• SI
- GO TO 112
C APPROPRIATE INTERVAL FOUND. X(I)-XC(IC)-X(1*1)
135 IFdC.EQ.l) SA = YC(IC)-S1
_ IFIIC.NE.l) YC(IC)=SA+S1
GO TO 150
C ND=0, INTERPOLATE FOR COORDINATES
~ 140 YC(IC)= Yd) + (Bd) * (C * D*XD)*XD)*XD
GO TO 150
- C ND=1, FIRST DERIVATIVE
141 YC(IC)= B(I) + (2.*C * 3.*D*XD)*XD
GO TO 150
"" C ND=2, SECOND DERIVATIVE




*Ul CK UJI 1 I K
SUBHOUTINI: CUF I T K ( X , N I C , I M I O )
* C U F 1 T R TEMPORARY ROUTINE FUK -CUFITR-
C DETERMINING INFLUENCfc COEFFICIENTS
C FOR INFIELD BOUNDARY POINTS
C WHICH T E R M I N A T E -PAKT IAL ORTHOGONALS-
D l M t N S I O N X ( A )
COMMON / C A T M / NX , XIJ I M, G ( 5 , 5 )
DIMI:N (>ION YIM , n ( 4 )
x * - x (i M j u i
C SHU r X-IUMLNT*. AMOVI -IMID- TO THE LtFI
NMOVI = NIC-IMID
f.Al L MDVFJ 1*X( IM||>*1 ) ,X« IKIU) ,NMf)VE , I)
NI = NIC - 1
DO 60 I=1,NI
DO 50 11=1,NI
50 Y( I I) =0.
Y( I ) * 1.
60 CALL CUFIT(X,Y,NIC-1, .TRUE., X3,G(I MID,I ) , 1, 0,B )
C SHIFT GUMIDtl) TO THE RIGHT FOR I.GT.IMID
I = NI
7 0 G ( I M I D , 1 + 1 ) = G ( I M l D t I )
I = 1-1

























. M = MB
CALL GETIX
ODS1 = 2./(SHMD)-SllMU) )
COMPUTE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
) GO TO 20






















































I M P L I C I T
INIMJf
Ml h.MUh.l 0,1 Nf X
A L T E R N A T I N G D I R E C T I O N ROUTINF- -STC
f A T I I J N T A H L t
-I AO-
M ( M ) " INim.AfUK (H .GI . O--l,iJI',SUNI C ) (H.U.O — SUPF R'iON 1C )
Al , A / > , A i , A < , , A ' > , A ' . , A / , A H - INMULNCl C U F M I C I f N T S
K H ' > ( M ) K1GHI HAND S11)1 ' , Of M A I R I X J O U A M O N
A M M ) = 1. f f ) R f 1 K S T P O I N f OF DUOBLl S T R I A M L I N E
IADM - -1 L INE R L L A X A I I O N ALONG S T R I A M L I N F
IADM = 0 A L T E R N A T I N G OIUHOGONAL , S T R I A M L I N L R L L A X A T I f J N
IADM - I L INE H t L A X A T l O N ALONG ORTHOGONAL
b ( 3 0 u )
O S 2 ( 3 0 0 )
R H S ( 300)
A 2 ( 3 0 0 )
A 3 1 3 0 0 )
AM300)
A 5 ( 3 0 0 )
A 6 ( 3 0 0 )
A 7 ( 3 0 0 )
A 8 ( 3 0 0 )



















































T O L R L , M A X S W P , C L t N , D S 2 M X , T O L E S 2 . N S W P , O T O L R L U > ) ,
SG1M1N.TOLINK
T A B L E
L = L O , L E S T A
SCHOKfc= STATION CHOKE INDICATOR (AOJWF,BRHS,WRIOUT)
MCL = SHARP CORNER INDICATOR (BLDTBS)









TABLE OF INDEX LIMITS
LHO,LHE, LBDO.LBDfc, LTO.LTt, LWO.LWfc, LFO,LFt,
LO.LESTA, LL)UM(8)»
MO,NM, N J t N F C O L S t M A X N J , M A X O L , M A X N M , M A X L t t
L L O . L E E t L R O . L R E t L R D
L I M I T S ( 2 4 )
( L I M I T S , L H O )
J M S ( 3 0 0 )
MM2tJS.M1,MDN,ISTAG
M,MJ1(A) , M3.MJ2U) tMS,MJ4(4),M2,MJS(A)
AA4I128) , A A B ( 12B) t HH I 12H) . A't 1 ( 12H I . A42 ( 12tf)














COMMON /CPRINT/ PDUM ( 6 ) , PRT ( 20 )







INITIALIZE OS2 TO 0., NSWP'O
CALL SETM(L*0.tOS2«NM)
NSWP = 0
ASSIGN 235 TO LGO







LOOP TO SWEEP THROUGH STATIONS
LSTART= LO
LEND = LESTA
IF( .NOT.LBL ) GO TO 1
IF( LSSI2I.EQ.O .OR. LSS(2).LT.LSS(1)












































BUILD COEFFICIENT TABLES FOR TDSbO ON ORTHOGONAL
GET M2tM3,M5,H6 INDICES
CALL GETRLX
CALCULATE MODIFIED RIGHT HAND SIDES
IF( B(M).LE.O. ) GO TO 20
SUBSONIC BRANCH '







C SUP>K',(JNIC BRANCH GLT INDEX— Ml
C SPbClAL 5 POINT CUBIC-- SSFML = 3f PICK UP AO
20 Ml = M2
21 MM2 = Ml
CALL GETIX
IF( Ml.EO.O ) M1 = M
IF( I^fAG.EQ.3 ) GO TO 21
M1SAV = Ml
i"> MM2 * Ml
CALL f,fc!IX
IF( Ml.fO.O ) Ml=M








IF(SSFML.E0.3) GO TO 29
C TR1DIAGONAL DECOMPOSITION
C IF A6(M)=0, ADJUST LOCALLY TO RHO=1
30 IF( A6(M).NE.O. ) GO TO 31
29 BB(K) = BB(K)4RH01*AAA1*DS2(M)
AA4K = AA^K*RH01*AA41




C H)RWARIJ DECOMPUSII ION
C SPtClAL LOGIC FOR 2-NI) OF DOUBLt POINT:,
50 IF ( AMMt.NE.l.) GO TO 51
GO IIJ 60
51 IF(AA(M-l).Nt.I.) GO TO 60
IF( H(M).Lt.O. ) GO TO 52
AA41 = -(A2(M)*A3(M)*A5(M)+A6(M))
GO TO 53
52 AAAi = -(A2(M)*A3(M)+Al(M»)
53 AA42 = AA(M)-AA41
AA4K = AA42+RHO*AA41




Bh(K) = <BB(K)-A7(M)*(BB<K-2)-AA8(K-2)*BB(K-l ))
GO TO 61
60 AAAK = !./(AA4K-A7(M)*AAH(K-1))
AA8(K)= A8(M)*AA4K
BB(K) = (BB(K)-A7(M)*BB(K-l))*AA4K





70 M « M-l
K » K-l
IF( M.LT.MA ) GO TO 100
BB(K) = BB(K)-AA8(K)*BB(K+1)
C CALCULATE ODS2.DS2MX
62 DDS2 » AMAXK DDS2t ABS( BB(K )-DS2 (MM )
DS2!M)= BB(K)
DS2MX = AMAXU OS2MX, ABS < DS2 (MM )
GO TO 70
C INDEX TO NEXT STATION
100 IF( DS2MX.GT.CLENX ) CALL ERROR1
L = L + LNEXTU)
IF( L.LT.LENO ) GO TO 2
C INCREMENT SWEEP COUNTER
NSWP = NSWP+1
IF( PDUM(3I.NE.O. ) CALL TABPKT (5HDS2-A«DS2 «NM,NJ)
IF( PDUM(3).NE.O. ) WRITE (6,999) ODS2,DS2MX
999 FORMAT(//6X,5HDDS2=,1PE16.8,6X,6HDS2MX«,E16.8//)
IF( IAOM.E0.1 .OR. LBL ) GO TO 321
C LOOP TO SWEEP CROSS-STREAM ALONG STREAMLINES




202 M = MBEGINU2)
C CONSTRUCT MATRIX COEFFICIENTS ALONG STREAMLINE
K =0
203 K = K+i
C GET INDICES M2tM3,M5fM6
205 MSAVE(K)* M
CALL GETRLX
C IF B(M).LE.O.—(SUPERSONIC— SUBTRACT A1*DS2(M1) FROM BB









IF( B(M).GT.O. ) GO TO 206
Ml = M2
2051 MM2 = Ml
CALL GETIX
IF( Ml.EQ.O ) M1«M
IF( ISTAG.EQ.3 ) GO TO 2051
M1SAV = Ml
2052 MM2 = Ml
CALL GETIX
IF( Ml.EQ.O ) Mi=M
IF( ISTAG.EQ.3 ) GO TO 2052
MO = Ml
Ml = M1SAV
H B t K ) = BB(K)-A1
C PFNTA-DIAGONAL M A T R I X — Dl. COMPOS 1 T 1 ON
C ADJUST TO RHfJ=l If- A/(M)=0.
206 1F( A7(M).NE.O. ) GO II) 2-1.1
BB(K) = BB(K )*RHfJl*A42K*DS2(M)
AA4K = AA4K+RHOl*A42K
207 IF( K.GT.2 ) GO IU 220
GO TU (208,210) , K
20b CM = 1./AA4K
A41(K)= A5(M)*CM
IF( BtMI.LE.O. ) A4UK) = 0.
A42JK ) = A6(M)*CM
IF( B(M).LE.O. .AND. SSFML.E0.3 ) A42(K)=0.
BB(K) = BB(K)*CM
GO TU 225
210 CM = l./lAA4K-A3tM)*A4l(K-l) )
A4HK )= IA5(M)-A3(M)*A<»2(K-1) )*CM
IF( B(M).LE.O. ) AA1(K)=A4l(K)-A5(M)*CM
AA2(K)= A6(M)*CM
IF( B(M).LE.O. .AND. SSFML.EQ.3 ) A421K) = A^»2 (K)-A6 ( M) *CM
BB(K) = (BB(K)-A3(M)*BB(K-1))*CM
GO TO 225





IF( B(M).LE.O. .AND. SSFML.EU.3 ) A42(K) = A42 (K )-A6 ( K.) *CM
BB(K) = (BB(K)-A2(M)*BB(K-2)-CMA*BB(K-i))*CM




230 ASSIGN 231 TO JGO
GO TO 250
231 K = K-i




240 K = K-l
M = MSAVF. IK)
IF( K.LI.1 ) GO TU 300
BB(K) = BB(K)-AAl(K)*BB(K-H)-A42(K)*BB(K+2)
CALCULATE DDS2,DS2MX
250 DDS2 = AMAX11DDS2,ABS1BB(K)-DS2(M» )
DS2(M)= BB(K)
DS2MX = AMAX1(DS2MX,ABS(DS2(M)) )
GO TO JGO , (231,240)
300 IF( OS2MX.GT.CLENX ) CALL ERKURl
J2 = J2-1





C INCREMENT SWEEP COUNTER
320 NSWP » NSWP+l
C STREAMLINE SWEEP COMPLETE— CHECK CONVERGENCE
~ 321 IF( DDS2.LE.TOLRL*OS2MX I GO TO 900
IF( NSWP.LE.MAXSWP ) GO TO 1
ASSIGN 234 TO LGO
- 900 IF( PRT(2).EQ.O.) GO TO 902
CALL TABPRT(5HDS2-F,DS2fNM,NJ)
902 GO TO LGO , (234,235)




SUBROUTINE S S 5 P T K X X . G )
• f rSSM'T I SUPERSONIC 5-PT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS -SS5PTI-
O I M L N ' . I O N X X ( S ) , G ( ^ 5 )
C INPIJ f -
C XX S T K I A M W I M «>r>TAN(.h !)»• M)U»< P f j I N T S t X X ( 1 ) , . . X ( 4 )
c
C (» CHANGE IN SICUNU U b R I V A T I V t , D2YDX2t PER UNIT CHANGE IN
C Y Y ( 0 ) t .. .YU )
COMMON /CSSbPT/ X(4)vY(4)t X2 1 , X31 1 X32 , X41 t X<»2 fXA3f AO.Al , A2, A3,
X(0) = 0.
DO 65 1=1,4
65 X( I ) = XX( I + 1)-XX( 1 )
CALL SS5PT
G( 5) = AO
G( 10) = Al
G( 15) = A2
Gfl-W) « A3
G125) = A4
RETURN
END
